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ABSTRACT

THE GUILTY PLEASURE OF WATCHING LIKE BIG BROTHER:
PRIVACY ATTITUDES, VOYEURISM & REALITY PROGRAMS

Lemi Baruh

Oscar H. Gandy, Jr.

Media commentators have offered different explanations for the rising popularity of
reafity television. One frequently cited hypothesis is that the rising popularity of reality
programs can be attributed to their ability to accommodate television viewers' voyeuristic
needs. It has also been suggested that the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs often
comes at the price of privacy and dignity of their participants. However, existing
literature on audience behavior and reality programming only tamgentially addresses the
~

question of how television viewers' voyeuristic orientations andl
their attitudes about
.
value of privacy factor into the choices they make about consuming reality television.

The primary purpose of this dissertation thesis is to fill this void by investigating these
two potential drivers of reality television consumption. In order to do so, this project first
· utilized a crossectional survey, which asked respondents to report the :frequency with
which they watched 18 reality programs broadcast on major national networks.
Pruticipants also responded to a battery of questions regarding their voyeuristic
orientation, attitudes about privacy, and their tendency to use 'television for voyeurism .
. iv

In addition, a content analysis of reality programs was used to weight the findings from
the survey. The findings from this study suggest that voyeurism, as a psychological
orientation, is positively related to consumption of reality prngrams and that this
relationship between voyeurism and exposure to reality programming is mediated by a
tendency to use television to satisfy voyeurism. With respect to the relationship between
privacy attitudes and consumption of reality programming, the findings indicate that one
consistent predictor of avoidance of reality programs is the bc~lief that one should be
concerned about the privacy of other individuals even if they fail to protect their own
privacy. Finally; comparison of unweighted reality television exposure measure and
exposure measures weighted by content analysis results revealed that scenes taking place
in private or semi-private settings, scenes containing nuqity allld scenes containing gossip
contributed to the voyeuristic appeal of.reality programs.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE CHALLENGE OF VIEWING REALITY TV

In essence, this may as well be network crack: Reality TV is fast, cheap,
and totally addictive ... We'll probably look back on our fixation with the
same revulsion we felt about our Gary Condit Watch just hours before
September 11. These are our brains. These are our brains on crack TV.
(Conlin, 2003)
These 'fast food' programs are as bad for our psychic health as a daily diet
of milk shakes and double cheeseburgers would be to out physical health.
As a result, we are numbing ourselves to very real life challenges.
(Rosenberg,2004,p.35)
During the 2004 Presidential Election Campaigns, trying to reach out to collegestudents who would be voting in Pennsylvania, the Democratic Party organized a rally at
the University of Pennsylvania. Close to 40,000 people who attended the rally, including
many foreigners who were there to witness an election campaign in the United States for
the first time, were greeted with a plethora of political cliches lined up one after another.
As it has frequently been noted with some concern with respect to election campaigns
(Beattie, 1988; Billig, 2000; James & Grimshaw, 1986; Merkel, 2003; Shapiro, 1989;
Traugott, 1992), the organizers of the rally did not spend much time before relying on the
resemblance between sports events and elections. One of the speakers to precede the
presidential candidate Senator John Kerry was the middleweight boxing champion
Bernard Hopkins, who talked about the need to continue the fight whether one is on the
ring or off the ring. In addition to such cliches, however, the Kerry team seemed to have
adopted a catch phrase that was especially suitable for the venue: less than half a mile
away from Donald Trumps' alma mater. "You are fired" was the phrase that not only
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John Kerry but also many other speakers used while talking about President George W.
Bush. And they were not the only ones who were borrowing heavily from Donald
Trumps' reality program, The Apprentice, where Mr. Trump gets to say his famous
catchphrase "you are fired" once a week: the program was clearly a source of inspiration
for the Wharton School of Business students who prepared "you are hired" banners.
One can see many other examples to such references to reality programs in
popular media. The prevalence of such references to reality programs is but one example
of how popular this genre has become. As of 2002, the major neh,vorks allocated around
8 primetime hours a week to a wide range of programming that has been classified as

reality programming (Magder, 2004). This increase in the supply of reality
programming was matched by a similar rise on the demand side: as of2001 close to 45
percent of 1008 Americans responding to a survey conducted for American
Demographics said they watched reality television and more than 10 percent of the
respondents classified themselves as die hard fans (Andrejevic, 2003, Gardyn, 200 I). By
2002, the reality talent show American Idol was so successful that its season finale
reached 23 million viewers - 8 million more than Friends, the most popular situation
comedy of the year (Hill, 2005). For the 2004-2005 season, two reality programs,

American Idol and Surnvor (Survivor: Vanuatu and Survivor: Palau), occupied four
spots in the list of ten network prime time series with the highest household ratings. Other
reality programs that made it to the list of twenty prime time network series with the
highest ratings were Apprentice 2, Apprentice 3 and Dancing with the Stars. The
popularity of reality programs becomes even more evident when we take into
consideration the youtl1 population that these programs target. 72 percent of children aged
11 ..

between four and fifteen and 80 percent of adolescents aged above IO regularly watched
reality programs (Hill, 2002).
The ratings success of these programs is only the tip of the iceberg when it comes
to how reality programs were transformed from being a summer fad to being a staple of
network television programming. Even for Big Brother, which was much less successful
in the United States than it was in European markets, audience members created around
14,000 unofficial websites dedicated to the program. In addition, as ifto signal that the
reality geme had really arrived, two new categories were added to the Emmy's - one for
the gan1e show element and the other for the slice of life element that showed dramatic
events (Andrejevic, 2003).
Just as there is an abundance of evidence regarding the cultural significance
attached to reality programming in contemporary societies, there is also an abundance of
possible explanations as to why and how it turned out to be so. These include political
economic explanations, which argue that reality programs equip networks and production
companies with the tools necessary to survive in a deregulated, more 'competitive', and
fragmented media environment. Recently, however, explanations that have focused on
the supply side of the reality programming equation have been supplemented by demandoriented explanations that explore why these programs have struck a chord among the
audiences. The premise of demand-oriented explanations is that sole exploration of the
political economic factors that may have pushed media producers and networks to look
for new forms of programming may fail to account for why it was reality programming
that emerged as the winner of this contest. Evidently, there are many different possible
reasons that explain why audiences are drawn to reality programs. For example, many
12

commentators agree that audiences are drawn to reality programs mainly because the
participants are drawn from their, 'ranks' (Andrejevic, 2002; Breyer, 2004; Johnson and
Woods, 2002). Similarly, others point out that reality programs' popularity is due to their
abili1y to entice audiences to actively identify with the participants who could as well
have been one of them (Andrejevic, 2003; Jones, 2003; Mathijs, 2004).
One of the most frequently cited reasons why reality programs have become so
popular among viewers is their voyeuristic appeal: "Admittedly, the programme appeals
to voyeurism and viewers' curiosity but those are exactly the same motivations that make
people read an interview with Gerrit De Cock [co-host for the second season]" (Eric
Claeys quoted in Mathijs, 2004, p.66). Certainly, the taste for peeking into other people's
lives has existed since long before the rise of reality programs or even before the
invention of contemporary forms of visual media. As Kahf(1999) notes with respect to
the image of Muslim women, for example, the sexuality of women have often been
organized around a scopophiliac experience. A brief description of an Ottoman Harem
clearly demonstrates Kahf s claim: The Harem of Sultan Murad III, which was guarded
by hundreds of eunuchs - a special military unit that was usually comprised of castrated
men responsible to protect the palace and the harem - was probably one of the most
prestigious harems known to humankind. And historical accounts of how Sultan Murad
III used his Harem indicate that one of his favorite pastimes was to watch his odalisques
while they frolicked and bathed. Evidently, it was not only the 'eccentric' orient that was
filled. with people trying to satisfy their voyeuristic drives. For example, one of the
largest brothels in history, erected in San Francisco in 1899, was specifically designed to
satisfy the voyeuristic tendencies of their customers. The.450 unit building was designed
13

so that each door would have a small window and customers who wanted to see inside
the unit would drop a coin into a mechanism which would then automatically raise the
shade covering the window.

By late 1800's and early 1900's the avenues through which individaals could
satisfy their voyeuristic desires had expanded significantly. One of the usual suspects,
unquestionably, was the rise of tabloid press. And tabloid pres,g was gaining prominence
at a period \vhen modernists were "set out to overthrow Victorian euphemism in favor of
· 'terrible honesty"' (Yesil, 2001, p.2). It was not long before tabloid press was seen as
crossing some crucial boundaries in its quest to provide the readers with the utmost
detail. Indeed, as it has been noted quite frequently, when Wanen and Brandeis (1890)
introduced the tort of privacy that they named as the "right to be left alone", they
conceptualized the right as a protection against an overly intrusive tabloid press.
While Warren and Brandeis engaged in a holy war against an overly intrusive
tabloid media, other opportunities for individuals to quench their thirst for voyeurism
were presented. For instance, Denzin (1995) argues that starting with early 1900's,
contemporary society witnessed the birth of the cinematic gaze:. This gaze was
voyeuristic primarily because of the characteristics of the phys:ical location where the
audiences were situated: a darkened picture palace where the audiences would be able to
break the norms of 'civil inattention' (Goffman, 1961) without being the target of
reciprocal gazing. However, not only the presentational style but also the narratives of
. the early movies appealed to viewers voyeuristic desires. Inde,ed, in as early as 1900' s,
movie makers' and movie goers' fascination with voyems and. voyeurism was gratified
by silent movies like Uncle Josh at the Moving Picture Show (1902) and The Story the
14

Biograph To Id ( 1904) (Denzin, 1995). h1 addition to the rise of cinematic gaze,
especially starting with 1950's, individuals' voyeuristic tendencies were fed by Alan
Funt's radio and television programs Candid Microphone and.Candid Camera. These
programs were not the first time that the audience members witnessed the behavior of
real individuals.1 However, for the first time, the real people had no reason to suspect
that the:y were being recorded while they reacted to slightly embanassing situations. At
the end of each embarrassing encounter, the victims and the audience members would
hear th1e phrase 'smile! You are on Candid Camera'. This was a magical phrase: it
suddenly turned the embarrassing situation into an amusing one for the victim (or at least
they pr1etended to be amused) and with its happy conclusion, relieved the audience
membe:rs from the guilt associated with enjoying others' embarrassing experiences.
While Candid Microphone and Candid Camera may be considered as a precursor of
reality JProgramming, many commentators agree that An American Family ( 1973) is the
predecessor of contemporary reality programs within which real people are usually
willing to put themselves into potentially embarrassing situations.
More recently, finding opportunities to peek into others' lives has become much
easier ( and cheaper) (Allen, 1999). And when opportunities present themselves,
· individuals tend to go along with the flow: a recent survey of restaurant goers have found
out that around 30% of the respondents tend to eavesdrop on the conversations at other
tables (Klein, 2005). Along with these opportunities that the corporeal life presents, the

.

1

In their early experimentations with film, Lumiere Brothers showed everyday real events. Indeed,
records ~;uggest that Lumiere Brothers were not so hopeful about the prospects of cinema because they did
not believe that showing what people could see anytime they looked outside their windows would be
appealin:g to the people. Similarly, when George Melies accidentally discovered in-camera editing, he was
filming passers by on a street in Paris.
15

increasing bandwidth of household Internet connections, the advent ofwebcams and
voyeur websites, even if not triggering voyeurism, presented new avenues through which
it could be satisfied. By 1997, in the U.S., close to 300,000 webcams were sold. This
number rose to more than 2.5 million in 2000. Currently, close to 20 percent of the 200
million Internet users in the US own a webcam (Yi, 2004). While most of these web cam
owners use their webcams for videoconferencing with close friends and family rather
than webcasting their lives over the Internet, this rising number ofwebcam owners also
translate into an increase in the array of options that are available to individuals who are
interested in peeking into other's lives. Commenting on this trend, Allen (1999) rightly
notes that while the number of people who are willing to give up their privacy for that
_,

extra attention may be considerably low in absolute terms, the number of people who are
-interested in seeing the available materials warrants a vibrant market that steadily grows.
In many respects, the opportunities presented to voyeurs over the Internet
parallels those that are provided by reality programs. On the one hand, just as there are
realityprograms such as Cheaters or Cops or America' Most Wanted, there are online
venues that provide images that are available not as a result of the willing participation of
at least some of the targets of voyeurism. These include upskirt or downblouse websites
(including verite voyeurism sites and some simulated, pseudo-voyeurism sites) as well as
webcam footage that have made it to the World Wide Web either accidentally or because
of a security problem/breach. For example, a recent report indicates that a Google search
has revealed thousands of raw webcam feeds that were not intentionally put online by their owners (Justo, 2005). On the other hand, similar to television programs like Big
Brother or Real World, there are those websites where the exhibitionist meets the
16

voyeurist. While official numbers about the number of visitors to these cites are difficult
to get, membership estimates for one of these websites - voyeurdorm.com- are a<; high
as 50,000.2
The 'voyeuristic' appeal ofreality programming may be closely related to the
transformation in viewers' expectations about what constitutes an accepLable fonn of
information. Noting this transformation in viewers' expectations about the type of truth
that the media should make available, several commentators suggest that an important
characteristic of current culture is the elevation of individualism around mid-1960s and
the subsequent rise of subjective experiences of individuals as the guarantor of truth
(Brenton and Cohen, 2003; Cavender, 2004; Corner, 2002; Meers and Bauwell, 2004).
Accordingly, this rise in the currency of subjective experiences is evidenced by media
consumers' interest in confessional content as well as in self-help literature that often
provides its recommendations on the basis lessons drawn from personal experiences. As
such, subjectivity, for long "derided as a source of personal bias" becomes the "essential
ground of knowledge" (Brenton and Cohen> 2003: 27).
What reality programs do within such an environment where the currency of
subjective truth appreciates at the expense of objective recantation is to take the next
necessary step. Unlike other factual fonns, such as reflexive cinema, which mine
subjective information out of material that usually address socially significant issues,
reality programs create their own semi-experimental setting and extract the subjective in
order to quench audiences' voyeuristic thirst for witnessing the personal experiences of

2

The subscribers of voyeurdonn.com pay $39 .95 per month for access to the websHe.
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others. The material that comes out of this semi-laboratory seem to be appealing to
audience members who use reality programs to get infonnation about the personal
experiences of others. Several recent studies, which investigate the differences between
audiences' use of reality programs and other television genres, have found that viewers
watched reality programs with the expectation of being exposed to material that can
satisfy their curiosity about other's lives. Moreover, some viewers use the infomiation
that the programs provide about the subjective experiences of others as a benchmark for
evaluating themselves and as a guide that can help future decisions (Calvert, 2000;
Finnerty et al. 2004 ).

Reality Imitates Life: The Parallels between Real and Reality Surveillance
If the success ofreality programming lies in its ability to narrate subjective
experiences in a more suitable style than its predecessors, the fact that it has already taken
an extra step in doing away with using subjective experiences for making rhetorical
points presents its

0W11

problems. Unlike in cases when subjective experiences are

presented as a means to accomplish a rhetorical argument, in reality programs, where the
narration of subjective experiences is an end in itself, the need to sustain dramatic
excitement may lead to an increasingly more sensational style that pries upon the
personal and the private (Dauncey, 1996; Hill, 2005). Clearly, audience members'
expectations about the authenticity of reality programs means that they do not expect to
find very complicated plots. However, audience members still do expect these unscripted
programs to provide them with the element of shock and surprise (Finnerty et al. 2004).

18

In other words, viewers want to learn about the real, subjective experiences of real
people, but they also want this information flow to be as engaging as possible.
It has frequently been noted that the ability of reality programs to grip the
attention of their audiences largely depends on creating settings where participants are
deprived of basic goods (Brenton and Cohen, 2003; Banks-Smith, 2000). As Breyer
(2004) notes, intrusion, degradation and humiliation are important parts of this postdocumentary genre that prioritizes subjective experience. In the Survivor series, for
example, participants are forced to find their own food while also trying to complete
physically demanding tasks. In several occasions the producers decided to try to increase
the dramatic uncertainty of the program by forcing the participants to make a trade-off.
between satisfying their hunger and trying to secure a slot in the following episode by
completing a task. Big Brother series follow a very similar pattern. Whenever the level
of drama drops below a certain level, the producers intervene by using techniques such as
decreasing the participants' allowance. The intended result, of course, is to increase the
conflicts between the participants as wen as inducing them to engage in behavior that
they would have 'normally' considered humiliating (e.g. stashing food, hoarding, stealing
other participants' shares or blaming others with theft).
Another integral component of this strategy of creating drama out of scarcity is
depriving the participants of any opportunity to privacy (Scannel, 2002). According to
several researchers, this feature of reality programs resembles Goffi:nan's (1968) "total
institutions" (Ritchie, 2000; Scannel, 2002). The individuals are stripped of their
territory and are forced to live in batches (usually in dormitories). There are no private
spaces for inmates to hide from their fellow inmates (or in this case their fellow
19

participants). Just like physical and monetary deprivations, denying the participants
physical solitude from fellow participants is an important part of the strategy that the
producers use to enhance the dramatic value of the shows. h1 fact, in shows like Big
Brother, Real World, the only time when participants can find respite fmm other
participants is when they are in the 'diary room' confessing their feelings and sharing
their emotions with audiences that they do not know (Ritchie, 2000).
That the participants lack physical solitude from fellow participants is only the tip
of the iceberg when it comes to how privacy deprivation serves the purposes of reality
programs. Whereas physical and monetary deprivation, as well as denial of physical
solitude, are directed towards increasing stress in order to induce extreme, ''explosive and
compelling behavior" (Brenton and Cohen, 2003: 118), privacy deprivation not only
increases the chances of dramatic events but also guarantees that the audience members .
will not miss these dramatic events. For most of the reality programs., privacy
deprivation starts as soon as an individual decides to apply to participate in the programs.
Before applying, the candidates are usually ~keel to prepare their own videos that contain
information about their secrets, problems as well as their talents. The more outrageous
these footages are the higher the chances that a candidate wilt make the final cut
(Johnson-Woods, 2002).
Evidently, candidates' words are rarely considered as adequate: background
checks are generally taken for granted as a very routine part of the application process. A
self-help guide that was published for would-be participants of reality programs provides
a brief list of personal information that the producers of reality shows will collect about
the candidates (Sade and Borgenicht, 2004). The items in this list include information
20

collected from ex-roommates,·info1mation about ATM withdrawals, criminal
backgrounds and driving behavior as well as physical and mental health. In addition, the
candidates are often screened using various psychiatric and aptitude tests. In one on one
interviews, candidates talk about their sexual preferences and experiences, their religious
beliefs, their intentions about after the show (especially if they win a prize) (Green, 2003;
James, 1998; Johnson-Woods, 2002). Of course, producers often cite many different
reasons for these extensive probes. These reasons include the need to screen out
individuals who would not be able to handle the pressure and harm themselves (as was
the case when a participant of the Swedish Expedition Robinson committed suicide) or
other participants. However, one of the most important functions that these probes serve
is to cre:ate a cast that can provide the utmost drama.
Once accepted to the cast, participants are subjected to additional scrutiny. This

time, the producers of the show are not alone in scrutinizing the participants. In fact, the
types of scrutiny that we have discussed so far aim to make sure that viewers will enjoy
scrutinizing the participants that they see on the screen. This requires that the cast be
carefully selected on the basis of the interviews, background checks and. psychological
tests so that the viewers will satisfy their voyeuristic curiosity about other individuals'
subjective experiences without having to get bored waiting for those moments of truth:
"The fact is, to work as entertaimnent, a story and its characters must be at least as good
as real life. But to really fulfill it's function in a healthy human life, entertainment has to
be better than real" (Nicolosi, 2003).
Once the cast is set and the show is rwuting, it is the viewers' turn to scrutinize
the participants while they engage in activities that would usually belong in the privacy of
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the home; retell their sexual, financial and health problems; and display extreme - and
sometimes phony - emotions (Andrejevic, 2003; Calvert, 2000; Green, 2003; James,
1998, Jones, 2003). For viewers who are curious about the subjective experiences of
others, scrutinizing the behavior of participants may serve several purposes. First, it may
help them decide which of the subjective experiences that they witness are relevant to
their own experiences. Second, the scrutiny may help the viewers find the characters that
they can identify with. Of course, this second purpose may be closely related to first one
in that the subjective experiences of a participant that an audience member identifies with
will probably be more relevant for him/her. Third, the prolonged surveillance of
participants may help viewers to distinguish between those moments when the
participants are acting on the camera and those moments when the participants sometimes inadvertently- reveal their true selves. As will be discussed in the later
chapters, this aspect of the scrutiny that the viewers place on the participants is an
important aspect of the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs. It can be argued that just
like a voyeur who would enjoy having a peek at something that he or she cannot directly
access, viewers of reality program may derive a voyeuristic enjoyment from trying to get
a peek at an ajar curtain that reveals the real side of the participants not readily available.
For some viewers, the appeal of scrutinizing the participants is so great that the
thirst for details is not satisfied by what they see on TV. Tabloid magazines and websites
have already become an important source of information both for those viewers who
want to learn about what the cameras missed during the show and for those viewers who
want to get a more complete picture of participants' lives before and after the show.'The
type of information that tabloid papers and websites provide about the participants is akin
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to the type of information tabloids provide about celebrities: bios, paiiicipants' previous
and current partners, what kind of work they did before the show, interviews with people
who know them, exposes and gossip (Green, 2003; Johnson-Woods, 2002). Just like
with celebrities, any mistake that the participants may have made before, during or after
the show is fair game for the tabloid papers and websites. This was the case for many
contestants like Frenchie Davis, whose bid for becoming an American Idol ended quickly
after it was discovered that she had posed nude for a website.
One does not have to look deep to spot the continuities between how
contemporary surveillance functions and how reality programs function. First, the
premise of reality programs is that participants live in a setting that is akin to a
panopticon: while not every move that they make is recorded, any move that they make
maybe (Andrejevic, 2002, 2003; Jennyn, 2004, Munay and Oulette, 2004). Second,
similarity lies in the disciplining function of the panopticon. Many participants see these
programs as a learning experience within which the persistent gaze of the cameras makes
them get into touch with themselves and come out as better people (Andrej evic, 2003).
For our purposes, however, the most important similarity between contemporary
surveillance and surveillance in reality television pertains to how audiences scrutinize the
programs and their participants. Recent discussions about the changes in the nature of
contemporary surveillance have identified two related trends. The first of these trends
refers to institutions' increasing tendency to use data about individuals without taking
into account the contextual integrity of the data (i.e. why and under what circumstances
the data was collected in the first place) (Nissenbaum, 2004). The second trend is the
development of data mining techniques that extract meaningful patterns from dispersed
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databases (Baruh, 2004; Gandy, 2002; Zarsky, 2003). In other words, what happens in
contemporary dataveillance is first the separation of data from the context within which it
was collected and then the fusion of separate bits of data to cneate new meaning that the
surveillors can use. Vlhen we take into consideration the extensive amount of editing that
takes place before each episode of a reality program is aired as well as the high likelihood
that the participants self monitor themselves in front of the camera, it becomes clear that
the final footage that the viewers receive is unlikely to provide an accurate representation
\.

of the participants. Usually, viewers are aware of such distortions that exist in the reality
of reality television (Hill, 2005). Hence, the challenge for the viewers is to dissect the
presented information to make inferences about what has really transpired in an episode
(e.g. did the two participants really fight? is participant X really a heavy drinker?).
Largely, what the viewers of reality programs do is to ,engage in a semi-datamining process within which the shows provide them with a dataset that is filled with
·. irrelevant and inaccurate infonnation and challenge them to scrutinize the participants so
that they can make inferences about the participants. This chaillenge is also a part of the
voyeuristic appeal of reality programs: it asks the audience members to scrutinize the
participants like a voyeur. who would patiently wait for something to appear on the other
side of the keyhole or the.slightly ajar curtain, to catch those f.ew moments of truth. And

of course, just like in many data mining activities, some viewers, not satisfied with the
level of data they have, share data with each·other (e.g. online chat groups and discussion
forums, water cooler talks), fmd additional data from public sources (e.g. free websites,
spoiler sites, newsmagazine programs) and sometimes even purchase additional data
from other sources (special 'Reality TV' issues of magazines ]like Star).
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As successful as such reality programs are in appealing to viewers' 'voyeuristic'
desire to witness other individuals' private, subjective experiences, the satisfaction of the
thirst for the subjective comes at a price that not all viewers might be equally willing to
accept. As producers of reality programs dig deeper to extract the private they often do
away with established norms about privacy and dignity and expose participants' 'dirty
secrets', embarrassing encounters and experiences to millions of strangers.

Conflicting Attitudes? Privacy Orientation & Voyeuristic Enjoyment of Reality TV
The extent to which participants of reality programs have to give up their privacy
in exchange for participating in these programs has long been a central focus of media
debates about how reality television undermines human dignity (Jem1yn, 2004, van ·
Zoonen, 2001). As of yet, however, despite the existence oflengthy discussions about
this tendency of reality programs to violate privacy norms, relatively little attention have
· been paid to how television viewers may respond to this. Specifically, although some .
viewers and critics have voiced their concerns about excessive voyeurism as well as
threats to privacy and dignity as a reason not to watch reality programs (Gardyn, 2001;
Hill, 2002), there is little discussion of whether privacy's value for television viewers is
related to their willingness to accept the idea that the privacy of others can be sacrificed.

In other words, the existing research on privacy attitudes, voyeurism ano watching reality
programs does not take into consideration the possibility that viewers are going to
possess two sets of possibly conflicting attillldes and/or orientations about reality
programs.
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On the one hand, many viewers bring onto the table their desire to have a peek
into places and experiences that they would not normally be able to witness. Then, it
should come at no surprise that reality programs' ability to focus on the subjective
experience, which is largely predicated upon their ability to extract the dramatic out of
the private experiences and/or emotions of their participants, is one of the most important
reasons why viewers are drawn to them (Andrejevic, 2002, 2003; Biltereyst, 2000;
Calvert, 2000; Dovey, 2000; Murray and Oulette, 2004). Of course, this claim has been
challenged on many grounds. One of the most important of these challenges has been
that while voyeurism, by definition, refers to deriving sexual satisfaction from viewing
sexually desirable, unsuspecting people naked or while engaging in sexual activity
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000),3 most reality programming, especially in the
United States, is not overly sexual. As such, it has been suggested that the pleasure of the
mediated peeking that audiences derive from watching reality programming may be akin
to a nosy sociability, curiosity or people-watching, rather than voyeurism in the
traditional sense (Comer, 2000; Hill, 2002; 2005). Another source of challenge to the
suggested relationship between voyeurism and reality programming is the apparent fact
that the participants of reality programming are fully aware that they are being observed.
Hence, part of the hypothesized pleasure associated with voyeurism-that of observing an

unsuspecting object - cannot be provided by reality programming (Nabi et al. 2003).
3

It is important note that this definition is not without its problems. For example, some studies suggest that
when voyeurism is defined as such, over 50 percent of college-aged males, who have stated that they would
be interested in witnessing the sexual activities of other people, would be categorized as suffering from a
psychological disorder (Crepault and Couture, 1980). On the other hand, the attempts to differentiate
between occasional 'voyems' and pathological voyeurs by limiting the definition of the disorder to only
exaggerated interest in observing an unsuspected person in a sexual context ( American Psychiatric
Association, 2000) solves the definitional issues without actually addressing the diagnosis and treatment of
voyeurs (Hanson and Harris, 1997).
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However, there is still some empirical evidence showing that voyeurism may be a
factor that contributes to watching reality programs (Finnerty et al. 2004; Nabi et al.
2003). Specifically, voyeurism, conceptualized as the desire to get to see sides of people
that one would not normally see rather than as a purely sexual interest in others, predicted
enjoyment of different subgenres of reality programming such as reality-dramas (Big

Brother), romance programs (The Bachelor), police programs (Cops, America's Most
Wanted) and even informational programs (Trading Spaces) (Finnerty et al. 2004).
Similarly, it has been found that despite some initial resistance to admitting the
voyeuristic enjoyment of reality programs many respondents ended up making the
connection between Big Brother's voyeuristic appeal and their enjoyment of the program:
. "I was a bit of an obsessive person when I was on the Internet everyday catching up on ·
other people's lives! We are all a little too voyeuristic" (quoted in Johnson-Woods, 2002:.
200) ,
On the other hand, as mentioned above, the satisfaction of the thirst for the
subjective often comes at the expense of the participants who are subjected to extreme
conditions that not only causes physical and mental suffering but also does away with
established norms about privacy and dignity. There is already some discussion about
how audiences, as well as producers, may possess contradictory emotions with respect to
bow participants' suffering may be a prerequisite of their own enjoyment of reality
programs. For example, Steve James, a personal-documentary maker argues that for
audiences and producers alike, the suffering of the subjects will elicit a dual-response.
For the audience, the dual response will consist of enjoyment on the one hand and ethical
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self-questioning such as 'Should I be seeing this?' Am I stepping over the line?' on the
other (cited in Kelly, 2003).
Hill's (2002) interviews with reality program viewers reveal a similar pattern with
respect to privacy intrusion and voyeuristic enjoyment. On the one hand, respondents
reported that the sub genre of reality programming that they enjoyed the most was
programs such as Airport and Big Brother, which were heavily based on comprehensive
surveillance of mundane and everyday activities of the participants. On the other hand,
the interviews indicated that for many viewers, the most bothersome aspect of reality
programs were the intrusive surveillance cameras. Similarly, close to 35% of the viewers
of Big Brother indicated that the content that they least liked about the program was
· watching people do private things (Hill, 2002; Hill, 2005). In many respects, these
conflicting attitudes toward voyeurism at)d intrusiveness should come at no surprise.as it
has frequently been demonstrated that individuals find their voyeuristic tendencies to be
in conflict with privacy and respect (Hanson and Harris, 1997; Freund, Watson and
Rienzo, 1988).
The price that the participants of reality programs pay for our nosy enjoyment has
also caused some concern among media critics. In many countries, including the United
States, many aspects of the privacy implications of reality programs have been discussed.
These aspects include the safety of the databases that are compiled about the prospective
participants, the representational accuracy of the footage that the audiences watch, the
publicity rights of individuals who participate in these programs, the intrusiveness of the
background checks and finally the humiliation of having to engage in activities, reveal
secrets or display emotions that, under normal circumstances, belong i:h the privacy of the
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home (Andrejevic, 2003; Dovey, 2000; Green, 2003; Jermyn, 2004; Johnson-Woods,
2002; Sade and Borgenicht 2004; Sandomir, 2004).
However, as will be noted later, this type of a contra.diction between privacy and
voyeurism may not necessarily make it into potential viewers' calculations about
watching reality programs. And more importantly, evidence suggests that when it does,
fans of reality programs develop a very intricate line of reasoning about why reality
programs are not privacy invasive. For example, to the extent that privacy is defined as
the ability to have control over personal information (Fried, 1968; Gerety, 1977; Miller,
1971 ), it has also been argued that it is also possible to think about voluntary subjection
· to surveillance as a way to exercise one's right to privacy rather than relinquishing it (for
a summary of this argument, see Wacks, 1989). When applied to reality programs. that
the participants have voluntarily signed the consent forms and the publicity contracts may
be taken to mean that there is actually no invasion of privacy.
While there is some preliminary evidence that point to the existence of such a
conflict between audiences' beliefs about dignity and privacy and reality programs
(Gardyn, 2001) and how potential viewers may avoid this conflict (Baruh, 2005), there is
little research on the question of whether privacy beliefs are manifested in viewers'
tendency to watch (or avoid watching) reality programs. This research aims to fill this
void by focusing on three specific main research questions. The first of these questions is
how voyeurism influences individuals' likelihood of watching reality programs. As the
discussion above has revealed, however, there is a need to distinguish between voyeurism
as it refers to deriving sexual pleasures from observing others and the colloquial sense of

voyeurism that refers to what has been called curiosity or nosy sociability.
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The second question that this research will address is whether an individual's
belief in the value of privacy manifests itself in his/her tendency to avoid reality
programs that may conflict with these values. While trying to address this question,
attention has to be paid to the differences between individuals' tendency to value their
own privacy, their tendency to value other individuals' privacy and their tendency to
consider privacy as an important right in general. In other words, an individual who
values his/her own privacy does not necessarily place equal value on the privacy rights of
others or on privacy as a fundamental right in general. As such, despite being concerned
about. theiI own privacy, some individuals may not consider privacy as a fundamental
right and may find it appropriate that some other people (including the participants of
reality programs) negotiate it away. As a result they may feel much more comfortable
about other people - or more specifically reality program participants - opting for less
pnvacy.
Finally, while individuals' privacy orientations and their nosy curiosity or
voyeurism may individually predict their tendency to watch reality programs, the
discussions above have hinted at an inherent conflict between these two sets of
orientations. On the one hand, reality programs' focus on the subjective, which relies
heavily on the extraction of the personal information, is one of the most important
reasons why this genre has been more appealing to the audiences than other factual forms
of television programming. On the other hand, the price of this appeal of reality
programming has been the privacy of their participants. Of course, the presence of a
tendency to enjoy colloquially voyeuristic content does not preclude individuals from
possessing high standards about the value of privacy. fu fact, research on voyeurism
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strongly suggests that people who enjoy voyeurism may often experience contradictions
between their behavioral tendencies and their moral standards (Hanson and Harris, 1997;
Freund, Watson and Rienzo, 1988). As such, an important question that needs to be
asked pertains to how these two seemingly conflicting orientations - voyeurism and
privacy- will interact with each other to factor into individuals' media choices with
respect to reality programming.
The value of investigating the relationship between voyeurism, privacy and
consumption will be threefold. First, addressing the questions summarized above will ·
contribute to our understanding of the factors that drive individuals' decision about
consumption of an increasingly widespread form of programming. Second, for many of
the viewers, reality programs,. as well as other voyeuristic content such as celebrity news
programs or gossip columns, is a guilty pleasure. In other words, a well-developed
understanding of reality programming consumption requires that we understand not only
how voyeurism and privacy attitudes separately factor into the choices that individuals
make about reality programs but also how these two conflicting orientations interact with
each other. In addition to extending.our understanding of factors influencing the
consumption of reality programs and testing widely held beliefs about the relationship
between v,urism, privacy and exposure to reality programs, this study will also prove
to be an important case study of two attitudinal orientations that play an important role in
the daily lives of individuals. On the one hand, voyeurism, despite the social stigma
attached to it, is a tendency that all individuals more or less have. As such, the role
voyeurism plays in our daily lives is an important question that requires more empirical
inquiry. On the other hand, it's been frequently noted that privacy is an ill-defined
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concept. Certainly, that the existing literature on p1ivacy either largely ignores attitudes
about privacy or reduces it to a set of variables that treat p1ivacy as a one-dimensional
orientation does not help this lack of a comprehensive definition of privacy. In the light
of this problem, this study will engage in a more detailed focus on attitudes about privacy
to identify different dimensions of individuals' attitudes about privacy.
In trying to answer these questions, this research, in line with the conceptual

frameworks such as the Uses and Gratifications approach and the Structural/Cultural
perspective, assumes that television viewers are active decision makers. This is not to
say that viewers have an infinite number of choices from which to select. Neither does it
mean that social structure does not constrain the choices that will be made available to
them. Moreover, viewers vary in terms of how active decision makers they are when it
comes to choosing between the existing options. However, the questions raised in this
research assumes that the choices that television viewers make with respect to their
reality program diet will be influenced by, among other factors, their voyeuristic
orientations and their attitudes about privacy.
The second chapter will investigate the first dimension of the choices that viewers
make about reality programs and will suggest that one of the most important reasons why
reality programs became so popular among audience members is their ability to fulfill
viewers' voyeuristic interest in the private experiences of others. In making this
suggestion, this chapter will trace the evolution of mediated voyeurism and argue that
despite the existence of many different forms of content that try to appeal to the
voyeuristic tendencies of viewers, reality programs' success lies in their ability to provide
what they want in a form that they want. As such, this chapter will argue, in
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addition to the production techniques that are used by reality programs (e.g. fly on the
wall), the existence of a constant negotiation of authenticity between the programs and
the viewers add to the voyeuristic appeal reality programs. As it will become clearer, this
negotiation process is the result of the fact that despite their name, reality programs do
not make 'reality' readily accessible to the viewers. Consequently, the viewers, just like
voyeurs, are invited to carefully monitor what transpires in these programs (and its
participants) and wait for those brief decisive moments when the contrived behaviors are
replaced by authentic ones.
The third chapter will investigate the second dimension of the choices that
viewers' make about watching reality programs: their attitudes about privacy. This
chapter will start with a more detailed overview of the Uses and Gratification_s approach
and argue for treating viewers' attitudes about privacy as an orientation that might factor
into the media choices that they make. After a brief discussion that focuses on the
structural and cultural basis of individuals' attitudes about privacy, the third chapter will
explore the possible reasons why viewers• attitudes about privacy may make them feel
uncomfortable and even guilty about watching reality programs. Following these
discussions, the third chapter will conclude with a discussion of how viewers' voyeuristic
orientations and their attitudes about privacy may interact with each other in predicting

the choices that they make with respect to watching reality programs.
The fourth chapter will outline the methods that will be utilized to test the
hypotheses and research questions raised in chapters two and three with respect to the
relationship between voyeurism, attitudes about privacy and consumption of reality
programs. The two methods that will be used in conjunction with each other are a survey
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that measures the voyeuristic orientation, privacy attitudes and reality television
consumption of respondents and a content analysis instrument that differentiates between
reality programs in terms of content features, such as presence/absence of personal
information, absence/presence of displays of private behavior and locational privacy of a
scene, that could be related to reality programs' voyeuristic appeal. The fifth chapter
summarizes the findings from the tests investigating the bivariate and multivariate
relationship between voyeurism, types of uses that individuals put television into,
attitudes about privacy and exposure to reality programs. The findings from the fifth
chapter suggest that voyeurism is an important driver of reality television consumption,
that the relationship between voyeurism and reality television exposure is independent
from the relationship between curiosity and reality programming exposure, and that an
individual's concem about the privacy of others is the most likely driver of avoiding
reality programs. The sixth chapter extends the findings from the fifth chapter by
investigating the factors that contribute to the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs.
Specifically, this chapter explores the relationship between variation in relevant content
features ofreality programs and their voyeuristic appeal. The final chapter further
contextualizes the findings from this study and presents a brief outline of research
questions that future studies could explore with respect to the relationship between
voyeurism, privacy expectations and consumption of reality progran1s.
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CHAPTERTWO
RISE OF THE SUBJECTIVE: PERSONAL IS REAL

Reality Television is helping to create a popular culture more receptive to
documentaries than ever before. Serious documentary filmmakers are
forcing us to reflect back upon the shallow (but still undeniable) pleasures
of reality television. And, perhaps the best news of all, our notions of what
a documentary can be continue to expand and evolve. (Kelly, 2003, p.2)
1rV is governed by the bottom line, and we as a culture of voyeurs are ·
dying to watch ourselves. I don't know why; I'm sure it's something the
psychologists and sociologists will be puzzling over for a long time. So if .
1rV is providing us with what we want to see, ethical or not, should we
raise arms against it? (Ruszczycky, 2001)
In order to better contextualize the questions related to reality programming,
voyP-urism and viewers' privacy orientations, this chapter will provide a more detailed
oveiview of how reality programs' focus on the subjective and the personal is related to
their voyeuristic appeal. The chapter will start with an overview of some ofthe factors
that may have contributed to the popularity of reality programs among viewers. The
discussion about reality programs' appeal to the audiences will provide a more detailed
explanation of the argument that was made in the first chapter about the transformation of
individuals' expectations about the acceptable forms of truth. As argued in the first
chapter, this transformation in individuals' expectations about the appropriate forms of
reality is closely related to their enjoyment of 'voyeuristic' content. As such, this chapter
will also explain, in more detail, how reality programs' focus on the subjective was able
to accommodate these changes in audiences' conceptions about acceptable forms of
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reality. Finally, this chapter will offer another possible explanation for the voyemistic
appeal of reality programs.

The Appeal of the Real

Many different changes in the strncture of the market have been linked to the rise
of reality programming. For example, some researchers have suggested that in the face
of deregulation, growth of cable networks and the Fox network and consequently the
dilution of their advertising revenues, the major networks had no choice but to turn to
reality programming (Dauncey, 1996; Kilborn, 1994; Murray and Oulette, 2004; Raphael
2004). Accordingly, there were two major reasons why the networks had to rely on
reality programming. On the one hand, in a media environment where there are
alternative fmms of media, such as digital channels, video on demand and the Internet,
which compete for audiences' attention, reality programming could capture the attention
of the audience in the shortest span of time (Palmer, 2002). On the other hand, reality
programs were seen as a plausible fiscal strategy that could reduce the payables side of
the account ledger while advertising revenues were constantly shrinking because of the
increasing number of channels that competed for the same advertising money (Dauncey,
1996; Kilborn, 1994; Raphael, 2004).
While this post-hoc political economic model contributes greatly to our
understanding of how reality programming became so popular among the producers as
well as the television networks, it is not clear as to whether the business model that is
desctibed above would only be served by reality programming. In other words, a posthoc political economic model will only explain why reality programs were considered as
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an option in the first place. Understanding why reality programs were so successful
requires that we also understand what it is about these programs that make close to half of
the audience members describe themselves as regular viewers of reality television. As
the Uses and Gratifications approach (Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch, 1974; McQuail and
Gurevitch, 1974; Rubin, 2002) to studying media consumption suggests, this task
requires that we explore the motivations of television viewers who consume reality
programs in order to understand how reality programs fit into what television viewers
expect from a television program and to what uses (if any) television viewers put reality
programs.
There have been many different explanations as to why it was reality
progranuning struck a chord among the audiences. These explanations include those that
focus on teclmological changes that facilitate the production of these programs.
Accordingly, this was the case when the development of the two-sided mirrors played an
important role in the development of Candid Camera. It was with the help of these twosided mirrors that Alan Funt was able to deliver what the viewers wanted: real people
responding to embarrassing situations without knowing that their reactions are being
recorded. Dovey (2000) makes a similar observation when he argues that as a result of
the trickling down of miniature video recording devices, media consumers got
familiarized with a mode ofrecording that is very suitable for accommodating viewers'
changing expectations about the acceptable form of reality.
The goal of achieving as realistic media products as possible has existed long
before the recent rise in the popularity of reality programs or before the Candid Camera.
For example, the quest for reality in film can be traced back to even before Lumiere
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Brothers invented the Cinematograph, when French physicist Fram;ois Arago, in a patent
dispute, compared·cameras to m icroscopes or thermometers in terms of their indexicality
(Brenton and Cohen, 2003). In 1903, when American filmmaker Edwin Porter first
screened a movie that he produced by going beyond Georges Melies ' in-camera editing,

it did not take long before some critics voiced concern that such editing was against the
naturnl order through which audiences understand the world. By early 1940s, there were
already many examples of crime films that used documentary style editing to enhance the
perception of reality.
As far as television is concerned, one media pundit, while talking about the live

coverage of Apollo's m oon landing (1 969) cheered, "[television's] real value is to make
people participants. in ongoing experiences. _.Real life is vastly more exciting than
synthetic life, and this is real-life drama with audience participation" (quoted in CouJdry,

2004: 57). As such, it should not b e surprising to see that many different genres like
television dramas as well as news, current affairs and documentaries have adopted
realism as their guiding principles (Cavender and Fishman, 1998 ; Kilborn, 1994).
Consequently, it should not be surprising to see that even in this postmodern era, one of
the most frequently cited criticisms of m any different television genres is that they lack
realism or authenticity (Lewis, 2004)
Andrejevic (2003), borrowing from Giddens' description of the disembedding
effects of modernity, links this search for mediated reality to the growth of
industrialization and urbanization. Accordingly, starting with this period, esp ecially for
the new bourgeoisie, reality ceased to be a routine part of daily live. On the contrary,
reality became something to be "sought after rather than merely lived" (143). Ironically,
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by 1930's, when Walter Benjamin {1969)_had already started discussing how mechanical

reproduction threatens the aura of works of art, advertisements increasingly portrayed
mass-produced products as ways through which one could attain the level of authenticity
that one would have experienced before industrialization. This is evidenced by
Marchland's (1985) analysis of 20th century advertising where he explains the apparent ·
struggle of the advertisers to portray the dynamic and futuristic aspects of new products
while simultaneously providing a sense of unique and authentic experience through
different methods such as references to classical art.

Hail the New Regime of Truth: Subjective Experience

If we have been striving for reality since long before the rise of reality television,
the aforementioned argument that reality television serves a different regime of truth
.becomes all the more important in und~rstanding why it was reality programming rather
than other forms of programming that became the program of choice for producers and a
large portion of television viewers. Indeed, even before audiences, media critics and
commentators recognized the uncontested ratings success of reality programs, Strathem
.

..

(1992) had elaborately noted that the contemporary society was entering a period of
individuality within which moral legitimacy did not belong to the conventional sources of
authority such as the church, the patriarch or the state. Rather, the new source of truth
was whether the telJer could proclaim himselflherself to be the source of good.
Commenting on how the rise of reality programs relates to this change in contemporary
societies• understanding of authenticity, Dovey (2000) argues that the success of reality
programming can largely be explained by western culture's increasing tendency to treat
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subjective experiences, rather than objective narrations, as the litmus test for truth. In
order to comprehend how reality programming maps to this transformation, one needs to
consider how reality programs' grew out of an uneasy and "conflicting relationship with
documentary" (Hill, 2005: 20).
When John Grierson first coined the term documentary in 1926, his vision was
largely the result of a reaction against the increasingly unscientific use of film. Also
referred to as expository, the Griersonian form of documentary was concerned with
constructing narratives from a god-like view of a philosopher (or a social scientist)
(Brenton and Cohen, 2003). This was largely due to documentary makers' aspiration to
share the same platform with other forms of social scientific inquiry systems, such as
economics or political science, which make up discourse of sobriety (Dovey, 2000).
Documentary film's aspired kinship with the other non-fictional systems was based on
two premises. The first of these premises was to have instrumental power and to be able
to alter the world: "The credo that a good documentary is one that draws attention to an
issue and not itself follows from the documentary's epistephilic foundations. Engagement
is the aim more than pleasure" (Nichols, 1991: 179). As such, the goal of documentaries
was to express arguments, and present evidence and information about an important
subject matter. Second, documentary, following the path of the existing members of the
discourse of sobriety, regarded its relation to the real as obvious and transparent (Dovey,
2000; Nichols, 1991).
Guided by these principles, documentaries, despite having served different
functions that Comer (2002) classifies as "documentary as project of democratic civics",
"documentary as journalistic inquiry" and "documentary as radical interrogation" (259),
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starting with 1920s, had a very extended history of being concerned with the social
world. By 1950's however, documentaries' claim to be a part ofa discourse of sobriety
was challenged on several grounds. The first of these was the addition of the
entertainment function to the list of the functions of documentaries (Comer, 2002; Curtin,
1993). Largely, the addition of the entertainment function was part ofan attempt to tum
documentaries into a commercially viable form of content that could appeal to larger
audiences than it had since Grierson first used the term. A clear example of this change
can be seen in the growth of TV documentary, which, according to Curtin (1993), was
largely driven by commercial concerns. For example, CBS decided that producing
documentaries would make commercial sense because it would spread the costs of using
technological infrastructure that it was (under)using for covering international events. Of
course, the commercial nature of the growth of television documentary meant that it had
to do away with Griersonian style documentaries' dull presentational style that made
them somewhat unappealing to television viewers. Unsurprisingly, not long after the
inception of TV documentaries, producers like Don Hewitt started using narrative
strategies that they adopted from Hollywood films (Curtin, 1993).
The second threat to documentaries' claim to being a discourse of sobriety came
from the increasing frustration with an inherent conflict in the Griersonian style of
documentary. As mentioned before, this style of documentary was based on the premise
that its relation to truth was transparent. This claim to transparency of its relation to
truth, however, suffered greatly from the fact that documentaries approached social issues
in a partisan way. Especially by 1960's, followers of Grierson were increasingly being
"accused of interference with their subjects" (Brenton and Cohen, 2003: 21). Aided with
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some technological innovations (e.g. production of smaller, more mobile cameras), these
.frustrations translated into the creation of new forms of documentary, such as direct
cinema and cinema verite, in which the camera assumed the role of a passive observer
(i.e. fly on the wall) (Brenton and Cohen, 2003).
At the intersection of these two changes -entertainment orientation and increasing
emphasis on using styles that would be more naturalistic-was an attempt to couple the
concern with the social world with that of inner and personal world. This change was
both a reaction to the Griersonian style of documentary and the result of viewers'
escalating .frustration with the "chaotic, senseless, out of control world" that put grand
narratives out of reach (Yesil, 2001: 4). A twelve-episode docusoap series called An
American Family that was broadcast in the United States in 1972 was the televised

testimony to this trend. Using stylistic techniques that were developed for direct cinema,
. the series showed the lives of a nuclear American family from Santa Barbara. The show
adopted a fly on the wall perspective to record the family while they dealt with their own
problems (Breyer, 2004, Brenton and Cohen, 2003; Murray, 2004a).
By late 1980s and early 1990's, as emphasis on personal liberation and
individualism gained prominence, so did the frequency with which different forms of
factual content focused on dissecting the individualistic, subjective and/or personal
dimension from broader social conditions. First, an increasing number of reflexive
documentaries started focusing on aspects of documentation that were previously
considered as irrelevant. A clear example of such a reflexive documentary is
Broomfield's The Leader, His Driver and theDriver's Wife (1991). This reflexive
documentary about the Afrikanerneo-fascist movement focuses more on Broomfield's
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personal failure to get a hold of the leader of the movement rather than the movement
itself (Dovey, 2000). Similarly, starting with Roger and Me (1989), Michael Moore has
integrated into his documentaries footage about his subjective experiences while he was
filming them. In Roger and Me (1989), this is clearly seen in the footage about how
Moore fails to get an appointment with GM CEO Roger Smith. In Fahrenheit 9/11
(2004), Moore adopts a similar approach, this time focusing on his somewhat futile
attempts to teach the United States Congress members the provisions of the PATRIOT
Act of 2001 by reading each provision from the speakers of an ice-cream truck. Second,
an increasingly wider array ofliterature and audio-visual artworks reteUsubjective
experiences (e.g. confessional autobiographies) as well as depicting them in fo1ms that
would not have been foreseen a few decades ago (Brenton and Cohen, 2003; Bruzzi,
2000; Dovey, 2000).
. On the demand side of the equilibrium, in addition to the increasing popularity of
the likes of confessional literature and online webcam diaries, many different examples
suggest that media consumers are increasingly drawn to types of content that focus on the
personal and the subjective experience of others. A brieflook at podcastalley.com - a
podcast directory website that also provides the list of most popular podcasts - reveals
that in addition to news oriented, music oriented and purely sexual podcasts (e.g.
soccergirl incorporated, distorted view), listeners frequently go for the types of podcasts
that retell either podcasters' personal experiences or their personal opinions about
random (and trivial) incidents. For example, one of the most popular podcasts is
described as offering a "compendium of conversational snacks, offered up in a buffet of
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varied topics ranging from personal observations to ruthless rants and gratuitous raves of
anything and everything." (Top 50 Rated Podcasts, 2005)
This post-documentary culture, as Comer (2002) names it, which grew partially
as a reaction to the aforementioned contradiction in traditional documentaries, moved
factual content in the direction of subjective truth, reflexivity and intimacy instead of
attempting to improve the conditions within which objective truth was claimed to be
communicated (Dovey, 2000). While many critics see this change as a negative one that
moves us away from our ideals of how media is supposed to function (e.g. Cavender,
2004), others argue that these changes add up to a creation of a new public sphere where
traditional forms of knowledge are supplemented and supplanted by common knowledge
derived from everyday experiences (Bondebjerg, 1996; Meers and Bauwel, 2004).
Within this post-documentary era, then, reality programs are taking the next logical step
by doing away with mining the personal from the socially significant and constructing
their own sets (or laboratories) to extract the personal and the subjective without having
to deal with the socially significant (Corner, 2002; Murray and Oulette, 2004; Raphael, .
2004; van Zoonen, 2001).
The argument that it was natural for reality television to follow the postdocumentary genres, such as reflexive cinema and docusoaps, which increasingly
prioritized subjective experiences over objective experiences, does not fully explain how
reality programming became as commercially successful as it is. This point becomes
more evident when we are reminded that despite the existence of numerous
.

.

experimentations with subjective forms of factual content since 1960s, it was only ,vith
reality programming that this form became popular among audience members (Dovey,
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2000). Clearly, this rising genre is very similar to a wide array of genres, such as
confessional autobiographies and reflexive artworks, in that they tend to use human
interest stories as an end in themselves rather than using them as a means to make
rhetorical claims about a social issue (Dovey, 2000; van Zoonen, 2001). On the other
hand, these predecessors of reality programming were never as commercially viable as
reality programming has become.

In trying to address this question of what it is that made reality programming
different, Dovey (2000) argues that two different - and seemingly conflicting - changes
in the Western culture have contributed to audiences' habituation to (and demand for)
media content that focuses on the subjective and the personal. The first of these changes
concerns the ways in which miniaturized technologies that record visual content are used
in the domestic context. Accordjngly, the pleasure derived from using these recording
devices are all about defining our own family identities through semi-closed circuit
footage that is personalized and intimate. As such, viewers' experiences with domestic,
low gauge footage of their own intimate experiences (e.g. home videos) makes the low
gauge footage that retells subjective experience on mainstream television friendlier than
the glossy image that we regularly watch.
The second change that Dovey (2000) notes concerns the increasing prevalence of
surveillance cameras that monitor our behavior in public ( and sometimes even in private)
space. The escalation of the presence of surveillance cameras, especially in urban
locations, has been noted by many researchers (Lyon, 2001; 2002; Marx, 1988, McCahill,
1998; Nock, 1993). What Dovey (2000) notes about this trend is that individuals' neverending coexistence with surveillance cameras, when combined with the administrative
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and mechanical nature of the footage from these cameras, adds to the indexical value and
the credibility of the footage that is extracted from surveillance cameras. While the
perceived intimacy of footage from home videos and the perceived (administrative)
credibility of the footage from surveillance cameras may seem to be incompatible with
each other, this combination makes reality programming a familiar and reliable way to
document subjective experiences. That is why, reality programs' promise to provide
access to real people both in real and unreal situations makes much better sense for the
audiences than similar claims that were made by many different forms of factual media in
the past. Reality programs position themselves so that they can provide the viewers the
ability to simultaneously be a security guard and enjoy the pleasure of gazing
voyeuristically on the private (Dovey, 2000).
What is important to note at this point is that voyeurism as a concept has many
different dimensions many of which are not fully applicable to the content and
presentational style of reality programs. That is why this chapter's claim about the
voyeuristic appeal of reality programs needs some qualifying discussions. More
specifically, the remainder of this chapter will discuss the aspects of reality programming
that appeal to the voyeuristic nature of the audience members

Voyeurism and the Ajar Curtain
Since their penetration into the prime time schedules of broadcast and cable
networks, reality programs have frequently been associated with voyeurism. Many
critics have voiced their concerns that these programs' voyeuristic nature is the last
testimony to the cultural decay within contemporary society. Guardian Unlimited, for
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example, offered the following judgment about the voyeuristic Big Brother: "if Big
Brother is a one-way mirror on the nation, it is not making us look good" (Andrew,
2000). The cross-national and cross-religious nature of these fears are manifested in
many different examples: Pope John Paul II denounced the shows; so did the Russian
Orthodox Church called the Za Steklom; the Television Advisory Board in Turkey tried
to ban Big Brother's Turkish version (Somebody is Spying on Us); critics and church
members in Greece tried to make it illegal for people to appear on Big Brother.4
Clearly, it is not only those fearful critics of the programs who find these
· programs to be voyeuristic. Evidence suggests that many audience members perceive
these programs to be exhibitionistic and voyeuristic (Hill, 2002, 2005). And more
importantly, many of the audience members (sometimes unwillingly) concede that it is
the. voyeuristic appeal of reality programs that they
are drawn to:
.
It sometimes made me wonder how I would have reacted in some of the
personal situations that the housemates went through and also made me
feel like I was a bit of an obsessive person when I was on the Internet
everyday catching up on other people's lives! We are all a little too
voyeuristic. (quoted in Johnson-Woods, 2002, p.200).

I am nosy. Or more than nosy, criminally nosy. I found out that my father
had been cheating on my mother...becausr.:: of my extreme
nosiness ... Since then I try to tell myself 'it's none: of my business, it's
none of my business... ' Everytime the nosiness monster shows signs of
waking up again ... Maybe I like reality TV so much because it satisfies
my inner nosy person, and I do not need to be nosy about people in ' real
life'. (Forum Participant Tirlittan, ,vww.fansofrealitytv.com)

4

For a more detailed summary of such reactions to reality programs, see Brenton .and Cohen (2003),
Johnson-Woods (2002), Mathjis (2002), Meers (2004).
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Especially this last comment is one of many examples to how audience members connect
their voyeuristic tendencies in real life to their enjoyment of the voyeuristic appeal of
reality programs.
However, a brief survey ofliterature on reality programming and voyeurism

"

points to the possibility that reality programs are not necessarily as voyeuristic as
audiences and critics assume. As mentioned in the first chapter, in the psychiatric
literature, voyeurism, as a pathological illness, has been defined as an exaggerated
tendency to enjoy observing stealthily the erotically preferred gender while he/she is
naked, undressing or having sex (Freund et al., 1988; Metz!; 2004; Posner and Silbaugh,
1996). This definition underlines two aspects of voyeurism that are not accommodated by
reality programming. The first of these is the notion that the voyeur enjoys the stealth
activity of observing his/her subject. Accordingly, covert observation is an integral part
of the power dynamics between the voyeur and his/her target: the voyeur holds power
surreptitiously over his/her target because the subject of the gaze is not aware that he/she
is being observed. It is this covert nature of voyeurism that enables the voyeur to freely
enjoy a one-sided flow of information without interacting with the subject (Calvert and
Brown, 2000; MacNamara and Sagarin, 1977; Kuhn, 1995). If this is the case, a possible
problem with the assumed voyeuristic appeal of reality programs stems from the fact that
the targets of the observation - the participants of reality programs - are complicit in this
viewing process (Nabi et al., 2003; White, 2003). In fact, more often than not, the targets
are willingly participating in the process, thereby undermining the power dynamics that
should have existed in mediated voyeurism. Nevertheless, it has also been suggested that
the anonymity that the television viewer has while watching television may mean that the
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power dynamics in voyeuristic enjoyment of reality programming is not that different
from the enjoyment of real life voyeurism (in either case, the voyeur does not have to
interact with his/her target) (Calvert, 2000). Reality programs may replicate the power
relatioru, of voyeuristic interactions by keeping the gaze one-sided (Calvert, 2000;
Palmer, 2002). The viewer gets to enjoy the act of having a peek into other people's lives
without having to sacrifice his or her own privacy and without having to engage in a
reciprocal relationship with those whom he or she observes (Patkin, 2003).
The second aspect of voyeurism that is not fully accommodated by reality
program.ming is voyeurism's focus on the sexual In terms of sexually suggestive
content, reality programs offer their audiences a taste of what it would have been like if it
was not for the social rules about obscenity. In some programs like the Big Brother or
the Real World the sexual suggestions begin as soon as the program starts: the
participants are asked to decide whether they want to sleep with a partner or alone. And
there are those conversations that are purely about the past and present sexual adventures
oftbe participants or their sexual desires - as was the case when one participant of Big

Brother told her fellow participant that she was desperate to have a good orgasm (Breyer,
2004; Palmer, 2002). Not surprisingly, then, part of the pleasure for audience members
stems from the sexual tensions and attractions that arise during these programs (McGrath,
2004).

Many reality shows also have had occasions where television viewers actually

witnessed 'kinky' encounters: participants of Gennan Big Brother changed sex partners,

it took only four hours before two participants in the Italian Big Brother had sex, in
Russia two female participants were shown washing each other for twenty minutes (and
the cameras decided not to tum away) (Johnson-Woods, 2002). However, despite the
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attention that these scenes get and the sexual pleasure that audience members may derive
from these scenes, reality programs are not overtly sexually suggestive (Corner, 2002;
Hill, 2002; Patkin, 2003). This is why naming the pleasure derived from reality programs
as voyeurism has validly raised some objections (Comer, 2000; Hill, 2005; Nabi et al.,
2003).
On the other hand, many have suggested that mediated voyeurism does not have
to involve sexuality (Calvert, 2000; Chandler and Griffiths, 2004; Dovey, 2000). The
premise of such an argument is that the popular, 20th century conceptualization of
voyeurism has a much wider scope than the narrow, pathological definition of voyeurism.
Of course, we should be reminded that this popular conceptualization of voyeurism
borrows heavily from Lacan (1998) who has argued that what the voyeurs seek is what
they cannot otherwise see. In the light of this final statement about voyeurs' interest in
seeing what they cannot see, the remainder of this chapter will discuss another aspect of
reality programs that may add to its voyeuristic appeal. This aspect of reality
programming, which can be named as the Ajar Curtain Appeal of reality programming, is
closely related to the perceived 'reality' and 'authenticity' of reality programs.
As discussed above, the perceived reality of reality programs points us toward
audiences' fascination with mediated reality in a media environment that is dominated by

fictional content (Calvert, 2000; Cavender and Fishman, 1998; Lewis, 2004). Close to
50% of 18-24 year-old viewers, which happen to be one of the demographic groups that
are actively targeted by television networks, indicate that they prefer to watch real events

,/

-

..

happening to real people rather _!Jl,ail watching scripted characters ( Gardyn, 2001).
Recognizing this trend, sorne researchers contend that audiences have a nostalgic
__,
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yearning for authenticity that is satisfied by reality programs. Accordingly, audiences
need to connect with others and legitimize their experiences -needs are left unfulfilled by
regular television culture which still deals with the sensational rather than the ordinary
(Killborn, 1994; Hill, 2002, 2005; Jones, 2003; van Zoonen, 2001). In line with this
argument, research shows that the perceived authenticity of reality programs greatly
contributes to audiences' perception that the programs are much less predictable than
fictional programs and that the characters in the programs are much easier to identify
with (Gardyn, 2001; Haralovic and Trosset, 2004).
One aspect of such a claim of authenticity is reality programs' ability to offer its
viewers a chance to observe the real mode of behavior of ordinary people that is
seemingly unrehearsed and unscripted (Calvert, 2000; Corner, 2002; Hi11, 2002). This
concept of 'ordinary people' constitutes one of the most important appeals ofreality
progrannning. The only contribution that the participants are expected to make to these
shows is to keep it real, provide us with authentic reactions and reveal their own true
selves throughout the show. In Gamson's (1998) words, the individuals selected for these
shows are the "you'd-never-know-they-were-different-if-they-weren't on the show"
types. Perhaps, it is this very ordinariness of what reality cameras show us that confirms
our perceptions that what we see would bewhat would actually happen in the absence of
cameras (Couldry, 2002). Perhaps, it is the very promise of authenticity that is brought
about by constant surveillance of unguarded and real lives that makes these shows
irresistible for some people (Calvert, 2000). Perhaps, even the editing techniques that are
employed as well as the types of cameras that are used (e.g. handheld cameras) as well as
how the cameras are used (e.g. pictures wobble, out of focus images) that contribute to
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the perceived indexicality of the footage that viewers see while watching reality programs
(Andrejevic, 2003; Killbom, 1994; Murray, 2004a). Perhaps, then, the slice oflife that is
provided by these shows is the factor that provokes individuals tq gaze more and more
"lit,

(Calvert, 2000). Perhaps ... But not quite.
Despite all of the claims about observational authenticity, using the word reality
to describe these kinds of shows is at least as unrealistic as the next made-for-TV science
fiction movie that one would watch. As mentioned before, in producing Candid Camera,
Alan Funt utilized the one-way mirror technology to replicate the appeal of his radio
show Candid Microphone: put real people in quasi-embarrassing situations, record their
reactions without their knowledge. As a technology, the two-sided mirror was a critical
component of Candid Camera's success, for what attracted the audiences to the program
was that the victims had no clue that they were being recorded and hence, their reactions
were as authentic as it could be. Since Candid Camera, there have been countless
examples of various forms of programming that can be classified as reality programs.
These programs include earlier docusoaps like An American Family, its successors (e.g.
Big Brother, The Real World) as well as a broad range of programs that fall into

categories like reality game shows or reality contests (e.g. American Idol) and emergency
shows (e.g. Cops). And unsurprisingly, most of these programs are based on the same
premise of providing the audiences with an authentic representation of other individuals'
experiences. Unlike in Candid Camera, however, the participants of most of the
contemporary reality programs are aware of the fact that their behavior is being recorded.

As it has fyequently been suggested, self-monitoring and acting for the camera are two
common reactions that accompany the awareness of being surveilled (Comer, 2002; Hill, ·
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2005). This is why participants' awareness of being surveilled may be an important
factor that jeopardizes the authenticity of reality programs.

In addition to participant self-monitoring, another factor that hurts the (perceived)
authenticity of reality programs is the prevalence of producer interference. Certainly,
given audience members' demand for programs that will not only satisfy their thirst for
the personal but also provide them exciting and engaging material, making reality shows
commercially viable requires a great deal of technical interference such as adding
background music and using editing conventions that are typically used in action movies
to compress time and increase sensation value (Cavender and Fishman, 1998; Chvasta
and Fassett, 2003).
The producer interference, however, is not confined to the attempts to increase the
pace of action and create a temporal movement that helps audiences ''journey to a
climactic moment of resolution" (Scannel, 2002). ·1n fact, producer interference is an
5

integral part of the production process starting with the selection. of the participants. · In
addition; throughout programs such as the Big Brother, the Survivor or the Bachelor, the
producers often become advisors regarding the right courses of action, and sometimes
they spice things up a bit by giving extra incentives to participants so that they do not sit
around all day in their obviously artificial houses. Once the casting and the filming are
done, there are still important opportunities for the producers to shape the end product.

5 Have you ever seen an overweight participant in any of these shows except in makeover and/or diet
shows? And how does the production team of the
Springer Show select who will come out to reveal
the most sacred secrets about his/her life not only to audience members but also to his/her partner or

Jerry

parents?
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According to one study of emergency shows like Cops, every week, hundreds of hours of
footage are painstakingly edited into a single half-hour episode.
At this point, it is important to point out that audiences are aware of this contrived
nature of reality programming. Almost 70 percent of the participants to a survey
indicated that they frequently questioned the authenticity of factual entertainment.
Similarly, around 70 percent of the survey participants believed that the participants act
for the camera and half of the participants thought that most of the characters in Tell
All/Show All shows were made up for these programs (Hill, 2002, 2005).
Elaborating on how the blurred lines between authenticity and artificiality may
actually motivate individuals to.watch these programs, Jones (2003) claims that the
manufactured nature ofreality programming may "liberate the content by calling
attention to itself and allowing the internal dynamics to work themselves out in a more
natural fashion like lab rats allowed the free run of a cage" (410). Despite their
artificiality, these shows are not designed to make participants deny their true selves but
to test and to reveal themselves through their interactions with other participants in the
show (Scarmel, 2002). Adopting this argument, Comer (2002), introduces the concept of
'selving' to explain this process that eventually leads to self-revelation. The concept of
selving refers to the process through which the 'true self, as a result of the group
dynamics within this contrived environment, slowly emerges through the 'performed
self.

Evidence suggests that this process of 'selving' is what audiences consider to be
one of the main appeals of reality program~ (Hill, 2002, 2005). In fact, reality programs,
like all successful games are based on ambiguity. So how is this ambiguity related to the
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voyeuristic appeal of reality programs? The concept of Ajar Curtain that was introduced
above may answer this question: just as it would be less exciting to watch your neighbors
when their curtains are wide open, watching a program where every action and statement
is taken on its face value would be much less enticing. This is why the audience
members do not demand full authenticity. Rather, just as voyeurs would enjoy the few
moments where the non-visible becomes visible, the audience members are willing to
wait for those few moments when tiny bits of infom1ation reveal participants' true self.
In other words, rather than taking every act for granted, audiences are looking for those
moments when the trne self, at least temporarily, replaces the performed self confined in
the artifice (Hill, 2002; Jones, 2003). Again, just like a patient voyeur who is keen on
completing the picture by constantly peeking on his/her target, the more one watches a
reality program, the more clues one can collect about the real personality of a participant.
So far, this chapter has discussed several factors that add to the voyeuristic appeal
of reality programming. On the other hand, existing research indicates not only that
individuals vary in terms of their voyemistic tendencies (Freund et al., 1988; Hanson and
Harris, 1997; Metzl, 2004) but also that audience members may vary in terms of their
tendency to use media in general and reality programs in particular to fulfill their
voyeuristic needs (Calvert, 2000; Nabi et al., 2003; Rubin, 2002; Ruggiero, 2000).

Hypothesis 1: The voyeuristic tendencies of audience members will be
such that the higher the voyemistic tendency of an audience member the

more likely he/she will be to watch reality programs.
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In addition to these propositions regarding the relationship between audience
members' voyeurism and their tendency to watch reality programs, the conceptualization
of the voyeuristic enjoyment of reality programs that is adopted in this research points to
several other factors that this project investigates as factors that may contribute to the
voyeuristic appeal ofreality programs. The first one of these is being able to learn
private information about individuals that one would typically not be able to learn unless
he/she is a trusted confidant. A second factor that this project focuses on pertains to the
extent to which reality programs make accessible places that would typically only be
accessible to a limited number of people (e.g. private spaces).
Clearly, the concept of having access to a place is not only physical in nature but
also entails having access to what transpires within those places. It was discussed above
that the popular conceptualization of voyeurism focuses on the pleasure that the voyeur
derives in seeing what he/she is not allowed to see (Lacan, 1998). Reality programs may
appeal to this drive by making accessible those settings/interactions/behaviors where
selective intimacy is of high import. The concept of 'selective intimacy' refers to human
beings' need to have some interpersonal relations within which individuals will feel
comfortable about revealing a great deal about themselves. As the word selective hints,
· for each individual there will be a limited number of interpersonal relationships within
which they would readily engage in such self-exposure (Nagel, 1998). As such, an
interaction that is shown as transpiring between two individuals who are situated in a
private setting such as a bedroom in an apartment will typically be much less accessible
than an interaction that takes in a less private setting such as a crowded party or a public
place. Similarly, certain behaviors, such as engaging in sexual behavior, are usually seen
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as requiring more selective intimacy than other types of behaviors. If this is the case, an
important question will be whether reality programs that provide access to places,
interactions and types of behaviors that are normally less accessible will appeal more to
the voyeurism of audience members.
In terms of reality television and the accessibility of certain types of private

behavior, this research focuses on three kinds of behavior. First, this research project
investigates whether the display of sexual behavior - including nudity and various levels
of sexual encounter - in reality programs contribute to their voyeuristic appeal. Second,
this research also questions whether the presence of non-sexual interpersonal relations
that would usually require more selective intimacy than others would contribute more to
the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs. Specifically, two forms of non-sexual
interpersonal relations that this research focuses on will be talking about other individuals
in their·absence and encounters involving interpersonal conflict. Finally, research
suggests that, especially in Anglo-Saxon societies, individuals will be less likely to
display negative emotions in public (e.g. Hayes, 2000; Malatesta and Izzard, 1984). In
the light of this evidence, this research also investigates whether reality programs that
make individuals' negative emotions accessible to the viewers will have higher
voyeuristic appeal than those, which do not.
The final factor that may influence the voyeuristic appeal of a reality program
refers to the extent to which it adopts what has been called a "fly on the wall" viewpoint
(Brenton and Cohen, 2003; Calvert, 2000; Jones, 2003; Murray, 2004a). The concept of
fly on the wall refers to the use of production techniques that make the extra-diagetic
elements less visible. Accordingly, as extra-diagetic elements become less visible
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audience members m.ay be more likely to assume the role of an unobtrusive observer
rather than an active participant. To a certain extent, then, the fly on the wall perspective
may more accurately replicate how the voyeur gazes upon his/her target than interactions
within which the participants acknowledge, through techniques such as video diaries, 6
direct address or voiceover comments, the presence of the audiences.

Hypothesis 2: The voyeuristic appeal of reality programs will be such that

higher voyeuristic tendencies among viewers will be associated with a
greater likelihood of watching reality programs that reveal more
information about their participants.
Hypothesis 3: The voyeuristic appeal of reality programs will be such that

higher voyeuristic tendencies among viewers will be associated with
higher likelihood of watching reality programs that show more
interactions that take place in private settings.
Hypothesis 4: The voyeuristic appeal of reality programs will be such that

higher voyeuristic tendencies among viewers will be associated with
higher likelihood of watching reality programs that show more private
interactions/behaviors. The behaviors/interactions that will be tested for
their contribution to the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs are a)
nudity b) Intimate sexual behavior c) Interpersonal conflict d) negative
emotions e) Talking about other individuals in their absence

6

Video diaries refer to one-on-one interviews or conversations with tb~ participants where participants
address the camera and the audiences while talkir-,g about their experiences and/or feelings.
·'s

.
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Hypothesis 5: The voyeuristic appeal of reality programs will be such that

higher voyeuristic tendencies among viewers will be associated with
higher likelihood of watching reality programs that adopt a fly on the wall
perspective and provide access to interactions that viewers are not the
primary recipients of.

As mentioned throughout this chapter, the extent to which reality programs can be
classified as voyeuristic has validly been challenged by different researchers who point
out that reality programs lack many of the characteristics that would appeal to a typical
voyeur (e.g. Comer, 2000; Hill, 2005). As such, rather than voyeurism, the people
watching behavior that is associated with reality television may simply be due to a very
common tendency to learn about other people. Since Festinger's (1954) Social
Comparison Theory, many psychologists have come to agree that most individuals
possess this tendency learn about others (Blanton, Buunk, Gibbons and Kuyper, 1999;).
Certainly, the motives behind this tendency (e.g. evaluation, improvement, enhancement)
and the types of social comparison that individuals will engage in vary greatly (Brickman
and Bulman, 1977; Taylor, Wayment and Carillo, 1995, Wood, 1989). However, social
comparison researchers suggest that the ultimate goal of social comparison is the
acquisition of information about the self and self-evaluation (Gibbons and Buunk, 1999;
White and Lehman, 2005).
In line with Social Comparison Theory, recent studies that 1:1tilized the Uses and

Gratifications approach to studying the viewers of reality programs indicate that learning
is an important motivation for viewers who regularly watch reality television. Of course,
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according to the Uses and Gratifications approach, the informative uses of media content ·
include many different dimensions su.ch as learning about what happens in the world and
politics (surveillance function of media) and practical/instructional learning and learning
about others (Fiske, 1990; McQuail and Gurevitch, 1974; Rubin, 1981; Rubin and Perse,
1987; Ruggiero, 1987). In addition to types of reality programs, such as Extreme

Makeover Home Edition, Trading Spaces and What not To Wear, that provide
instructional infonnation about how t,o decorate or how to get dressed, the type of
learning that is most relevant to viewers' motivation to watch reality programs is the
information that they get about other :individuals (Finnerty et al., 2004; Jones, 2003; Hill,
2005; Nabi et al. 2003).
Whereas social comparison researchers focus on the self-evaluative function of
social comparison, another related concept - self-mottitming-- suggests that the process
of social comparison is also adaptive. In as early as 1967, Erving Goffinan suggested
that high self-monitors were very sensitive to social cues that could provide hints about
the appropriateness of their behavior. Later, Snyder (1974) proposed that as a construct,
.

.

self-monitoring had five components: 1) evaluation of the social appropriateness ~f
behavior; 2) engage in social comparison; 3) ability to modify one' s presentation; 4) the
ability to engage in modification in particular situations and 5) variability of social

_.....

behavior across situations. In many riespects, this kind of a conceptualization of self. monitoring suggests that high self-mo,nitors will engage in social comparison primarily
for the purposes self-adjustment. However, later research also suggested that high selfmonitors' tendency to read others were apparent in their attempts to infer other people's
intentions, and their accuracy as eyewitnesses and in their ability to recognize faces
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(Geizer, Rarick and Soldow, 1977; Hosch and Platz, 1984; Jones and Bausmeister, 1976).
In line with these findings, Lennox and Wolfe (1984), in their critique of Snyder's Self
Monitoring Scale, found that the self-monitoring scale was comprised of two subcomponents - one on sensitivity to expression of others and the other on tendency to use
social cues to modify self presentation.
In the light of these findings, it would be plausible to argue that television
viewers' fascination with reality programs can at least partially be related to their
tendency to engage in social comparison. It is also possible that the extent to which
participants of a reality program reveal information about themselves will contribute to
the appeal of reality programs for individuals who tend to engage in social comparison.
If this is the case, an important question to address is whether voyeurism, as

conceptualized in this research project, would provide additional explanatory power after
controlling for social comparison and self-monitoring.

Hypothesis 6: Viewers who score higher on the Social Comparison or
Self-Monitoring scale will be more likely to watch reality programs.
Hypothesis 6a: The strength of Lhe association between social comparison
and watching reality programs will be stronger for programs within which
participants reveal more personal information about themselves.
Hypothesis

7: After controlling for social comparison and self-

monitoring, voyeurism will be positively associated with watching reality
television.
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CHAPTER THREE

.,

THE GUILTY PLEASURE OF PLAYING BIG BROTHER

The radical conception of the media as top-down agency of control and its
antithesis, that of the media as a bottom-up agency of empowerment, need
to be revised in favor of the view that the media are more often institutions
which are exposed to cross-pressures both from above and below. (Curran,
1982, p.154)
We can't all be watchers without eventually subjecting ourselves to being
watched - just as we can't expect that the surveillance techniques
protected by the Patriot Act will negatively affect only those who pose a
genuine threat to us. (Murray, 2004b)
Since the emergence of Frankfurt School at the Institute of Social Research of the
University of Frankfurt am Main d:u·,ring 1930's, critical scholars haveiointed out that
popular culture is a powerful instrument of ideological reproduction. The term culture
industry, coined by prominent figures from the Frankfurt School, refers to this aspect of
popular culture by underlining the notion that the mass media industry, despite paying
atte:ntion to the masses that it is directed towards, "misuses masses in order to duplicate,
reinforce an9, strengthen their mentality, which it presumes is given" (Adomo,2001: 99).
Extending this argument to television, Williams (1975) explains that the power of
television is to feed audiences "images of what living is now like" (p.9). As such,
television's main functions include the articulation of the established cultural consensus
about the nature of the social world, showing how the established cultural systems work
as_well as (at least ideally) exposing the inadequacies of the existing system (Fiske, 1990;
Fiske and Hartly, 1978).
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Traditionally, within this perspective, audiences have been afforded little or no
agency in terms of their ability to have a say over content production. The frequently
debated question of whether members of the audience have a say over the type of content
that is provided to them, however, does not preclude the possibility that audiences may
still have the chance to detem1ine what type of content is more suitable for them. 7 This
was what Klapper (1960) had in mind when he proposed that three related mediating
factors interceded with the audience-message\~ueraction: group nom1s, individuals'
predispositions and selective perception (see Rubin, 2002).
One perspective that adheres to this argument by Klapper ( 1960) is the
aforementioned Uses and Gratifications approach, which aims to address what some
researchers perceive to be an imbalance between effects 01iented media research that
adopts the perspective of the communicator and research that struts with the audience as
the focus of the analysis (Ruggiero, 2000; Windahl, 1981). The most important
assumption of the Uses and Gratifications approach is that/G media channel cannot
influence an individual unless:that individual has a use for the message communicated
via that media channel (Katz, 1959; Nabi et al. 2003; Rubin and Rubin, 1985). As this
assumption suggests, unlike effects oriented perspectives, audience activity - generally
conceptualized as intentionality and selectivity in media use - is of central importance to
the Uses and Gratifications approach (Rubin, 2002). Lull (1980), for example, contends
that audience members engage in elaborate and practical actions in order to satisfy

.

Of course, even this argument has been validly challenged on the grounds that regardless of the variations
·• · in the manifest content that are available to audiences, the latent message of most popular media products is
uniform (Bourdieu, 1979; Gerbner et al., 1986; Schiller, 1996).
7
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particulair needs as well as purposefully constrncting their own social realities.8 Of
course, the Uses and Gratifications approach does not assume that the level of audience
activity is constant. First, as it can be expected, audience members will differ in te1ms of
how actively selective they are in their media choices. Second, time relations theory
suggests that each audience member will be differentially selective at different times
(Levy and Windahl, 1984; Rubbiero, 2000).
The assumption that audiences are active in their selection of media is closely
related to, the other central tenets of the Uses and Gratifications approach. First, as hinted
jn the pre:vfous paragraph, audience activity is considered to be purposive and goal
oriented. Generally, these goals have been classified as ritualistic and instrumental goals.
Ritualized goals such as passing time, relaxation, punctuation of time or using a medium
·. because of habit, focus on how the medium is used rather than how specific types of

.

' .f t :_;,;,~

contents are selected. fustrumental goars, on the other hand, ar(t;~elated to purposive
·~..-

selection of content. Some of these instrumental goals include getting infonnation,
diversion, arousal, companionship, having a vicarious participation in events, social
learning, comparison and self-rating (Fiske, 1990; Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch, 1974;
Lull, 1980; Nabi et al., 2003; Rubbiero, 2000; Rubin, 1981, 1983, 2002; Rubin and Perse,

1987).9 The second tenet of Uses and Gratification adds to the first tenet

I

by arguing that

the selection process is oriented towards the satisfaction of social, psychological and
biological needs. As such, media may provide the natural solution to a need (e.g.
;,· .~·

s It is important to note that Lull (1980) focused m~re on the use of the physical media rather lhe specific
types of content presented by them ·
9
Despite this conceptual difference between ritualized use of a medium and instrumental use of specific
types of content, research also suggests that motivations that are related to the decision to use a medium
often overlap with motivations that are related to selection of specific types of content (Bantz, ·1982).
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information) or substitute for a missing, more natural solution ( e.g. social interaction)
(McQuail and Gurevitch, 1974). For example, McQuail and colleagues (1972) have
found that members of the working class were much more likely to use quiz shows for
gratifications related to gaining social status. In this case, then, it can be argued that
members of the working class uses quiz shows to compensate for the frustration that is
brought about by a social life that does not provide upward mobility. Third, the Uses and
Gratifications approach assumes that audiences will be able to determine whether a
specific medium or specific content is able to satisfy their needs.
In their analysis of the frameworks that the Uses and Gratifications approach can

employ while studying audience behavior, McQuail and Gurevitch (1974) distinguish
between three types of perspectives: functional, action/motivation and structural/cultural.
The first of these perspectives - a functional perspective-- assumes that actions and
behaviors of audiences can be explained in terms of meeting certain needs. Under the
functional perspective, the sources of these needs are rarely addressed. Rather, the focus
of this approach is on whether media act as a natural resource that fulfills a need or as a
substitute for a natural resource that would fulfill the need. The action/motivation
perspective, adds to the functional perspective by assuming that the choices individuals
make about their media consumption is an act of free choice. Without trying to infer the
..,,.,,

possible causes of these choices, this persn~ct;ve
seeks to expiore what these choices are
·2,--0-... _·':
as well as the meanings that the audiences attach to these choices.
Unlike the functional perspective and the action/motivation perspective, the
structural/cultural perspective focuses on determining the societal and social situations
that influence media choices of individuals. This perspe1ive assumes that there is a
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connection between the structure that the media and the audiences are situated in and the
social orientations of the audiences. Accordingly, this connection is manifested in two
jpterrelated outcomes: the type of media output that is available and the commonly held
expectations, values and norms that prescribe the appropriate responses to cultural
products,. Adopting this perspective, socio-cultural approaches to media output consider
media outputs as a "standardized product that is shaped by the dominant forces of
industriatl society and is consumed by people whose lives are conditioned by the same
forces" (McQuail and Gurevitch, 1974: 292). That the focus of this approach is the
''structural and cultural forces that are external to the individual" means that the structural
perspective will try to consolidate the findings about audiences' behaviors with
infonnat:ion about media contents, audience orientation and social and cultural contexts

, (291).
. The structural/cultural perspective goes a long way in proviiling a conceptual
framewc,rk within which we can better address the questions raised in the first two
chapters about the rise of reality programming and how its focus on the personal
experiences of inilividuals may appeal to the voyeuristic tendencies of the audience
members on the one hand and whether the voyeuristic appeal ofreality programs
conflicts with deeply held values about privacy on the other. fu line with this
structuraJ/cultilral perspective, the current chapter will start by investigating the social
·w i

and cultural basis of the norms about privacy that may irii:1.uence viewers' preferences
·about how to interact with reality programming_. This chapter will first discuss whether it
is possible that viewers' attitudes about privacy norms may be a factor that contributes to
their tendency to avoid reality programs within which these norms are ·often violated or
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ignored. In regards to this possibility, this chapter will also note the existing research that
suggests that fans ofreality programs do not necessarily consider what transpires in
reality programs to be a transgression of social norms about privacy. Finally, this chapter
will focus on a question that has received relatively little scholarly attention: how do
potential viewers' voyeuristic drives interact with their privacy orientations in predicting
their reality program choices?

Reframing Privacy and Surveillance
In his work on the growth of everyday surveillance in contemporary societies,
Lyon (2002) makes a very intuitive suggestion by saying that surveillance is neither a
negative phenomenon nor a positive one. It is the types of uses that this neutral
instrument is put into that determine where along the continuum of good and evil
surveillance is going to be situated. If one can get past the idea that the same argument is
also used for weapons ( e.g. guns don't kill people, people do), this argument also
suggests that making moral decisions while surveilling and catego1izing individuals is an
unavoidable aspect of surveillance. Unfortunately, though, guns are more often than not
used to kill or injure people rather than patting them on the back. In a similar vein,
surveillance is more often put to worrisome uses than neutral or morally acceptable ones.
As Lyon (2001) argues, within this environment, privacy does not deliver individuals
from surveillance but helps manage surveillance.

If this is the case, if privacy can be seen as an instrument that, at best, manages
.

.

.

su~eillance, it should also be remembered that privacy, in many respects, could be seen
1·;; the main iristigator of contemporary surveillance (Nock, 1993). Indeed, it has been
i),u~•

.
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suggested: that the rise of technologies that are designed to track individuals is closely
related to the rise of individualism and mobility (Lyon, 2001). Until very recently, most
social interactions were face-to-face interactions. More importantly, until recently, most
transactions took place between people who would usually know each other by name.
Currently, however, electronic interactions that do not require the physical presence of
the parties to that interaction are replacing face-to-face interactions. And whereas a
signature, a simple seal or even a known face would have been enough to complete a
transaction in the past, in contemporary societies, our disappearing bodies mean that new
tokens of trust are needed to replace the missing "visual, body clues and cues, such as
handsbak,es, eye contact" (Lyon, 2002: 244). Hence, within such an environment, the
pressing n eed to reduce risks has lead to a s~ge in the surveillance of individuals as a
means of minimizing risk: ''to establish and maintain reputations in the face of privacy,
social me,~hanisms of surveillance have been elaborated or developed ... A society of
strangers is one of immense personal privacy. Surveillance is the cost of~_at privacy"
(Nock, 1993: 1).
· As intuitive as the notion that the rise of contemporary surveillance is largely
predicated upon the rise of a private society may sound in tenns of demonstrating the codependence of surveillance and privacy, this should not be taken to mean that these two
concepts do not conflict with each other. This conflict between surveillance and privacy
is not merely a conflict between two abstract concepts. More often than not, it is also a
conflict b1~tween two groups of constituencies with notable in~qualities in power. On the
one side o,f the disequilibrium are the institutions of business and government, which
have·grea1t ab iii ty to influence not only the market infrastructure but also the regulations

6&

related to privacy and surveillance. On the other side are individuals whose interests are
either unrepresented or represented by a considerably loose coalition of citizens' and
consumers' rights groups (Baruh, 2004). More importantly, the power asymmetry
between individuals and institutions is coupled by an increasingly neoliberal approach
within which the level of privacy that an individual enjoys is a function of the nature of
the self-help techniques that he/she uses (Cohen, 2001; Lyon, 2002). Even in cases when
the Congress decides to introduce legislation that is supposed to protect privacy rights of
individuals, it often adopts a piecemeal approach that does little to protect privacy. The
result of such a piecemeal approach is usually confusing, and often includes conflicting
provisions that incorrectly assume that individuals will be able navigate through a
complicated system to opt out of established data collection practices.
Within such an environment, one of the most important impediments on
iri.stitutipns' ability to continue collecting information is an individual's attitude about the
importance' of their own privacy. However, individuals' attitudes about privacy are often
complicated by a plethora of factors. The most important of these factors is the ease with
which i9-dividuals can act on their attitudes about privacy, which in turn depends on·
perceived and actual 10 costs for the person as wen as the society. As will become clearer,
when other personal and social concerns are also included into the 'balanced' equation
between surveillance and privacy, privacy rights of individuals often end up as negative
values.

The simplest example to the actual costs of protecting one's privacy would be paying extra fee to remove
on,..~elffrom telephone directories. Not everyone can necessarily afford to pay that extra fee. Hmvever,
usually the costs of protecting one's privacy may be much direr: being denied access to jobs, physical
locations as well as being denied to have access to crucial services such as insurance.
10
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Privacy the Red Herring
The conflict between privacy rights of individuals and surveillance needs and
capabilities of institutions is often framed as a conflict between the privacy rights of
individuals and other, more compelling social needs. For example, in as early as when
Warren and Brandeis (1890) initially conceptualized privacy as the "right to be let alone",
this right was seen as being in conflict with the public's right to know (Pember, 1972).
During the Cold War, as a result of the extreme obsession with Communism and the red
scarce, the FBI and the police were granted greater authority to surveil American citizens.
The justification offered then was very similar to what we hear today: the gaze should not
have bothered those who have nothing to hide (Denzin, 1995). In the post 9/11 era,
especially in the aftermath of the attacks in London, the notion that there is

a tradeoff

between the privacy rights of individuals and the collective security that will be brought
about by advanced surveillance methods is increasingly becoming popular. For example,
commenting on the rise of surveillance measures in the aftermath of 2005 bombings in
London~ Robert Postle11 -a marketer of surveillance systems- argues that "the more you
want to give to the privacy side of the ledger, the more you're likely to miss a threat"
(Zahn et al., 2005).
This so-called tradeoffbetween privacy and national security is but one of many
examples of the prevalent notion that the enjoyment of individual privacy often comes at
the expense of other social values. In his communitarian approach to privacy, Etzioni
(1999) convincingly argues that privacy, as important a right as it is~ is being enjoyed at
llJv.1r. Postle is the Vice President of the worldwide sales and marketing ofa surveillance
technology/services company named American Science and Engineering Inc. that produces the likes of
advanced x-ray detection technologies.
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the expense of superior social goals such as the public's health or children's safety. In a
similar vein, Volokh (2001), in his critique of the hypothesis that surveillance may chill
citizens' desire to voice their opinions, argues that privacy based limitations on how
companies may use the information that they have legitimately collected about
individuals during transactions, threaten free speech rights. Accordingly, further use of
personal information that was collected as part of a legitimate business transaction whether this further use is to share it with other companies or to create profiles of
individuals- is an act of speech the limitation of which would constitute a slippery slope
that would induce further limitations on speech.
Unsurprisingly, all these discussions about the need to make trade-offs between
privacy and other goals inherently help reframe the notion of giving up one's privacy. At
once, privacy is both presented as a negative value - as is the case when critics such as
Pos.ner (1978) and Zimmerman (1983) conceptualize privacy as secrecy and/or
misleading management of identity- and as a value that, despite its importance, could be
trumped for the sake of other goals. In cases when the value of privacy is acknowledged,
the concerns of individuals are appeased through a mix of self-regulation and piecemeal
legislation that usually create more confusion than solution. And when the media draws
attention to the shortcomings of the existing system, these are more often than not
sensationalistic stories about identity theft rather than stories about the biases within the
system that make it practically impossible for individuals to control how information
about them is being used (Dholakia and Zwick, 2001).
Just as privacy is framed as conflicting with socially valuable goals, the well
functioning of the surveillance system within which companies collect information about
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individuals for price discrimination and customer service customization requires that
individuals perceive these activities as providing personal benefits to them. Noting this
trend, Turow (2005) argues that what is essentially happening· is that privacy is becoming
the red herring. For every individual who wants to enjoy the conveniences of modem life
such as driving a car, owning a credit card or even having a cell-phone, giving up a
certain level of privacy so that the information about that person starts to flow around has
been normalized as a prerequisite. A person who does not wish to disclose inf01mation
about his purchases may not get a credit card, cannot establish credit and many times will
either be charged a hefty fee or will be denied access to some very commonly used
services such as phone lines or cellular phone lines. Commenting on this aspect of
contemporary surveillance, Poster (1990) correctly observes that because of their need to
continue to borrow money, borrow books from libraries. rent cars and own a credit card,
individuals participate in their own self-surveillance. As such, t}le current surveillance
regime, according to Poster (1990), is a superpanopticon that does not require the likes of
walls, guards or railings. Obviously, fear of punishment is still an important aspect of the
controlling power of surveillance; however, in the superpanopticon, individuals
internalize their positions as subjects of surveillance (Poster. 1990; Wong, 2001 ).
· Interestingly enough, the language that some researchers use when reporting
survey results about individuals' attitu~es about privacy is often more revealing about the
general psyche regarcling privacy than the percentages presented by these reports. Since
late 1990's several researchers have promulgated the idea that most Americans make
calculated (and wise) decisions about their privacy and named those relatively fewer
people who indicated that they would not give up their privacy in exchange for72

conveni1;:nce or p1ice incentives as privacy 'fundamentalists' (Ackerman, Cranor and
Reagle, 1999; Berendt, Gunther and Spiekennann, 2005; Vvestin, 2003).
Given their coexistence with an ever-expanding variety of surveillance activities,
how do individuals respond to this reframing of surveillance and the idea that if one
wants to enjoy the benefits of modem life, he/she should be willing to give up his/her
privacy?' . Not a day goes by w ithout new stories about the existence of surveillance
cameras in places that should have been free from them. Recently for example, members
of a girls' basketball team visiting a middle school in Tennessee have learned - to their
surprise and despite claims to the contrary - that the surveillance camera in their locker
room acltuaJly recorded footage of the changing area (Ju~ o, j()05). Whikthis example
may look like an anomaly, it clearly underlines how individuals perceive being
surve.ilk<l: they usually assume that surveillance is being used for appropriate purposes.
I

Commenting on this aspect of individuals' coexistence with surveillance, several
researchers have argued that within this kind of a surveillance-friendly environment,
individuals will essentially be habituated into a system within which disclosing personal
information will not bother them (Calvert, 2000; Gandy, 1993; ~stel, 1990; Lyon, 2002;

Miller-_, 1971).
Of course, individuals' interactions with surveillance are not uniform and.neither
should we expect their attitudes about surveillance and privacy to be. First of all, it has
been suggested that the extent to which individuals will comfortably reveal their personal
information will depend not only on the type of information that they are being asked to

reveal (\:\Tacks, 1989; Bing, 1972), but also on the context (e.g. time, who receives the
information, who can have access to that information at later times) within which
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information is being gathered (Cranor, Reagle and Ackerman, 1999). In addition, each
individual, due to different factors such as income, education, race, location and age, is
subjected to different forms of surveillance, different levels of intensity of surveillance,
all performed by different types of institutions (Allen, 1999; Gandy 1993; Raab and
Bennett, 1998). Additionally, there are important variations in the extent to which
different groups can afford to protect their privacy (Allen, 1999). Regardless of these
differences, however, recent studies indicate that there is a general decline in the privacy
expectations of individuals (Calvert, 2000). This trend is evident in studies that suggest
that even those individuals who indicate that they are worried about their privacy end up
revealing their most personal details while they engage in transactions both online and
offline (Berendt, 2005; Lyon, 2002; Turow, 2003).
Unsurprisingly, such behavior on the part of individuals who give up their privacy
has been interpreted as showing that people can make pragmatic decisions about
whether/when it is worth to give up one's privacy in exchange for other benefits (Westin,
2003). On the other hand, others have suggested that the concept of privacy pragmatism
is a misnomer because it requires that individuals make informed decisions about the
costs of giving up privacy. Survey evidence suggests that most people decide on the
level of privacy they need based on heuristics. Many do not read privacy notices and
many even think because a company has a privacy policy they do not collect personal
information (Berendt, 2005; Turow, 2003). In addition to these perspectives, it has also
been argued that individuals' willingness to give up their privacy this easily also raises
the possibility that the population is not content with the private-public distinction made
by the bourgeoisie system (van Zoonen, 2001, 2004). This line ofreasoning has its basis
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in feminist scholarship that has drawn attention to not only the notion that women may be
subjected to too much of the wrong kind of privacy (more accurately, domestic
confinement and exclusion from public) but also that gender differences may factor into
the quantity and the quality of privacy that an individual may enjoy (Al!P.n, 1988, 1996,
2000; Decew, 1997; MacKinnon, 1987). Such relegation of women to the private,
according to feminist scholars, denies them liberty, visibility and independence (Gavison,
1992).
The uneasy relationship between private and public is also one of the pivotal
aspects of gender politics, identity and the outing of gays. As Boling (1996) argues in her
seminal work on the outing controversy, the outing of gays may be seen as a political
activity that brings about important benefits such as enhancing self-esteem and
challenging heterocentrist assumptions. Boling also recognizes that outing is also
accompanied by the implicit assumption that staying in the closet "is a pitiful place to be
in" '(145). To the extent that being in the closet can be equated with retaining control
over one's personal information (about his/her gender preference), the reason for the
existing discontentment about privacy in gender identity politics is very similar to the
reason why individuals, according to van Zoonen (200 I), are discontented about the
bourgeois understanding of privacy: it is an obstacle against an authentic portrayal of the
mundane, subjective experiences of individuals.
In many respects, van Zoonen' s argument about society's general discontentment

with the current conception of privacy parallels this chapter's discussion about the
i-eframing of privacy as a negative value that is associated with secrecy and misleading
management of personal identity. Van Zoonen's (2001) real contribution to this
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discussion, however, stems from her argtm1ent that reality television, by "disclosing the
private realm hidden by bourgeois" norms, confirms the notion that the contemporary
distinction between private and public has lost most of its functionality (672). The next
section will investigate this claim by discussing how television in general and factual
programming in particular may articulate with sw-veillance and privacy values in such a
way that underestimates the potential hanns that may be brought about by surveillance
and underplay the importance of privacy within an environment of comprehensive
surveillapce.

Respondi11g to the Surveillance Scree11

In the beginning of this chapter, it was argued that one of the main functions of
the mass media industry is to rearticulate and replicate what content producers believe to
be the cultural consensus regarding the nature of the social world (i.e. how it is supposed
to function, how it is not supposed to function, its strengths and weaknesses). Such an
ar~ent, when applied to reality programming and its relation to privacy attitudes of
individuals, would mean that the main function of reality television would be to
reproduce and/or replicate what is assumed to be the existing social norms that govern
individuals' interactions with contemporary smveillance. Of course, in doing so9,reality
programs also address the conflicts that originate from the discrepancies between how
surveillance is supposed to function (at least according to those who engage in
surveillance) and long standing privacy values that limit these functions. Commenting on

thjs aspect of reality programming, Jennyn (2004) points out .that the continuities
between reality television and contemporary surveillance include their being based on the
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questioning of "what we perceive to be the fundamental human right to the dignities of
privacy" (80).
Certainly, many researchers have suggested that the reproduction of the social
norms related to privacy and surveillance is not limited to reality programs. For example,
Calvert (2000) describes contemporary mediated content as increasingly voyeuristic and
privacy invasive. The urge to have a peek at others' lives sweeps not only newsmagazine
programs and even news programs but also is an overriding theme in fictional movies
such as The Truman Show and Ed TV. Denzin (1995) traces this development to the start
of what he calls the 'Cinematic Society' during early 1900's. According to him, the gaze
of the camera came in many different forms including the gaze of the stranger, gaze of
the police, psychoanalytic gaze of the psychiatrist and the subverted gaze of the peeping
tom. Regardless of the form within which it came, however, the cinematic gaze appealed
to both the "desire to see and to be seen" (28).
The functions of the cinematic gaze that Denzin (1995) focuses on parallel the
assumed functions of the gaze of contemporary surveillance: they are both seen as
uncovering a hidden truth that the subject of the gaze would not want to reveal. As such,
while the voyeuristic gaze of the peeper may be pathologic at times, it may serve some
important social functions such as unraveling murder, preventing theft or even brutality.
Especially during the Cold War psyche of spying on one's neighbors, the cihematic gaze
provided a context within which the guilt-ridden activity of peeping could also serve a
social function. In other words, the camera simultaneously helped audiences engage in
the scopic gaze and showed that this gaze was valuable.
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Starting with the early predecessors of reality programming, popular factual
programming extended the functioning of the cinematic gaze to everyday, mundane life.
The earliest program to do this was Alan Funt's radio program Candid Microphone on
the ABC radio. Not much later than the first Candid Microphone episode was aired, the
etitics characterized it as a precursor of an increasingly expansive surveillance of
everyday life: "Everyone may tune in on their neighbors ... listen to their unrehearsed,
unwitting, unsponsored remarks" (quoted in Funt, 1994: 30). In a similar vein, Candid

Microphone's widely popular successor Candid Camera started showing that
contemp,orary surveillance was ever)'\vhere - including places and situations that are
generally associated with surveillance as well as those situations within which no one can
fathom the existence of surveillance. In fact, the appeal of Candid Camera was that
surveillatnce of mundane behavior-intertwined with absurd 'coincidences' that were
designed to trigger embarrassing responses- was most entertaining when the subject of
the gaze did not expect to be surveilled.
Ironically, it was not long before critics blamed the program for being an
instigato,r of privacy invasions. Partly, the irony was due to. the fact that Candid Camera
was merely a television program and it was certainly not responsible for the extensive use
of cover t surveillance techniques under the auspices of the Cold War. All Candid

Camera did was to respond to and play on the existing climate of surveillance within
whicp. the distinctions between private and public were diminishing (Clissold, 2004).
Just like their predecessors, contemporary factual entertainment programs are not and
~hould not be taken as the main source of the shrinkage of individuals' privacy. What
these programs do is to contextualize surveillance by reiterating the grand narratives that
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have frequently been associated with the rise of surveillance. However, individuals
usually learn about these narratives through their interaction with different components of
contemporary surveillance in their everyday lives. They learn through personal
experience that when they use credit cards thereby letting institutions track their spending
and paying behavior, they are more likely to get better deals should they need to borrow
money in the future. They learn that their driver's license is not merely a proof of their
ability to dpve; and that the information that their Ti VO collects about their media
consumption behavior allows them to bypass 'cognitively intensive' tasks such as
deciding what to watch and when to watch. ,
As such, it has even been argued that Candid Camera was a surveillance.,.based
program that was developed in an environment where it was everybody's duty to report
their neighbors when they suspected that they were engaging in an mi-American activity
(Clissold, 2004). Accordingly, what Candid.Camera did was to articulate on the
presence of everyday surveillance, showing that it is not as threatening as people foar and
created, for the first time, a situation within which the surveillance subject, through
release forms, had actually the final word with respect to whether the footage could be
useq.· Perhaps, the most important contribution of Candid Camera was the use.of these
release fonns.
On the one hand, the release fomis openly acknowledged that what the program
was doing was an invasion of expectations of privacy. On the other hand, it was also
'el'

communicating the notion that the subject has a choice with respect to how much privacy

he/s11e is willing to give up and hence what was transpiring was in fact individuals
practicing their right to give up their privacy. The latter message that the use ofrelease
.,,
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forms communicated may be of critical importance in terms of enhancing viewers'
enjoyment of Candid Camera. When combined with the concluding shots that show the
victims while they happily laugh about what has transpired, the existence of release forms
tum the prank into an experience within which viewers and victims alike are amused as
opposed to making the viewers feel guilty about the possibility that their enjoyment
comes at the expense of the dignity of others.
The environment within which contemporary reality programs are flourishing is
not different from this earlier example. Instead of a war on communism, we first had our
war on drugs and now we have a war on terrorism. Before, individuals were asked to
watch for red threats, now they are asked to inform the authorities when they see a
suspicious activity, especially if that 'suspicious activity' is performed by a slightly
bearded, Middle Eastern looking male (Brezinski, 2004).
And of course, contemporary surveillance is not just an instrument of state
power. It is also a device that is used by private institutions as a risk management tool.
While governments were seen as the major threat to the privacy rights of individuals up
until early 1980s, 12 the current rise in surveillance is not simply being driven by a central,
BigBrother(ish) state (Davies, 1997; Wong, 2001). Since the mid-1980's, the private
sector, partly because of the deregulation of government surveillance functions and
databases, has become the foremost contributor to the current impetus to track
individuals' lives (Davies 1997; Laperriere 1999; Reindenberg 1999; Wong, 2001).
Today, more than ever, even when we interact with a government entity, the personal
12 Of course, even before 1980's, Rule (1973), in his seminal work on shift from paper dossiers to computer
files, highlighted the ways in which features of government surveillance were already replicated by
commercial interests like credit card companies.
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information that we give up is either handled by private sector contractors or used by
private companies for different commercial (many times inappropriate) purposes or both.
Just as through Candid Camera, recent, surveillance-based reality programs
rearticulate contemporary cultw·e's stance on surveillance and privacy (Allen, 1999;
Calvert, :WOO; Clissold, 2003; Palmer, 2002). First, reality programs, through the
examples set by the thousands of willing participants in these productions, is said to
reiterate 1the notion that being subjected to surveillance helps individuals grow and
mature, provides them an avenue through which they can express themselves, and helps
them gain the status of celebrity (Andrejevic, 2002, 2003; Brentol and Cohen, 2003;
White, 2003). Second, reality programs provide a credible narrative for the presence of
everyday surveillance by informing the audiences about when and bow it is used.
F,or example, McGrath (2004) argues that reality crime shows alleviate the
poteritialily stressful activity of being surveilled by showing that while surveillance
cameras see every individual, they actually look at only those who have 'misbehaved' or
are likely to misbehave. Reality crime shows communicate that 'so long as your are a
good citiz en, you can be your very self in front of the camera without any concern'.
Unquestionably, this message ofreality crime programs is virtually a carbon copy of the
prevalent argument that surveillance should not bother those who have nothing to hide.
The final narrative that is repeated throughout reality programs pertains to how
surveillance is situated in contemporary society.
As Couldry (2004) argues, an important myth that reality programs communicate
is th:at surveillance is a natural method thr~ugh which members of the society gain
knowledge. This narrative has two important dimensions. ·The first ofthese dimensions
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communicates the narrative by slightly adjusting individuals' role within the surveillance
mechanism. Whereas surveillance in contemporary societies functions such that
individuals are more often than not situated as the targets of the surveillance gaze, 13 the
surveillance mechanism in reality programs allows ordinary individuals to assume the
position cifthe Big Brother (Dovey, 2000; Wong, 2001).
The second dimension of this narrative, on the other hand, sets reality programs
apart from other forms of factual media. Surveillance in reality programs is like
surveillance in contemporary societies in that both observe the not so out of the ordinary
behavior •Dftheir targets. Therefore, by situating the audiences in the observer's seat and
showing them what real life surveillors look at (i.e. the ordinary, normal, boring stuff of
everyday life), reality programs give the audience members an abridged tour of what
transpires behind the survei1lance screen. This is unlike other media genres that focus on
the significant and the exceptional (Couldry, 2004; Jones, 2003; van Zoonen, 2001).
Obviously, a careful look at the plots of burgeoning reality programs often reveals
a completely different story since the topics of most reality shows are usually as out of
the ordinary as possible. Not many people could imagine that competing for a contract
that might be worth millions of dollars (e.g. American Idol, Rockstar: JNXS, The

Apprentice) or trying to become a Hilton (I Want to be a Hilton) is a normal part of
everyday life. Neither is trying to be fired from a job in your first day an ordinary,
everyday activity (Fire me Please). Indeed, as the previous chapters have noted, the need
to provide emotionally stimulating content to audiences has pushed programmers to
1~ Obvioµsly,

Mark Poster's 'superpanopticon' concept accounts for the fact that individuals contribute to
their o"'fn surveillance by unreflectively accepting their categorization into ''particular subject positions"
(Lyon, 2001: 114).
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create the extraordinary out of the ordinary by putting the participants into out of the
ordinary and often embarrassing situations that they could not have fathomed before
being part of these programs. Regardless of how extraordinary these plots may be,
however, what the audiences see are people who have to deal with the condensed
versions of the situations that every individual sooner or later has to deal with. These
situations are emotionally intensive encounters, interpersonal conflicts, inner conflicts,
embarrassing interactions, the enjoyment of success and enduring failures.
This final aspect of how surveillance functions in reahty programming is very
important because of its implications for how audiences will respond to the 'voyeuristic
appeal' of reality programs on the one hand and the method that these programs usually
utilize to extract the material that will appeal to audiences' voyeuristic tendencies on the
other. As argued in the first and the second chapter, one of the most important factors
that have contributed to the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs has been the
p1ioritization of the infonnation about subjective and personal experiences of individuals
over other forms of information. In fact, some recent studies suggest that audiences may
use this type of subjective information for judging the participants, conside1ing how they
would rt:spond in similar situations and make social comparisons between themselves
and the participants (Finnerty et al., 2004; Nabi et al., 2003; Reiss and Wiltz, 2004).
Moreover, as discussed above, there are striking continuities between the methods that
are used to extract the subjective in reality programs and methods that are used to extract
information about individuals in contemporary societies.

In the face of these parallels between contemporary surveillance and reality
programmifig, the question remains as to what extent audiences will be willing to witness
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the violation of values that they try to protect in their real lives. Are individuals going to
accept the position of the surveillor and or the voyeur as easily if they are sensitive about
the threats that are posed to their own privacy in real life? Wi_U all audiences be equally
likely to accept witnessing people put into embarrassing situations in front oftheir ovvn
very eyes? Can audience members satisfy their curiosity about others without feeling
dissonanc:e about how their curiosity is satisfied at the expense of privacy values that
he/she possibly cherishes in real life? Or possibly, does the notion that most participants
of reality programs practice their right to privacy by willingly subjecting themselves to
the reality surveillance mitigate the dissonance that potential viewers wiU feel about
watching reality programs?

In addressing these questions, it is important to remember that content production
is a proce:ss that requires that the producers make certain asswnptions about the existing
norms and practices within a society. With respect to surveillance and privacy, this
. means that television in general and reality programming in particular reflect the
(assumed) nonns related to surveillance of everyday life in the contemporary society.
Similarly, potential viewers also have assumptions about how the society functions and
expectations about how it is supposed to function. More importantly, despite having little
control over how producers shape content, viewers, nevertheless, have the option of
rejecting;'resisting and avoiding media products that are based on assumptions that do no
coincide ,;vitll their own.

It :is in this respect that the Uses and Gratifications' assumption about the
purposive nature of audience activity adds to our understanding of how viewers may
react to a discrepancy between their own privacy expectations and the assumptions that
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the producers of reality programs make about the value that members of the society place
on privacy. However, despite its intuitive claims about audience activity, the Uses and
Gratifications approach has been subject to some valid criticism since mid-1970's.
Critics have voiced concerns about many aspects of the approach incJuding its overly
individualistic focus, lack of methodological rigor and lack of a critical evaluation of
active social and environmental influences in the selection process (McQuail, 1994;
Ruggiero, 2000; White, 1994).
A related criticism of the Uses and Gratifications approach has been that it has
· lacked a coherent conceptualization of the motives of audience members. Certainly,
·since the first time this criticism was raised, there have been several successful attempts
to create typologies of audience motives (e.g. Fiske, 1990; Rubin, 1981; Brock, 2004).
However, the problem of theoretical incoherence is also evidenced by the fact that
viewers' response to programs are usually much more complicated than can be tackled by
relatively volatile viewing motivations (Baiwise and Ehrenberg, 1987). In fact,
according to some media scholars, due to this volatile nature of motivations, "almost any
message content can serve almost any use or provide almost any gratification to almost
any pers,o n in almost any circumstances" (Swanson quoted in Gandy, 1984).

From Audience Motivations to Audience Orientations
C.ommenting on this aspect of audience motivations, McQuail and Gurevitch
( 1974) distinguish between two approaches to studying media audiences. The first of
these, which they name as a functional int~rest, describes the approach that has
traditionally-been adopted by Uses and Gratifications. The second approach adds to the
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assumptions of the functional approach by integrating motivations with attitudes and
orientations of the members of the audience. As Bourdieu (1979) suggests, individuals'
stylistic choices are situated within a social structure that acts like an automated response
mechanism - called the habitus - that guides the choices: "Through the operations of
taste, the habitus of ~ach individual guides what it finds attractive. Taste governs what
we regard ais lifestyles and the positions within our reach, as well as those we do not wish
to be associated with" (Palmer, 2004: 178). In line with this argument, this approach
treats the attitude orientations of audience members as relatively stable phenomena that
will interact with the social setting to guide the content selection process.

One: of the most comprehensive attempts to adopt this approach while
investigatiilg the content use of viewers came from Frank and Greenberg (1980), who
focused on not only viewers' television use but also the relationship between television ·
viewirig and a broader range of leisure activities and attitude ori~ntations. The
participants, iri the study rated their interests in 139 activities as well as answe1ing 59
need questions that focused on how they dealt with their needs related to the acquisition
of knowledge; basic self-maintenance, self-actualization and other social needs. Based
on these activit~es, the viewers were segmented into 14 segments that included groups
such as an '''Mechanics and Outdoor" segment, the members of which are oriented toward
creative acc:omplishments or an "Indoor Games and Social Activities" segment, whose
members prefer activities that are socially stimulating rather than informative. Later,
Frank and Gr~enberg (1982) applied the same segmentation scheme to users of public
television to study not only viewing behavior but also viewers' opinions about financing
public television.
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In another study Gandy (1984) used Rokeach's (1968) value scales and found that
differences in value orientations, conceptualized as terminal values and instrumental
values, were significant predictors of respondents' ratings of various television programs.
Similar results were found with respect to orientations related to readership, religiosity,
curiosity,judgments about justice, vigilantism and sex-orientedness, sensation seeking
and use of television (Greenberg and Woods, 1999; Perse, 1992, 1996; Raney and
Bryant, 2002; Ward and Rivandeneyra, 1999). More recently, Sensitivity Theory (Perry,
2002; Reiss and Wiltz, 2004) adopted a variation of the Uses and Gratifications approach
to study audience members' interactions with media content. Unlike the Uses and
Gratifications approach, however, the Sensitivity Theory connects media use to 16 basic
tetminal desires such as power, curiosity, independence, status, vengeance and honor.
According to this theory, while each of these terminal desires are universally motivating,
individuals differ in terms of the extent to which they prioritize them while selecting
media.
These revisions to the Uses and Gratifications approach also entail a more
concrete restatement of the assumption that not only will audience members seek media
to maximize different gratifications but they will also tend to avoid content that
contradicts with their beliefs and value orientations. This argument is the major premise
of the selective exposure hypothesis, which predicts that an individual's media use will
be oriented toward both the reconfirmation of his/her own beliefs and avoidance of
stimuli that conflict with those beliefs (Atkin, 1985; Barwise and Ehrenberg, 1987; Ickes,
Snyder and Garcia, 1997; Schumann, 2004; Swann, 1987). According to this hypothesis,
one of the reasons why individuals tend to eliminate content that contradicts their own
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value sys.terns is their propensity to search for cognitive stability and avoid cognitive
dissonance (Festinger, 1957). In addition, Ziemke (1980) suggests that counterattitudinal messages may be avoided simply because it would require more cognitive
effort.

In addition to several applications of Uses and Gratifications that successfully
analyzed the relationship between audience members' te]evision viewing motivations and
their use of reality programs (Chandler and Griffiths, 2004; Couldry, 2002; Gardyn,
2001; Johnson-Woods, 2002; Scannel, 2002), recent studies also investigated how
individuatls' psychological orientations relate to their tendency to watch reality
programming. For example, Nabi et al. (2003) and Finnerty et al. (2004) have
investigated the relationship between watching various sub-genres of reality
programming and psychological needs such as social comparison, voyeurism and need

fo. cognition. In another recent study, Reiss and Wiltz (2004) found that of the 16 basic
psychological motiv~tions that the Sensitivity Theory claims all individuals possess, the
motives for status, vengeance, romance and social life were positively related to watching
reality programs.

Privacy Attitudes and Reality Program Choices

In: a similar vein, individuals' attitudes about privacy may be consideted as an
attitude orientation that is situated at the intersection of media choices and structural
influences on the privacy expectations of individuals. As discussed above, these
stmctura] factors include everyday experiences of individuals, as well as other sources
that may influence individuals' privacy-related decisions. As hinted in the discussion
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above, it is possible to argue that more sources are devoted to creating an environment
that is favorable to the smooth operation of surveillance mechanisms than setting limits to
them: "the teacher and the preacher must compete with market and marketing forces that
also are teaching and preaching that Americans should tell all, sell all, and know all''
(Allen, 1999: 735). In fact, teachers are at a disadvantage even at schools. Any lecture
that they may decide to give on privacy will probably fall on the deaf ears of students
whose daily routines begin with passing through a metal detector (and if they are lucky
they might also get the occasional locker and bag search!).
Nevertheless, given the variety of market and non-market sources that may aid
either or both of privacy protection and surveillance, it seems very intuitive to claim that
acquaintance with different types and quantities of surveillance may also lead to varying
levels of privacy expectations (Calvert, 2000; Gandy, 1993; Kristel, 1990).
As ideologically loaded as phrases like 'privacy fundamentalists' or 'privacy

pragmatists' sound, researchers who have coined and used (Ackerman et al., 1999;
Berendt, 2005; Westin, 2003) these terms are perhaps right in claiming that not all
individuals will be equally concerned about their privacy. As such, one's sensitivity to
priva.cy issues may be a function of generation, age, educational background and even
wealth. For example, a person who earns the minimum wage will be much less likely to
spend those few extra bucks every month to remove his name and number from the
phone directory. Similarly, an upper class American female will rarely (if at all) need to
give up the privacy of her body in order to work as a stripper.
There are different dimensions to variations in the privacy orientations of
individuals. First, individuals vary in terms of how valuable they consider privacy to be
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a7;,f'how ethically acceptable they consider surveillance to be (Winter, Stylianou and
",,c-..·?~}/P

,';'\3iacalone, 2004). For example, research suggests that females are more likely to be
concerned about privacy online than males (Westin, 2003). Consumers' fears about
consequences ofloss of privacy, such as exclusion and discrimination were strongest
among older and poorer people who were more likely to be victimized by them. A
similar relationship between likelihood of being victimized and being concerned about
loss of privacy was found with respect to race: when compared to Whites, African
Americans were much more likely to voice concerns about losing privacy (Raab and
Bennett, 1998).
Another dimension of variations in privacy concerns pertains to the differences in
the perceived sensitiveness of different types of personal information. As mentioned
previously, the literature suggests that different types of personal information vary in
terms of their perceived sensitivity. One factor that theoretically contributes to the
variation in the sensitivity of different types of information is the expectations of
individuals (Bing, 1972; Wacks, 1989). However, only recently have there been some
empirical attempts to gauge individuals' expectations about the privacy of different types
of personal information. The findings of these recent studies suggest that while most
individuals were relatively comfortable about disclosing information about their product
preferences and media consumption behaviors, only about half of them were comfortable
about providing identifying information and less than one fourth wer_e comfortable about
disclosing information about their health and finances (Ackerman et al. 1999). And more
importantly, just like the differences that were observed in the overall privacy concerns of
different groups of the population, types of information that were perceived as sensitive
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vary by race, income, gender and education level (Harris-Equifax Survey cited in Raab
and Bennett, 1998).
So how do the differences in individuals' privacy values translate into their
interactions with reality programs? More specifically, what types of conflicts will the
individuals with high expectations of privacy experience when they watch reality
programs that violate those expectations? One possible answer to this question concerns
the dis .· · ~ort that audience members might feel when they witness the loss of privacy
·.

.

'

;.

by the~patticipants of the programs. Largely, such a feeling of discomfort can be likened
to how an individual would feel when he/she inadvertently witnesses someone who
accidentally exposes her breasts (or other private parts of her body) in a public setting.
The quilt associated by this unwitting exposure is at least partially due to empathy: as ·

1:>eii1gs suffering from acute self-consciousness, we can easily identify with the
embarrassment brought on by 1) showing something that is expected to remain concealed

in public :and 2) knowing that others are watching. Also closely related may be audience
members' tendency to empathize with the loss of dignity that participants suffer when
they give up their privacy. Generally, privacy as dignity refers to the notion that even if a
surveillance activity does not bother an individual, every surveillance activity that
scrutinizes an individual or his/her belongings is an offense to the dignity of that person
_(Kang, 1998; Post, 2001).

It is possible that the guilt that accompanies being the unwitting witness of a lapse
in privacy will be coupled by the struggle to cont.i nue looking away. Such a struggle to
keep looking away is akin to what Nagel (1998) names as nonacknowledgement.
Nonacknowledgement, conceptually very similar to Goffman's (1963) civil inattention,
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functions to protect the privacy ( and hence the public faces) of individuals by
differentiating between types of behaviors that call for extra attention and that should be
avoided. Then, the question that needs to be asked is wheth~r the verbal and behavioral
revelations that participants of reality programs (sometimes inadvertent]y) make would
precipitate similar feelings of embarrassment and guilt as well as the need to engage in
nonaclmowledgement - or avoidance of the privacy lapse-among audience members.
The relationship between audience members• privacy orientations and their
interactions with reality programming may also be manifested in concerns 1bout privacy
that are less directly related to audience members' 'feeling bad' about the privacy and
dignity Loss that the participants experience. Beyond the immediate concern about the
privacy of the participants, auctiences may be troubled by the implications for the privacy
and identity,ofthe
groups whose members are (mis)represented in reality shows. The
,.
.
. conne ·

· etween privacy and one's ability to form his/her identity has been discussed

. :.: :::,:.~.:.-

lengthily by scholars who have argued that without privacy, individuals will not be able
to shape their identity as autonomous individuals who are free from the influence of
.powerful others (Agre, 1999; Gandy, 2000; Schwartz, 1999). Moreover, it has been
argued th.at this process of identity development can be influenced by how individuals'
"reference groups are evaluated by others" (Gandy, 2000: 1088). If the literature on the
effects of stereotypes that are prevalent in :fictional media is of any guidance (Entman and
Rojecki, 2000; Gandy, 1998; Mutphy, 1998), it should not be surprising that audience
members will be concerned about the possibility that reality programs will be much more
potent in. terms of adversely affecting their social identity.
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Unfortunately, it is highly likely that these concerns are not misplaced. First,
unlike their counterparts in fiction, the pai1icipants of reality programs are perceived to
be coming from the ranks of the people that they represent (Brenton and Cohen, 2003;
Murray and Oulette, 2004; Lewis, 2004). In other words, participants of reality programs
are much more likely to be J?erceived as prototypical gays, lesbians, females, males, high
school quarterbacks, Whites or African Americans. Second, reality programs objectify
and amplify one dimension of the identity of the characters that they portray. This is very
similar to how voyeuristic media tend to fetishize one part of the female body at the
expense of the other parts, thereby expropriating the target's individuality (Calvert and
Brown, 2000; Kuhn, 1995). What surveillance in reality programs does to their subjects
is to strip them of their ability to communicate their own identities by fetishizing different .
personality traits of each participant through the magic of selective editing. In the end,
not only the identity of the participants but also the identity of the groups they represent
may be implicated by such portrayals.
A r,elated concern that feminist scholars voice with respect to privacy and group
identitype11ains to how group identities are harmed because ofvoyeur:-based content. As
mentioned above, feminism has for long claimed that personal is political. Accordingly,
for wo

"1, intimacy has also meant submission to male oppression: "This is why

··~~-. ~i

feminYiin has had to explode the private. This is why feminism has seen the personal as
political. The private is public for those for who the personal is political. In this sense,
for women there is no private, either normatively or empirically" (MacKinnon, 1989:
191 ). On the other hand, there is also a wealth of feminist scholarship that is concerned
about how the voyeuristic gaze.in general and the voyeuristic gaze ofwebcams and
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reality programs in particular may be replicating the power-laden staring of males,
thereby threatening female identities by reinforcing the existing male-centered gender
nonns (Mulvey, 1975; Mieszkowski, 2001; White, 2003). Some critics go as far as
likening willing submission to the voyeuristic gaze to prostitution (especially when done
in exchange. for a material benefit) (Mieszkowski, 2001) that reaffinns the male
supremacy (MacKinnon, 1987).
It is partly due such concerns about the identity implications of a Joss of privacy
(as well as the aforementioned embarrassment that one may feel when he/she witness a
lapse in privacy) that Allen (1999) discusses the importance of forcing privacy.
According to her, many would consider this concept of forcing privacy on others as
against the tenets of a liberal society, yet in many cases the protection of privacy is the
prerequisite to enjoyments of the other aspects of a liberal democracy. As Gavison
(1992) notes, in such cases, characterizing certain activities as personat(choice) obscures
the existing injustices within the structure and help maintain the status quo.
It should also be noted that concepts like coercing privacy or forcing privacy are
not solely used with respect to the need protect group identities. In fact, recently, it has
been suggested that while each individual privacy loss may seem trivial when considered
in isolation, they may accumulate in such a way that will make it impossible for others to
enjoy privacy (Allen, 1999). As such, for an individual to be able to enjoy a minimum
level of privacy in a given society, other members of that society should also enjoy a
similar level of privacy (Regan, 1995, 2002) . . In other words, the concept ofcoercing
privacy should be seen as signaling the notion that privacy is not an optional good like a
second car or a savings accowit (Allen 1999) but rather is a value that can be protected
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only if it is protected for everyone in a society: "Relying on individual decisions to
protect privacy in a context where organizational logic pushes so aggressively in the
opposite direction will result in less privacy than would be optimal from a collective
standpoint" (Regan, 2002: 401-402).
There are multiple reasons why the level of privacy that an individual enjoys will
depend on the level of privacy that other individuals ask for. Consider a person who
decides not to reveal any personal information unless it is required for a given transaction
(and assume that there are other people like her). In other words, being the privacy
sensitive person she is, she decided not to fill out those extra registration forms and
preference surveys. Now assume that there are other people who purchased the same
book that she did but decided to provide this extra information about themselves (i.e. they
opted for less privacy). The data mining technologies mentioned above use techniques
such as associational rules 14 or neural networks that are designed to figure out what other .
products a customer would be interested in based on the purchasing history of other
people who share that customer's interest in a given product. If this is the case, despite
being more selective in terms of disclosing personal information, the hypothetical privacy
sensitive person that this paragraph describes will still experience a lower level of privacy
(especially decisional privacy) than she had bargained for (i.e. the privacy that she opted
for is not available as an option) because institutions can still make decisions about her
on the basis of what they have learned from people similar to her.

The market basket systems that online vendors like Amazon.com use are a common example of how
onhne merchants use association rnles to predict an individual's interests.
14
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Certainly, the scenario above does not map directly onto theories about why some
audience members might be concerned that the privacy invasive activities in reality .
shows will translate into less privacy for them. However, there is another reason why the
level of privacy that is experienced by an individual depends on the level of privacy that
is available to the other members of the society: as the level of willing subnussion to
surveillance increases, the number of circumstances under which an individual is
presumed to have a reasonable expectation of privacy shrinks. ~n other words, ifwe
assume that there are certain conventions that prescribe the appropriate ways of treating
private information, once a convention loses jts grip, the trend will be moving towards
violating the next convention rather than reestablishing the previous one (Nagel, 1998).
Calvert and Brown (2000) provide a suitable example as to bow reasonable
expectations of privacy may work against individuals' ability to defend their own privacy

in a society where exemplars to acceptance of privacy intrusions are abom1d. Their
hypothetical scenario is about the increasing number news stories (and cases) about
voyeurs who use concealed can1eras in public places to capture ''upskiri" images of
unsuspecting women. According to them, as examples of such events increase, the
practice ofupskirt voyeurism may become so common that a defendant may argue that a
reasonable person would be. aware of the incidents and should have known that voyems
might target her. As such, the person should have no reasonable expectation of privacy.
Despite some important problems that Calvert and Brown (2000) acknowledge, as

..,

,

,:.:a
demonstrated by a recent legal skinnish over a subpoena that the Justice Department
served to several hospitals in order to get the medical records of the abortion patients, this
hypothetical is not that far from real. In defense of the subpoena, the brief of the Justice
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Department argued th.at in the light of recent changes in medical practice "individuals no
longer possess a reasonable expectation that their histories will remain completely
confidential" ( quoted in Lichtblau, 2004).
The lesson that both of these examples provide with respect to reality
programming and audience members' privacy concerns has two related dimensions.
First, the concern of some audience members will be that as the number of people who
publicly (and willingly) give up their information increases, the shield of reasonable
expectations of privacy will get thinner. Second, similar to third-person effect hypothesis
(Davison, 1983), which predicts that individuals will believe that the "others" will be
more vulnerable to the impact of persuasive communications, we could also expect
audience members to voice concerns that other members of the audience will not be as
media savvy as they are and consequently will be influenced by the misleading message
that realiity programs communicate with respect to surveillance and privacy. Some
. audiepce members might be concerned that those who will be duped by the message of
reality pmgrams will opt in for less privacy, consequently lowering the threshold of
privacy protection.
1111 light of the various privacy related concerns that television viewers might have
about reality programs, an important question is to what extent individuals' beliefs about
the impo,rtance of privacy will manifest itself in their reality television viewing choices.
Could it be that those who value privacy more will find it more disturbing to see
participants give up their privacy and dignity in.exchange for minuscule benefits? Could
it be that: the act of nonacknowledgement that was described previously be so intensive
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that those individuals who have higher expectations of privacy will choose to avoid
programs rather than risk feeling embarrassed when they witness a privacy lapse?
Despite many researchers who have asked similar questions with respect to
privacy attitudes and reality programming (e.g. Andrejevic, 2002, 2003; Calvert, 2000;
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Murray, 2004a; Wong, 2001), there has not been much research on how audience
members might respond to the privacy losses that they witness while watching reality
programs. The existing research, however, presents some important insights about how
audience members might react to privacy lapses in reality programs. Some researchers
'suggest that potential viewers may be bothered by the idea that the participants will be
under constant surveillance and that they do not like seeing participants lose their privacy
and their dignity (Gardyn, 2001; Hill, 2002, 2005). Indeed, even viewers who describe
themselves as avid fans indicate that some scenes are too invasive for their liking:

I find it very difficult to enjoy sitting through those scenes; not because
they aren't good, but because I feel like I'm peeking into someone's
seriously private, private matters, (quoted in Baruh, 2005).

In addition to underlining the possibility that viewers of reality programs may
occasionally feel uncomfortable about the p1ivacy lapses in reality programs, this
quotation also provides important insights about the nature of

the gratification that is

derived from watching reality programs: they are like any other form of guilty pleasure.

In their recent work on media enjoyment, Nabi and Krcmar (2004) propose an
appropriate framework that can be used to understand how the concept of "guilty
pleasures" applies to media content. According to this framework, media enjoyment can
be conceptualized as an attitude that has three basic components: cognitive, affective and
behavioral (Nabi and Krcmar, 2004; Raney and Bryant, 2002). As such, the antecedent
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of media ,enjoyment becomes the extent to which a specific medium or media content can
meet the demandsof each of the three components.
The affective aspect of enjoyment of media content has been linked to positive
and negative emotional responses to media content such as identifying with a character
while watching a soap opera, empathy toward a victim in a violent movie, empathy with
the main character, arousal while watching sexually explicit content (Hoffman, 2000;
Nabi and Krcmar, 2004; Zillmann, 1991).
Recently, integrating physiological theory, disposition theory and mood theory,
Zillmann (2003) proposed that enjoyment

of media refers to viewers' being in a

sustained,. desirable mood state. On the other hand, only recently has the cognitive aspect
of enjoyment of media started to receive more theoretical and empirical attention. A few
of the studies in this area (e.g. Potter, 1998; Raney and Bryant, 2002; Zi11mann, 1998)
have focused on viewers' moral judgments regarding the media content that they are
exposed to. For example, Raney and Bryant (2002), in their attempt to create an
integratedl theory of enjoyment, proposed that an important dimension of the cognitive
aspect of viewers' media enjoyment is the congruence between their own understandings
of what is. fair or just and what is portrayed on the screen.
The concept of "guilty pleasure" that many audience members as well as
commentators use while describing their experience with reality programs is an indicator
of the pos.sibility that there may be a conflict between viewers' cognitive and affective
responses to reality programs:
Reality TV is my guilty pleasure. But, if we're really going to be honest,
it's essentially trash. There is a huge difference between "the, like, best TV
show EVER," and quality programming. Survivor is "soooo the best show
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I've ever seen... " while The West Wing is actually a good program.
(Bertsche, 2003).

With respect to reality programming, privacy orientations and voyeurism, the fact
that viewers enjoy the voyeuristic aspects of reality programs does not preclude them

from considering privacy to be an im1portant value for them and perhaps even the society.
··"This is the reason why the concept of guilty pleasures is so suitable for characterizing the
relationship between the voyeuristic enjoyment of reality programming and viewers'
privacy orientations. Just like any person who eats a lot of chocolate (the quintessential

guilty pleasure) despite knowing that eating too much chocolate can cause many
problems such as gaining weight or siuffering from diabetes, audience members are able
to make a distinction between the desirable ~d undesirable aspects of reality
:,,,

programming when it comes to voyeurism and privacy.
To the extent that viewers' enjoyment of the voyeuristic appeal of reality
.

.

programs do not preclude them from believing in values that are threatened by programs'
voyeuristic appeal, it is also likely that viewers will experience a dissonance when they
realize th~t their voyeuristic enjoyme:nt comes at the expense of a value that they believe
in. The possibility of the existence of such a conflict between voyeurism and privacy
attitudes is also supported by the existing research on voyeurism. Accordingly, many
voyeurs and exhibitionists experiencf: cognitive dissonance because of the conflicts
between their voyeuristic (or exhibitionist) tendencies and the social norms about dignity
and privacy that they believe in (Hanson and Harris, 1997; Freund, Watson and Rienzo,
1988).
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As briefly mentioned in the preceding chapters, viewers' opinions about their own
tendency to watch reality programs indicate that viewers might be experiencing similar
conflicts while watching reality programs. First, despite naming having access to
information about how other people live as one of the most enjoyable aspects of reality
programming, viewers also indicate that the feature that they least like about programs
like Big Brother is the intrusive use of surveillance cameras (Gardyn, 2001; Hill, 2005).
Of course, the irony here is that the most enjoyable dimension of the likes of Big Brother
requires that the cameras perform in a way that audience members do not like (i.e.
engage in comprehensive surveillance). Second, viewers' selfreports about their
enjoyment of voyeuristic aspects ofrealityprogramming is very similar to the voyeurs'
and exhibitionists' self reports about their condition. It has been noted that voyeurs,
because of the cognitive dissonance that they experience due to the apparent
contradiction between their voyeuristic tendencies and the social norms that they believe
in, tend to understate or underplay their voyeurism (Freund, Watson and Rienzo, 1988).
Along similar lines, Johnson-Woods (2002) observes that viewers are often surprised
about finding out that a voyeur was lurking beneath the surface for all that time.
Additionally, viewers of reality programs admit to enjoying the voyeuristic
aspects ofreality programs in a confession-like manner. This confession-like
acknowledgement of voyeuristic enjoyment is often accompanied by viewers reiterating
media commentators' concerns about the negative effects ofreality programs. This is
why viewers often cite concepts like addiction, obsession, being hooked up to describe
their own (and other's) relationship to the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs
(Johnson-Woods, 2002).
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Handling the Conflict: Viewers' Respo1tse to Privacy Costs of Voyeurism

Reclaiming Privacy in the Age of Surveillance?

If voyeuristic enjoyment of reality programs comes with the price tag of a
possible feeling of guilt about engaging in an activity that contradicts with one's values,
the question becomes how the dissonance that viewers may feel will be manifested in
their reality program viewing behavior. Commenting on this possible conflict between
individuals' privacy orientations and voyeurism, many conunentators have intuitively
suggested that enjoyment of voyeuristic content requires lower standards about privacy.
· In line with this assumption, many thinkers have argued that the rise of the new fonns of
exhibiti.onistic and voyeuristic content signal the death of the idea of privacy
(Baudrillard, 198.5; Virilio, 1998). This assumption can also be seen in Calvert's (2000)
argument that a,s individuals learn to cohabit with everyday surveillance, their
conceptions about what information should remain private changes. Consequently, as
individuals' privacy expectations decrease, they tend to demand others to be as open as
they have become. Th.is, according to Calvert (2000), is what drives viewers' enjoyment
of (and demand for) mediated voyeurism: "Mediated voyeurism refers to consumption of
revealing images .... at the expense of privacy .. .Mediated voyeurism thrives when privacy
is devalued" (2-3).
On the other hand, to the extent that it is possible for high privacy expectations
and high voyeurism to coexist rather than exist at each other's expense, it is also possible
that viewers will develop defense mechanisms that will help them dissociate the
voyeuristic enjoyment of reality programs concerns about the privacy invasiveness of
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reality television. For example, it is very easy for audience members to assume that the
privacy of the participants is not being invaded because they have made their choice
regarding privacy by deciding to exhibit themselves in front of millions of strangers
(Calvert, 2000). Reality programs like Big Brother may entice the viewers to engage in
an activity that is akin to opening the curtains that are covering their neighbors' windows
(Jones, 2003). This may be considered as a privacy invading, voyeuristic activity.
However, the fact that the neighbors themselves are actively (and willingly) participating
in it makes this activity no more voyeuristic than any other reciprocal interaction:
If you apply to a reality show, you have relinquished all privacy and

anything you do or say is open for discussion. (quoted in Baruh, 2005)
If you seek your fifteen minutes of fame then your actions and emotions

are fodder for the public. (Online Forum Participant, Fans of Reality TV,
2005)
The notion that participants of reality programs are willingly giving up their
privacy may occasionally be used by viewers to categorize participants of reality
programs as members of a different class of people who are not entitled to as much
privacy as other individuals. For example, after quoting the Rights to Publicity contract
from The Amazing Race, one participant of a reality program viewers' discussion group
argues that there is no room to feel sorry for "these people." (cited in Baruh, 2005). In a
similar vein, other fans suggest that participants of reality programs are different than
'normal' people:
I guess the type of person I would consider a "normal" person would never
get on a show like this, because ... they wouldn't want to be on public
display like the hamsters, so maybe there is a certain type of person who is
willing to spill secrets this way. (Online Forum Participant, Fans of
Reality TV, 2005)
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The thing is that it talces a certain type of person to apply for a reality
show. On some level all these people are media whores, and don't mind
the attention, because if they did they'd be sitting at home instead. So if
the show then goes on and milks their story to create what they think is
"good television", the contestants are partly to blame for giving them that
opportunity in the first place. (Online Forum Participant, Fans of Reality
TV, 2005)
Re:cently, several commentators have suggested that participants' willing
submission to the gaze of strangers is not only an exercise of privacy rights but also an
active resistance to contemporary surveillance systems (Dholakia and Zwick, 2001;
Koskela, 2004). The starting point of this argument is very similar to the point that this
.· chapter m:akes: there are two opposite trends in contemporary societies. On the one hand
is the need for privacy and a considerably high number of people who are concerned
about their own privacy. On the other hand is the rise in the number of peop]e who want
to expose themselves (exhibitionists) as well as those who want to see other people when
they expose themselves (voyeurs). According to these commentators, however, these two
.seemingly opposite trends do not conflict with each other as many people assume. . This
is because the forms of exhibitionism and voyeurism on the rise do not threaten the
privacy of the individuals. On the contrary, the argument goes, the rise in voyeurism and
exhibitionism shows people's concerns about privacy (Dholakia and Zwick, 2001).
Accordingly, in an environment of extensive surveillance and data mining, which have
caused indlividuals to lose all the control they have over their identity, individuals seek
ways to actively participate in the creation ofimages about themselves (Groombridge,
2002;Koskela, 2004).
The drive to reclaim control over one's representation has penneated many
different facets of popular culture. Probably; it is even evidenced by the daily fashion
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choices of female celebrities who frequently wear their statements on their t-shirts. Some
of these statement making t-shirts include the 'I am the American Dream' and the 'Milf
in Training' that Britney Spears wore as well as ' Jerk Magnet', .'Your boyfriend wants
me', 'Kabalists do it better' or 'I'll have your baby, Brad' t-shirts that the likes of
Madonna, Paris Hilton and Eva Longaria have recently worn. If one gets passed beyond
the irony that these celebrities get more airtime than any other person who would like to

make statements about himself or herself, it is likely that what drives the rise of statement
making t-sbirts is not that different from other forms of exhibitionism that have grown in
recent years. It is possible that celebrities, who have partially lost the ability to make
·statements about themselves because of paparazzi, are using statement-making t-shirts to
offer their own point of view about their own lives. Along similar lines, because of the
rise of data mining systems, in~viduals have lost the control that they had over how their
identity is being constructed. Data mining systems rarely ask the consumers (and
citizens) to provide their own input to correct the interpretations that the marketers make
about them. As such, webcams and reality programs may present individuals the
opportunity to reclaim some control over their identity:
U1traexhibitionism .. .is not a negation of privacy but an attempt to reclaim
so,me control over the externalization of information. As such,
ultraexhibitionism is to be understood as an act of resistance against the
surrreptitious modes of profiling, categorization, and identity definition that
are being performed by others on the consumer. In other words, since the
externalization of persona] inf01mation cannot be prevented, the individual
might as well take charge and be proactive in doing the externalization.
(Dholakia and Zwick, 2001)
,
The question regarding how viewers' enjoyment of voyeuristic content maps onto
individuals' struggle to reclaim their identity through exhibitionism is a difficult one to
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answer. On the one hand, it is possible to construe voyeurism as an activity that enables
the exhibitionists to reach others with their own statements. If this is the case, then
mediated voyeurs' existence can be framed as making sure that the statements of the
exhibitionist do not fall on deaf ears. On the other hand, Phelan (1993) argues in favor of
an interpretation of mediated voyeuriism that focuses on the reciprocity of the gaze: "one
always locates one's 0\1/11 image in an image of the other and ... The desire to see is a
manifestation of the desire to be seen" {18). According to such an interpretation, voyeurs
can be considered as potential exhibitionists who manifest their need to communicate
their own identities via listening to (or watching) those who do. Regardless of which
interpretation of voyeurism one decides to go with, however, it should be noted that
considering exhibitionism to be an activity that helps people reclaim their identity and
resist surveillance can be very effectiive in easing one's concerns about the conflicts that
there may be between voyeuristic e~joyment of reality programs and privacy values.
Nick Couldry (2004) aptly narrnes such arguments whereby privacy invasions are
camouflaged as active decisions that an individual makes about the amount of privacy
that he or she will experience as the "cloak of consent'. He describes one reality show
that provides the perfect example to ]how this cloak of consent functions. The show,
called Make My Day (Channel Four, UK) starts when friends and family members
nominate an unsuspecting person to be put under constant surveillance when he or she is
presented with ridiculous tasks to pe1rform. At the end, after all the struggles and the
embarrassment, the resolution is an 1::asy one, the unsuspecting victim learns the truth and
then, because they are relieved of the: stress, the former victim happily consents to
showing the footage to millions of strangers.
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Obviously, the notion that participants are consenting to being subjected to
surveillance is not without its problems. As discussed above, the concept of info1med
consent assumes that participants are aware of all the consequences of their willing
participation in this game of surveillance. However, more often than not, the participants
cannot make an accurate calculation of the not so immediate consequences of their
submission to the surveillance ofreality programs (Hill, 2005). First, there are those
cases where other close family members will unwittingly be subjected to surveillance
(although they too sign release fom1s) .. In addition, given producers' need to enhance
dramatic value, there is practically no way that the participants can anticipate the kinds of
embarrassments that they will be subjected to (Mc Vey, 2004). Finally, as discussed in
the previous paragraphs, participants usually have little control over how producers are
going to construct their identities through use of selective editing.
However, more important than the problems with the concept of info1med consent
is the question of whether the notion of informed consent is adequate to appease potential
viewers' discomfort about the possible conflict between their voyeuristic enjoyment of
reality programs and their privacy orientations. As mentioned above, on the one hand is
the understanding that as the participants have willingly relinquished their privacy, this is
a matter of choice and in fact an exercise of their privacy rigl1ts. On the other hand, even
for avid fans ofrealityprograms, sometimes, the idea that participants ofreality programs
are willingly relinquishing is not adequate to appease their discomfort with the
transgressions of privacy norms:
I disagree that by asking to be on TAR, the [participants] opened
themselves up for every level of exploitation. I don't think ·that them
telling the producers they wanted to go on the race ... is equal to having
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the producers emphasize every tear they might shed during the race.
(Online Forum Participant, Fans of-Reality TV, 2005)
More importantly, as it has been discussed in the previous chapter that the privacy
concerns of audience members are not limited to concerns about the privacy of the
participant (although that is unquestionably an important aspect of it). In 2.ddition to their
being corn:;erned and feeling guilty about the privacy lapses that reality programs'
participants may experience, potential viewers may also be disturbed by how the privacy
lapses may threaten their own group identities or shrink the amount of privacy that they
can demand from the society. That the privacy invasion is taking place with the informed
· consent of the participants is not enough to alleviate such concerns that potential viewers
might have about privacy implications of reality programs. ·Certainly, despite their
potential flaws, these arguments may still be of import to audience members who struggle
to resolve the dilemma between their own voyeuristic enjoyment ofreality programs and
the discoinfort that stems from knowing that this voyeuristic enjoyment may come at the
price of a value that they believe in.
In the light of these discussions with respect to the potential conflict between
· . viewers' voyeuristic tendencies and their attitudes about privacy, as well as the possible
ways through which viewers can alleviate their discomfort regarding the privacy
transgressions taking place in reality programs, this project will address the following
research questions:

Research Question 1: Will viewers' attitudes about privacy influence their
decisions regarding whether or not they will watch reality programs?
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Research Question 2: If a relationship exists between television viewers'
attitudes about privacy, what will be the nature/direction of such a
relationship?

At this point, however, we should be reminded that concepts like 'privacy
expectations' or 'attitudes about privacy' are elusive ones. On the one hand, these
concepts may refer to the extent to which an individual would be willing to protect
his/her own privacy when he/she is faced with the option of giving up his/her privacy in
exchange for some benefits. In other words, one dimension of the concept of privacy
orientation pertains to the value that an individual places on his/her own privacy. As
sw::h, it is possible that an individual who highly values his/her own privacy could
consider privacy as an optional good and would be perfectly fine with others opting to
have less of privacy. For such an individual, the privacy loss that is experienced by the
participants of reality programs may not be so disturbing. Of course, as the discussions
above suggest, many people may come to realize that the privacy that they enjoy may be
predicated on the general level of privacy that is available to the other members of the
society. If that is the case, an individual's attitudes about his/her own privacy will be
very closely related to his/her opinions regarding the importance of others' privacy and
privacy as a value in general. In the light of these hypothetical discussions regarding the
relationship between an individual's attitudes about his/her own privacy and the privacy
of others, this research will also try to determine whether these three different dimensions
of privacy orientations manifest themselves differently in viewers' tendency to watch
reality programs:
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Research Question 3a: Are viewers' attitudes about the importance of
th eir

0\1/Il

privacy as equally likely to predict their exposure to reality

programming as their attitudes about privacy as a general value?

Research Question 3b: Are viewers> attitudes abotit the importance of
their own privacy as equally likely to predict their exposure to reality
programming as their attitudes about the privacy of other individuals?

Finally, throughout this chapter, rather than being conceptualized as being
independ,e nt from each other, altitudes about privacy and voyeuristic tendencies were
introduced as two orientations that coexist. In the light of this assumption, the final set of
research q uestions wiU address the nature of this relationship and how these two ·
orientations interact with each other in predicting consumption of reality programs.

Research Question 4: How are the p1ivacy orientations of viewers related
to their voyeuristic tendencies?

Research Question 5: How do viewers' attitudes about privacy interact
w ith their voyeuristic tendencies in predicting their tendency to watch
reality programs?
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CHAPTER FOUR
REVIEW OF METHODOLOGY

This research project utilizes two methods in conjunction with each other to
address the research questions and hypotheses raised in the preceding chapters. The first
of these methodologies is a crossectional survey that was used to measure the relationship
between voyeurism, privacy attitudes, and respondents' tendency to watch a list of
randomly selected reality programs. Specifically, the survey includes items that measure
viewers' media choices, uses and gratifications, their choices about reality programs,
their attitudes about privacy and the sensitivity of personal information, their voyeuristic
tendencies, and their tendency to engage in social compaiison.
Being able to make valid inferences about the relationship between viewers'
orientations and their choices regarding reality television also requires that we categorize
reality programs in ten11s of the characteristics that may factor into viewers' media
choices with respect to reality television. It can be expected that not all programs that are
classified as reality prograi11s are equally likely to expose participants' secrets or intrude
upon spaces that would nom1ally be considered as private. For example, American Idol,
usually classified as a reality game show, rarely shows the participants while they engage
in activities that are not related to singing. On the other hand, showing participants while
they engage in somewhat private activities such as making out with each other, getting
drunk or feuding with each other may be considered as the major selling point of
prograi11s like Big Brother. If this is the case, it can be expected that voyeurism and
attitudes about privacy will be more likely to factor into viewers' decisions about whether
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or iiot'fo watch programs like Big Brother than programs like American Idol. The main
goal of the content analysis was to identify the attributes that increase a reality program's
voyeuristic appeal.
The next section will summarize the survey instrument and will be followed by a
section that describes the content analysis instrument and how it was used to categorize
reality programs.

Survey /Jrstrument
Participants and Procedure
The survey (Appendix A) was developed after a detailed review of existing
survey instruments on media uses and gratifications, privacy attitudes and voyeurism.
Two pilot tests administered to undergraduate students (N ;:;; 35 and 40) and a discussion
group held with 10 graduate students assisted the development of the items that were
unique to this study. The pilot tests were also used to test whether question ordering
introduced any bias. On average, it took the participants 12 minutes to complete the
survey.
The final version of the survey was administered to a sample of opt-in participants
older than 18 years old, who had previously volunteered to take online surveys in
exchange for monetary incentives. The response rate for this survey was 16% with 550
respondents completing the survey. For this survey, the participants received the
instruction that the research is about their media. choices and that they would answer a
number of questions related to their opinions about television programming including
dramas, news programs, soap operas, talk shows and reality-based programming. how
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they use television and their attitudes about privacy. The participants were also informed
that the survey is fully confidential, will not collect personally identifiable information,
that it would take between 10 to 15 minutes to complete the survey and that they may
decide to stop taking the survey at any time. Respondents who did not complete the
survey were not included in the final dataset.

Measures
The survey instrument focuses on six sets of variables: television viewing,
television uses and gratifications, reality program viewing, voyeurism, attitudes about
privacy and personal information and demographic characteristics. With respect to
television viewing in general, the survey asked the participants to give an estimate of the
time they spend viewing television (1) during weekdays and (2) during weekend days.
Foilowing these two televisionsviewing items, the participants also provided, on a sevenpoint scale, an estimate of how frequently they watch the following genres of television
programming: situation comedies, evening dramas, news, soap operas, daytime talk
shows and reality-based shows. Finally, the survey provided the participants a list of
television programs. Fifteen of the programs on this list were prime time reality
programs that were randomly selected for content analysis. In addition to these reality
programs, 13 television programs from various genres including situation comedies,
comedy series, drama series, daytime reality programs, talk shows, soap operas and news
magazine programs were also listed in the survey. Three of these 13 programs were
classified as daytime talk/reality show by television listings such as TV.com: Oprah
Winfrey Show, Jerry Springer Show and Dr. Phil. The participants were asked to
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estimate the frequency with which they watched each of these programs in the last six
months. The options that the participants were presented with ranged from Never to
More Than Once Per Week. After completing this section, the participants were
presented with the same list of programs and were asked to identify the programs they
consider themselves to be a regular viewer of.
The second set of variables pertains to the uses of media that were identified by
studies adopting the Uses and Gratifications approach. In this section, the participants
were asked to respond to each question by indicating their agreement with the statements
using a five point scale that ranges between strongly disagree and strongly agree. The
first group of variables focuses on using television for self-evaluation (e.g. I like
programs that can help me think about how I would handle situations other people are in)
and social comparison (e.g. I watch TV in order to understand what other people are
really like) (Nabi et al. 2003). In addition, the survey also contains variables related to
watching television in order to get information (surveillance function of television: to
become aware of how current issues develop and resolve) (McQuail et al., 1972; Nabi et
al. 2003). A third group of variables adopted from the Uses and Gratifications approach
related viewers' active involvement while watching television (Levy, 1983; Levy and
Windahl, 1985). In previous studies, it has been noted that such variations in the level of
active involvement of viewers may be related to either of instrumental or ritualistic use of
media (Rubin and Perse, 1987). To the extent that we assume that viewers make their
media choices in order to minimize exposure to content that contradicts with their
worldviews, this dichotomy of ritualistic vs. instrumental media use may be of critical
importance in terms of identifying those who are more likely to engage in such a process
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of content selection. Two variables that m_easured various aspects of audience activity
were 1) using media as a pastime activity (e.g., it passes the time away), and 2) advance
planning (,e.g., I plan my evenings in advance .. .)
In :addition, two sets of Uses and Gratifications variables were used to measure
viewers' voyeuristic uses of media. According to Bantz (1982), one dimension of the
voyeuristic use of television is the sexual arousal that viewers derive from watching
television. In order to accommodate this assumption, two of the variables included in the
survey asked the participants to agree or disagree with the statement that they enjoyed
watching sexually arousing/appealing programs. A second group of questions related to
the voyeuristic use of television was adopted from recent studies by Nabi and colleagues
(2003). B,ecause Nabi and colleagues (2003) had asked these questions for specific
television programs, we revised the questions in order to make them useful as questions
. about general uses of television viewing (e.g .• I like television programs that show a side
of people that I would not normally see).

Aft:er the respondents completed the final version of the survey, a factor analysis
with a vaiimax rotation was performed. The factor analysis revealed that nine variables
measuring voyeuristic uses of television, evaluative uses of television and social
informative uses of television formed a single component with factor loadings higher
than 0.65:

• I enjoy programs that give me a chance to consider how I would act ifl were in
other people's shoes.
• I enjoy watching programs that give me insight into people's behavior.
• I watch TV to leam about problems other people have.
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• I like programs that can help me think about how I would handle situations
other people are in.

• I enjoy watching programs that help me get a peek into people's private
moments.

• I like television programs that show a side of people that I would not normally
see.
• I prefer programs that will help me understand my own life.
• I enjoy watching television programs that provide access to things that people
try to hide.
• I watch TV in order to understand what other people are really like.
The reliability of the scale - nosy uses of television - that included these nine
variables was a = 0.91.
Following this finding regarding the reliability of the nosy uses of television, a
structural equation model was run to further investigate the underlying components of the
nosy uses of television (Appendix 3). This structural equation model revealed that the
nosy uses of television was comprised of two subcomponents: 1) Socially curious uses of
television and 2) Voyeuristic uses of television. Treating these two subcomponents of
''nosy uses of television" separately increased the fit of the model to the conventionally
acceptable levels of model fit (Holbert and Stephenson, 2002; Li-tze and Bentler, 1999).
After dividing the nosy uses of television to socially curious uses of television and
voyeuristic uses of television, the Comparative Fit Index (CPI) reached above the
minimum cutoff criteria of .95 (CFI ~ .953), the goodness_of fit index (GFI) reached
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above the acceptable minimum of .9 (GFI = .926) and the root mean squared error of
approximation (RMSEA) remained below the maximum cutoff criteria of .06 (RMSEA =
.057). The variables that formed voyeuristic uses of television were as follows
(Cronbach's a= .85):
• I enjoy watching television programs that provide access to things that people
try to hide.
• I enjoy watching programs that help me get a peek into people's private
moments.
• I like television programs that show a side of people that I would not normally
see.
The variables that formed socially curious uses of television were as follows (Cronbach's

a= .89):
• I enjoy programs that give me a chance to consider how I would act ifI were in
other people's shoes.
• I enjoy watching programs that give me insight into people's behavior.
• I watch TV to learn about problems other people have.
• I like programs that can help me think about how I would handle situations
other people are in.
• I prefer programs that will help me understand my own life.
• I watch TV in order to understand what other people are really like.
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Three variables related to the use of television to gather information about the
world and current events (information oriented uses of television), formed the second
component with factor loadings higher than 0.75:
• TV keeps me up to date on world events.
• I watch TV to be informed of the things that are happening around me.
• I watch TV to become aware of how current issues develop and resolve.
The reliability of the scale constructed these three surveillance uses of television
variables was o. = 0.85.
Two variables measuring the sexual voyeuristic uses of television formed a third
component with factor loadings higher than 0.9:
• I like programs that are sexually arousing.
• I enjoy watching television programs that are sexually appealing.
Finally, three of the four variables that measured passive uses of television and
planning had loadings of 0.6 or higher on a fourth component:
• I watch TV when I have nothing better to do.
• I watch TV because it passes time away, particularly when I am bored.
• I often end up watching television programs because other members of the
household decided to watch them.
The reliability of the scale that contained these three variables was o. = 0.78 and adding
the fourth variable ("I plan my evenings in advance not to miss my favorite programs")
would reduce the reliability to 0.6.
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'While these two sets of variables would definitely help to address the questions
that this. research raises with respect to the relationship between viewers' voyeuristic

tendencies and their reality program choices, they would be insufficient for the current
purposes due to several factors. First, as discussed in the preceding chapters, the
voyeuristic appeal of reality programs is unlikely to be closely related to the sexual
gratifications that one might derive from other forms of voyeuristic content. As such, it
is possible that the measure offered by Bantz (1982) is not conceptually related to the
voyeuristic appeal of reality programs. Second, whereas the measures described in the
previous paragraph conceptualize voyeurism as a television viewing motivation, the
previous chapters conceptualize voyeurism as a general, psychological orientation that is
manifested by different types of behavior. In the light of these threats to the validity of
the voyeurism measure, an additional voyeurism scale was developed for this research
project. This scale treats voyeurism as a psychological orientation related to the pleasure
that indiividuals derive from accessing what is usually not accessible. This scale aims to
accommodate the desirability of sexually appealing images without making it the sole
focus of the scale.
J[n order to reduce social desirability bias, initially, the questions were worded

such that the respondents would indicate how uncomfortable they would feel if they were
to experience situations within which they would have access to images and/or voices
that would not normally be accessible to them. The questions presented the respondents
with hypothetical situations within which they would accidentally come across
opportunities to have a peek at the lives of others. For example, one question asked the
respondents how comfortable they would feel if they were to overhear their "next door
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neighbors discussing their sexual lives." The pilot test showed that the reliability of the
scale of the four items was slightly lower than the acceptable minimum at u = .6819.
Foil owing these results, four additional items were added to the list. These two items
introduced similar hypothetical situations where the respondents could act as voyeurs
(e.g. while shopping in a clothing store, you see a gap through which you can see inside a
dressing room)
A more important problem with the voyeurism items, however, concerns the
seven point comfortable-uncomfortable scale that was used. It is possible that the
comfortable-uncomfortable scale measures the feeling of guilt that may result from
witnessing situations within which other individuals' lose their privacy rather than
measuring the voyeuristic orientation of the respondents. Given this conceptual problem,
a revised version of the survey replaced the uncomfortable-uncomfortable scale with a
seven-point scale that asks respondents to indicate whether they would refrain from
engaging in the voyeuristic activity or continue to look/listen/read for as long as they can.
The second pilot survey used the revised wording of these voyeurism variables. With the
exception of one variable, respondents used the whole seven-point scale while answering
these questions. A factor analysis showed that six of the voyeurism items had component
loadings of higher than 0.7 in one component whereas two other items had loadings
higher than 0. 7 in a second component. These two variables tended to differ from the
other six in terms of their focus on voyeuristic behavior in public settings such as shops,
public transportation vehicles or restaurants. After the factor analysis, reliability tests
showed that only one of these two variables would decrease the reliability of the
voyeurism scale (from u = .85 to u = .84). In the light of these results, all eight items
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were kept for the final version of the survey. The reliability of the voyeurism items from
the final version of the survey was a= .91 aud removing only one item would increase
the reliability (to a= .916):
• If you were to witness someone having au emotional breakdown aud displaying
of extreme auger or sadness.
As mentioned in the previous chapters, a valid concern regarding the
conceptualization of voyeurism that this study uses may be that voyeurism, as defined
here, is not that different from curiosity that auy person might have about others.
Previous research in this area suggests that two psychological orientations may be closely
related to this tendency of individuals to try to learn about others: social comparison aud
sensitivity to expression of others (Festinger, 1954; Gibbons aud Buunk, 1999; Lennox
aud Wolfe, 1984, Snyder, 1974, White aud Lehman, 2005). With respect to the tendency
to engage in social comparison, several different scales have been developed. One scale
that stands out as having been sufficiently tested for validity aud reliability was created
by Gibbons aud Buunk (1999). They developed an I I-item scale that included questions
such as "I often compare how my loved ones are doing with how others are doing" and "I
often compare how I am doing socially with other people." In the survey instrument for
this current project, 3 items with the highest factor loadings in Gibbons and Buunk's
(1999) study were utilized to measure the social comparison orientation of the
respondents. The reliability of these three items in this current project is low but still at
au acceptable level (a= .72). For the measure related to sensitivity to expression of
others, a similar strategy was used to select three items from the "sensitivity to expressive
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behavior of others" component of Lennox and Wolfe's "self monitoring" scale. In this
current study, the reliability of these three items was a= .78.
Another crucial component of the survey instrument was the section on privacy
orientation of the respondents. The first pilot survey contained 11 questions on attitudes
about personal information and privacy. These survey questions were devised to
accommodate several different dimensions related to privacy orientations of individuals:
concerns about disclosure of personal information, concerns about the subsequent uses
and concerns about dissemination of the disclosed personal information. The reliability
analysis did not provide any evidence to support the initial assumption that the questions
about personal information would have three subscales related to information disclosure,
subsequent sharing and subsequent use.
An important distinction that the initial survey failed to confirm was between
individuals' attitudes about their own privacy and individuals' attitudes about others'
privacy and the importance of privacy as a general value. The second pilot test included
additional variables that were intended to accommodate these components of attitudes
about privacy and sensitivity of personal information. With the variables that were
added, the second pilot test included 34 items that were intended to measure 5 different
components of privacy:
1. Concern about sharing one's own information while interacting with

organizations.
2. Concern about how organizations use and share one's own information.
3. Beliefs about norms regarding how organizations use and share personal
information.
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4. Concern about privacy of others.
5. Importance of privacy as a general value.
The initial factor analysis with varimax rotation showed 8 components. However, on the
basis of the scree plot and the percentage of variance explained, a three-component
solution was also tried. Existing research suggests that while an eigenvalue of 1 and
above as a criterion can turn up too many factors, using the scree plot as described above
may turn up too few factors and make it very difficult to interpret the results. As
expected, the three-factor solution was very difficult to interpret. Following these two
attempts, a five-factor solution was also tried, giving very similar results using both
varimax and an oblique rotation that allows factors to be correlated.
The first sixteen items listed under the first component with higher than
acceptable level ofloadings (>0.4) were all about individuals' concerns about their own
personal information. However, a reliability analysis showed that a scale using the first
six items with the highest loadings would create a scale with a reliability of a= .92
whereas all 16 items would increase that reliability to only a= .93. Given the results of
the reliability test, only the first six items were kept for the final version of the survey.
The second component was comprised of 8 variables that measured the importance that
an individual gives to the value of privacy of others and the value of privacy as a general
concept. These 8 items were reliable with a = .82. The third component, on the other
hand, measured beliefs about norms that organizations should use while using personal
information (a= .85). The fourth component contained variables that did not create a
scale that could be readily interpreted.
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Using the input gathered from the second pilot test, the final version of the survey
that was distributed to the respondents contained 18 items that were intended to measure
3 different components of a privacy orientation:
1. Concern about sharing one's own information.

2. Beliefs about norms regarding how organizations use and share personal
information.
3. Concern about privacy of others (pvalot) and the value of privacy in general.
In line with the second pilot test, six items measuring respondents' concerns about
their own privacy had a reliability of a= .89. These six items -named hereinafter as
concerns about own privacy were:
• When I give my personal information to a company or a government
organization, I get concerned that they will share that information with third
parties without my authorization.

• It usually bothers me when companies or government organizations ask me for
personal information.
• When I give personal information to a company or a government organization
for some reason, I get worried that they will use my information for other
reasons.
• When companies or government organizations ask me for personal information,
I sometimes think twice before providing it.
• I am concerned that companies and government organizations are collecting too
much personal information about me.
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• It bothers me to give personal information to so many organizations.
The reliability of the items about beliefs regarding the organizational norms that
should be adhered to when using personal information was a= .84. These five items
related to norms about uses ofpersonal information were as follows:
• Organizations should never share personal information with other companies
nnless it has been authorized by the individuals who provided the information.
• Companies or government organizations should never sell the personal
information in their computer databases to other organizations.
• Companies and government organizations should not use personal information
for any purpose unless it has been authorized by the individuals who provided
the information.
• Organizations should not use identifying and contact information collected from
individuals for a purpose other than the one for which they were collected.
• When people give personal information to a company or a government
organization for some reason, that organization should never use the
information for any other reason.
Three items related to respondents' attitudes about the general value ofprivacy
had a reliability of a = .77:
• People need legal protection against misuse of personal data.
• Privacy laws should be strengthened to protect personal privacy.
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• Ifl were to rewrite the Declaration oflndependence today, I would probably
add 'privacy' to the list oflife, liberty and pursuit of happiness as a fundamental
right.
Finally, the survey included four items about respondents' attitudes about the
importance of the value of privacy of other individuals:
• People who are concerned about privacy have something to hide.

• It is important that other people think carefully before giving up their personal
information in exchange for conveniences while shopping.
• I do not care about whether people around me take the necessary measures to
protect their own privacy.
• I see no point in trying to protect the privacy of individuals if they are not
careful about protecting their own privacy.
Unlike in the second pilot test, however, these four items did not form a single
scale with the items related to respondents' attitudes about the value of privacy in
general. In fact, reliability tests suggested that these four items would neither add to the
reliability of the other three scales nor form a reliable scale themselves. The reliability
of these four items was .50 and none of the item total correlations were above .35. Given
this finding, the analyses that will be reported in the subsequent chapters will treat these
four variables as separate items rather than as members of a single scale that measures
individuals' beliefs about the value of the privacy of other individuals.
The final set of privacy related variables in the survey pertained to the perceived
sensitivity of different types of personal information. This set of questions asked the
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respondents to indicate how important it would be for people to have control over eight
different types of personal information: contents of a private conversation, financial
status, educational attainment, details of dating or sexual life, information about one's
health status, information about religious or political beliefs, information about substance
use, information about family problems. Although these eight items were intended to be
used as an index rather than a scale, their reliability was still above the acceptable level at

a= .81

Content Analysis Instrument
The contribution that the content analysis makes to'our understanding of the
relationship between viewers' orientations and reality programming choices becomes
even more evident in the light of countless discussions about whether it is possible to
create a coherent categorization of reality programs (Brenton and Cohen, 2003; Cavender
and Fishman, 1998; Comer, 2002; Johnson-Wood, 2002; Kilborn, 1994).
Unquestionably, in recent years, reality programs have increasingly become resistant to ,
classification. Reality programs defy categorization not only because they borrow
heavily from other television genres including news, documentaries, reflexive cinema and
even soap operas but also because of the burgeoning number of cross-hybridized
subgenres of reality programming. It is due to such difficulties that some media scholars
have conceded that the term reality programming is a catch-all phrase that may refer to
many different types of television programs (Kilborn, 1994). 15

15

Given this cross-hybridization between and within genres, it can easily be guessed that the existing
literature on reality programming offers different and often conflicting categorizations for reality shows.
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In general, the content analysis (see Appendix B) aimed to address two research
questions: ,
1. Disclosure of Personal lnfonnation: To what extent do the participants of
these programs reveal -either verbally or through their behavior- personal
information about themselves?
2. Intrusion: To what extent does each of the reality programs make accessible
spaces and interactions that would otherwise be inaccessible?

Analytical Construct

The content analysis instrument was divided into four sections. The first part
included administrative variables such as coder identification number, coding unit
number and coding unit length. The second section of the content analysis instrument
aimed to accomplish two related goals. First, this section differentiated between those
scenes within which the participants address the television audiences (through voiceovers or video diaries) and those scenes within which the audiences assume the role of
the fly on the wall type of observer. The assumption underlying this set of questions was
that when viewers are being directly addressed and/or acknowledged by the participants,
their role in the interaction becomes akin to what it would be in real life when they would
join a conversation that they were intended to be a part 0£ On the other hand, when the
audience members assume the role of the fly on the wall, they access a physical space or
an interaction that would not have ordinarily been accessible to them in real life As

See for example, Calvert (2000), Dauncey (1996), Hill (2002) and Kilborn (1994) for various attempts to
define and categorize reality programs
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discussed in the previous chapters, the latter type of interaction may be a factor that
enhances the viewers' voyeuristic enjoyment of a program.
In addition to differentiating between "fly on the wall" scenes from scenes within

which television viewers are being addressed, this section also categorized each scene in
terms of the 'privateness' of its setting. Specifically, this question distinguished between
interactions taking place in public settings, limited public settings, semi and completely
private settings. Furthermore, this question also made a distinction between scenes
taking place in limited public settings within which individuals other than program crew
(including the participants) is present or absent. As with the other questions in this
section, the question regarding the 'privateness' of the scene setting assumed that being
able to access private settings that would not have been accessible in real life will
increase the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs.
The third section of the content analysis was oriented towards identifying the
extent to which participants reveal certain types of personal information through their
words and/or behavior. For this section, a list of around 300 personal information items
retrieved from Bing (1972) and Wacks (1989) were categorized into 12 main categories
of personal information: how participants get along with others, participants' financial
wellbeing, occupation, educational attainment, participants' tendency to use alcohol or
drugs, participants' physical health, mental health, religious beliefs, political beliefs,
sexual preferences, sexual activities, and familial problems. Coders rated, on a 6-point
scale, the extent to which participants reveal each type of information. The scores
obtained regarding the extent to which participants of reality programs reveal different
types of personal information were used to construct a "personal information
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intensiveness" rating of each program. This rating was used in conjunction with the
exposure measures from the survey to test whether potential viewers' attitudes about
privacy and their voyeuristic orientations influence their tendency to avoid programs that
are more personal information intensive.
Like the second section of the content analysis instrument, the fourth section of
the content analysis instrument focused on the extent to which a program makes
accessible behaviors that would typically take place in a private setting and would not
normally be accessible to strangers or outsiders: gossip, sexual behavior, and nudity. The
final question of this section focused on expression of emotions that would typically be
expressed in intimate settings (only those who are allowed should have access) or
anonymous settings (those who have access to the expression of emotion would not be
able connect it to the person) as well as the existence of interpersonal conflict. As with
the second section, the questions in this section were based on the assumption that
programs that make private behaviors more accessible will be more likely to appeal to the
voyeuristic tendencies of television viewers. Given this assumption, this study predicted
that the relationship between voyeurism and exposure to reality programs would
be stronger for reality programs that increase the accessibility of the otherwise
inaccessible. Table 1 provides a summary of the predictions regarding the difference
between a weighted measure of exposure that incorporates the content analysis results to
the exposure measure and an unweighted measure of exposure.
In line with the conceptualization of voyeurism provided in the preceding

chapters, the predicted differences between weighted and unweighted measures of
exposure to reality programs is based on the premise that voyeuristic appeal of reality
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programs will be related to the extent to which they provide more access to interactions
or information that would otherwise be inaccessible. In other words, the prediction made
with respect to the contrasts between weighted and unweighted exposure scores is that
exposure measures that are weighted by the presence of reality program features that
would provide access to the inaccessible will have a stronger relationship with voyeurism
than the exposure measures that are not weighted by the presence of any feature. First, it
is predicted that reality programs that adopt a more "fly on the wa11" perspective, which
treats the television viewer as an uninvited, cove1t observer, will have a stronger
voyeuristic appeal than the average reality program. Second, it is also predicted that
voyeurism will have a stronger relationship with presence of scenes that take place in
more private spaces that would typically be accessible only to a limited group of people.
Similarly, it is predicted that programs· that show more private behaviors such as displays
of emotions, gossip, nudity and sexuality will have a stronger voyeuristic appeal.
Table 1- Weighted v. Unweighted Measures' Relationship to Voyeurism

·. :i~~iQ(\Y~1.gf!t.tQgij~i*gfQc,jppji~li9.;j).i,;w~i,g~t~~rt~cjs4i'eM~Mili fi:id8.¼:~l&b'.t.~d.:YS.~Y.#.w.~ig1i(e4.t
Percentage of Scenes ,vith TV Audience Not Primary Recipients
Percentage of Scenes in Public Space
Percentage of Scenes in Limited Public Space - Others Present
Percentage of Scenes in Limited Public Space - Others Absent
Percentage of Scenes in Semi Private & Private Spaces
Score ofNegative Emotions
Percentage of Scenes Containing Negative Emotions
Score of Non Negative Emotions
Percentage of Scenes Containing Non Negative Emotions
Percentage of Scenes Containing Gossip
Percentage of Scenes with Talk about Absent Others
Percentage of Scenes Containing Intimate Kissing/Touching
Percenta e of Scenes Containing Nudity

Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Wei hted

>
<
<
<

>
>
>

<
<
>

>
>
>

Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted
Unweighted

We can also expect that weighted measures will also differ from each other in
tenns of their relationship with voyeurism, One possible example would be the
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difference between the appeal of reality programs that show scenes taking place
exclusively in public or semi-public settings and reality programs that show what
happens beyond closed doors in an apartment.
Similarly, we can expect that reality programs that focus on displaying positive
emotions and programs that show negative emotions will differ in terms of their
voyeuristic appeal. For example, existing research on public displays of emotions
suggest that in many societies - including the American society- social norms sanction
the displaying of negative emotions (Hayes, 2000; Jacobson, 2002; Malatesta and Izard,
1984). Of course, there are exceptions to this rule, as is the case when government
officials, tax collectors, law enforcement officers -,even in societies that sanction negative
emotions - are required to display negative emotions to gain compliance (Kramer and
Hess, 2002; Tews and Glomb, 2003; Stenross and Kleinman, 1989; Sutton, 1991).
However, despite the existence of such occupational and social roles that require the
displaying of negative emotions, individuals, especially in Anglo-Saxon cultures, tend to
refrain from showing negative emotions (Mrowa-Hopkins and Strambi, 2005). If this is
the case, it can be expected that the extent to which a reality program shows the negative
emotions of the participants will be a stronger predictor of its voyeuristic appeal than the
extent to which a reality program shows the positive emotions of its participants. Table 2
provides a summary of a second set of predictions about the relative difference in the
relationship between voyeurism and exposure measures weighted by different content
analysis scores.
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-TabJe 2- Predicted Differences Between Weighted Measures' Relationship with Voyeurism

. I

(I) Score of Negative Emotions v. (2) Non-Negative Emotions
(1) Percent of Scenes with Negative Emotions vs . (2) Non-Negative Emotions
(1) Perce.nt of Scenes in Public v. (2) Semi Private & Private Space
(1) Perce.nt of Scenes in Ltd. Space Public w Others v. (2) Semi Private & Private Space
(1) Percent of Scenes in Ltd. Space Public w/o Others v. (2) Semi Private & Private Space
( I) Percent of Scenes in Limited Public w/o Others vs. (2) Limited Public w Others
(l) Percent of Scenes Containing Intimate Kissingffouching v. (2) Casual Kissing/Touching

-

vs. 2 .

>
1 >
1 <
<
1

1

<
>
>

2

2
2

2

2
2
2

In addition to these mini-hypotheses or predictions, the content analysis also

providedl a valuable opportWiity to test whether potential viewers' attitudes about privacy
and sensitivity of personal information will be related to their tendency to avoid reality
programs that make private interactions more accessible.

· Unitizing and Coder Reliability
Be.cause the content analysis was analyzing moving images, making a decision
regarding the unitization of the sampled programs was of critical importance. First, we
need to ensure that the coders would have enough information about the context within

which an interaction is taking place. Second, we needed to make sure that the coders
would not have to code very long units that contain a lot of information. Given these
considerations, the unitization was perfonned as described in figure 1.
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First, out of a list of 33 reality programs (see Table 3) ,that were aired in major
broadcast networks (ABC, CBS, NBC, WB, UPN, FOX and PAX) during pri~e time (811pm) between June 2005 and December 2005, 15 programs were sampled using
selection with probability in proportion to size. The probability of selection was

detem1ined by the ratings of each program so that more popular programs would be more
likely to be selected.
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Table 3- List of Reality Programs Aired between June - Decembe1r 2005
i:Pfograni Name: : , / .L ,... : .·) , : ·
TVNetwdt.k. :. /t:•s~~•-lt, /';: \
The Amazing Race
American Idol
America's Most Wanted
America's Next Top Model
The Apprentice
Average Joe
The Bachelor
Beauty and the Geek
Big Brother
Britney and Kevin: Chaotic
Brat Camp
The Contender
Cold Turkey
Cops
The Cut
Dancing with the Stars
Extreme Makeover
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition
Fire Me Please
Fear Factor
Hell's Kitchen
Hit Me Baby One More Time
I Want to Be A Hilton
Lie Detector
Nanny9 ll
The Princes of Malibu
. The Scholar
Simple Life
So You Think You Can Dance
Starlet
Supemanny
Survivor
Wife Swap

CBS

7

FOX
FOX

4
18
4
3
4

UPN
NBC
NBC
ABC
\V.B
CBS
UPN
ABC
NBC
PAX
FOX

7
1

6
l
l

l
2
17

CBS
ABC
ABC
ABC

1
1
3

CBS
NBC

1
5

FOX
NBC

1
1
l
1

NBC
PAX

FOX
FOX
ABC

FOX
FOX

2

l
l
1

3

WB

I
1

ABC
CBS
ABC

10
1

I

J\r.,c:o:nfCategoiy

· ·:•
...

Reality
Reality/Gameshows
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality/Drama
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality/Action
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality/Gameshows
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality/Talk Show
Reality/Children
Reality
Reality
Reality/Drama
Reality
Reality
Reality
Reality/Drama
Reality/Drama

Once recorded, each program was divided into equal intervals of 5 minutes (e.g.
each 45-minute episode will have 9 equal intervals and a reality program that runs for 10
episodes will have 90 equal intervals) (Figure 1). After dividing each program into these
5-minute intervals, a composite 30-minute sample for each program was created by
randomly sampling 6 of these 5-minute intervals. Then, each :five-unit interval was
edited to further divide them into what can be classified as scenes/interactions. The
. content analysis coding instructions provided a detailed defini1tion of scenes/interactions
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and a description of how to identify when a scene begins and ends. According to the
instructions provided to the coders, an interaction may take place between multiple
participants, a participant and a host (or a judge), a participant and television audience
(e.g. voiceovers or video diaries), or a participant and an object (when a participant is
performing a task). Each time there was a change in either one of time, space or
participants taking a major role in a given interaction, a new scene was assumed to have
begun. In order to check the reliability of the designation of the beginning and the end of
the units of coding, two coders recorded the cutoff point (when one scene ends and the
other one begins) of the interactions within randomly selected 5-minute intervals. For a
single unit, if the two coders' estimate of the cutoff point was within one second of each
other, the coders were considered to have agreed about the beginning and ending of a
scene. Using this method, the intercoder agreement was 98% and the intercoder
reliability was Krippendorf's a= 0.92.
Once interactions/scenes are separated from each other, they were all assigned a
unique number and were presented sequentially as short chapters to the coders (author
and a second coder). While the unit ofcoding was these interactions/scenes, in order to
ensure that the coders got sufficient information about the context within which the
interaction is taking place, each five-minute interval served as the contextual unit
(abbreviated as CuN in Figure I) that coders would watch as a whole before coding the
units of analysis.
Table 4 provides the summary intercoder reliability of the content analysis
variables. The reliability statistics were calculated using 216 units that were coded by
both coders. The first two columns contain the identifying information for the content
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analysis variables. Following the identifying information, the table provides three
statistics. The first of these statistics is the Krippendorff s alpha reliability coefficient,
which was calculated for both interval variables and nominal variables. The fourth
column provides the Kappa reliability coefficients for the nominal content analysis
variables. Finally, the fifth column reports the probability ofKrippendorffs alpha being
lower than 0.8. If 216 units that were coded by both coders had no variation for a content
analysis variable, the row corresponding to the variable was marked with a N/A. For
example, according to both coders, none of the 216 units coded by both coders contained
sexual intercourse. As a result, Krippendorff s alpha and kappa coefficients could not be
calculated and the cells corresponding to presence of sexual intercourse, as well as 5
other variables, were marked with N/A. Among these variables, information about

financial status ofparticipants had 10 incidences; information about drug use of
participants had 6 incidences; partial nudity with undergarment/towel had 16 incidences
and information about participants ' religious beliefs, information about participants '

political beliefs, sexual intercourse had no incidences out of2151 units analyzed.
Out of the remaining 24 variables for which intercoder reliability statistics were
calculated, 18 of them had alpha and kappa coefficients higher than 0.8. For four
variables, the intercoder reliability alpha coefficients ranged from more than 0. 7 to less
than 0.8: verbal information about mental health (a= 0.716), negative talk in the

absence of others (gossip) (a= 0.793), visibility of undergarments (a= 0.798) and
displaying ofpositive emotions (a= 0.777). Finally, two variables had reliability alpha
coefficients ofless than 0.7: a single participant is alone (a= 0.618) and briefsexual

touching/kissing (a= 0.663). Generally, 0.8 is considered to be the minimum acceptable
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level of reliability that needs to be reached before a researcher can make inferences about
the content (Krippendorff, 2004; Neuendorf, 2002). However, it has also been suggested
that, especially with conservative measures like Kappa and Krippendorffs alpha,
reliability coefficients higher than 0.7 and sometimes 0.65 can be used for exploratory
purposes (Lombard, Snyder-Duch and Bracken, 2002).
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Table 4-- Intercoder Reliability

Vclf:iable
. .-.1or. , ,
J"\I 0

2.1

2.2
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3

2.3.4
2.3.5
2.3.6
3.l A
3.2A
3.3A
3.4A
3.SA
3.6A
3.7A
3.8A
3 .9A
3.IOA
4.1

4.2
4 .3.1

4.3.2
4.3.3
4.4

4.5

4.6
4.7
4 .8

4.9

·

··• · <

· .··

Variable D.e~¢nptiori )
. ·· · ,:•:.· .

. ·. ·. ':· .··., .._;.. ·.

Audience members as primary recipients
Spatial classification of the interaction
Interaction between multiple participants
Interaction between participants & hosts
D irect address to audience
Pai1icipant and an off-screen individual
A single participant alone
Host, judge or contractor alone
Financial stafus
Occupation
Educational attainment
Drug use

Alcohol use
Physical health
Mental health
Religious beliefs
Political orientation
Sexual lives
Talk in absence
Negative talk in absence (gossip)
Brief sexual touching/kissing
Intimate kissing/touching
Sexual intercow-se
Visibility of sexual organs
Visibility of undergarments
Partial nudity with undergarment/towel
Displaying negative emotions
Displaying positive emotions
Interpersonal conflicts

.937
.922
.905
.901
.960
.829
.618
.827

NIA

.960
.829
.618
.827

NIA

.801
.984

NIA

NIA

.849
.884
.860

NIA
NIA

NIA
NIA

.000
.000

.001
.005
.000
.322
.960
.390
NIA
.462
.370

NIA
.329
.068
.189
NIA
NIA
· .107

.89l
.809
.793
.663
1.000

.809
.793
.662
1.000

NIA

NIA

NIA

.884
.798

.884
.798
NIA

.142
.680

NIA
.869
.777
.870

Notes: N = 2 16
* NI A: Reliability statistics not calculated because oflack of variation
** Kappa is calculated only for categorical variables
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.937
.9 13
.905
.901

.395
.575
.622
.367

NIA
.037
.628
.168

CHAPTER FIVE
SURVEY RESULTS: REALITY TV, VOYEURISM & PRIVACY ATTITUDES

This chapter will present the findings obtained from the survey that was
administered to 550 respondents who had previously agreed to receive online surveys in
exchange for financial benefits. The chapter will start with a brief summary of the
univariate description of the variables in the survey. The remainder of the chapter will be
divided into two sections that will present bivariate and multivariate results pertaining to
the hypotheses and the research questions raised in Chapters 2 and 3. The first of these
sections will focus on the research questions related to the relationship between
voyeurism, social comparison and exposure to reality programs. The second section will
summarize the results regarding the relatiouship between respondents' attitudes about
privacy and their tendency to watch reality programs. This section will also investigate
the relationship and possible interactions between voyeurism and attitudes about privacy.

Univariate Statistics
Slightly more than half of the respondents, who reported their gender, were
female (55%). About 2.5% of the respondents either did not report their gender or
marked "do not want to tell" as their answer (n = 16). The mean age for the respondents
was 47 (median 46). Close to one fifth of the respondents had a high school degree
(19%), 5% had technical or vocational school degrees, 32% had some college experience,
29% had a college degree and 14% had a graduate degree. A majority of the respondents
were married (54%), followed by "never been married" (20%), divorced ( 10%), widowed
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(7%) and "living as married" (6%). A large majority of the respondents were white
(86%), followed by African Americans (6%).
More than half of the respondents categorized themselves as either Catholic or
Protestant (54%). This was followed by respondents who said they had no religious
affiliation (19%), respondents affiliated with other religions (15%) and respondent
unwilling to disclose their religious affiliation (8%). In terms of political orientation,
36% categorized themselves as Democrat, 31 % categorized themselves as Republican
and 26% classified themselves as Independent. Close to 4 % of the respondents either did
not respond to the question about the political affiliation or marked "don't want to tell" as
their response. The remainder of the respondents categorized themselves as members of
other political parties. Additionally, more than one third of the respondents classified
themselves as moderate (38%), followed by conservative (23%), lib3ral (19%), very
conservative (6%) and very liberal (5%). With respect to this variable of political
ideology, a noteworthy proportion of respondents did not want to provide an answer
(!I%).
The survey contained four variables that measured the frequency with which
respondents watched television during weekdays, week nights, weekend days and
weekend nights. Each of these variables ranged from zero hours(!) to seven hours or
more (9). On average, respondents watched between two to three hours of television
during weekdays and weekend days and between three to four hours of television during
week nights and weekend nights. The medians for these variables were between one to
two hours for weekdays and two to three hours for week nights, weekend days and
weekend nights. Later, these variables were used to construct an overall television
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v1ewmg measure. According to this new variable, on average, the respondents watched
television for four to less than five hours per day.
In addition to measures of general television viewing, the survey also contained

questions about the frequency and the regularity with which respondents viewed different
television programs. Of the 28 programs listed in the survey, 10 were not classified as
reality programs. These programs include television dramas, situation comedies,
magazine programs, soap operas and news programs. The remaining 18 programs were
classified as either reality programs or as reality/tall< show programs by television listings
such as TV Guide, Yahoo! TV and TV.com. 15 of these reality programs were randomly
selected from a list of prime-time reality programs (these 15 programs are the programs
that were content analyzed). 3 other programs were classified as daytime reality/talk
show: Oprah Winfrey Show, Jerry Springer Show and Dr. Phil.
As mentioned above, each respondent was provided with the same list of
television programs twice. The first time they were provided with the list, they were
asked to indicate how frequently they watched each of the programs. The respondents'
answers ranged from never to more than once a week. The second time, the respondents
were asked to mark the programs that they considered themselves to be a regular viewer
of. Figure 2 provides a summary of respondents' program-by-program answers to these
two questions. Specifically, this figure summarizes the percentage of respondents who
identify themselves as regular viewers of each of these programs and percent of
respondents who indicate that they watch the listed reality programs at least once a week.
First, Figure 2 reveals that both measures of exposure are highly correlated with each
other. In terms of viewership of each of the reality programs, Oprah Winfrey Show had
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the highest number of respondents who indicated that they viewed the show at least once ·
a week (18%), follow~d by Survivor (17%), Extreme Makeover Home Edition (16%) and

Cops (15%). In terms of a respondent's tendency to identify hiimself or herself as a
regular viewer of a program, Extreme Makeover Home Edition was a statistically
undistinguishable leader (19%), followed by Sun1ivor (17%), Oprah Winfrey Show (16%)
and Cops (16%).

Figure 2- Viewership of Reality Programs
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For both measures of exposure to reality television, two indices were created.
The first index wasconstrncted using exposure to all of the 18 reality programs that were
· asked about in the survey and the second index was created using the 15 programs that
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were content analyzed. The frequency of exposure index for 18 reality programs had a
range of 90. For this index, respondents had a mean score of 13.5 (standard deviation
12.4) and the median was 10.5. For the frequency of exposure index for the 15 content
analyzed reality programs, the average score was 10.6 (standard deviation 10.4). The
median score for this index was 8 and the range was 75. For the number of regularly
viewed reality programs index that used all of the 18 reality programs that the survey
contained, on average, each respondent identified 1.8 reality programs that they would
consider themselves to be a regular viewer of. For the regularity of viewing index using
15 content analyzed reality programs, this score was slightly lower at 1.5. All four
measures of exposure to reality television deviated from normal distribution and were
skewed right.
The correlation between the index of frequency of exposure and the index of
count of regularly viewed programs showed that these two measures of consumption of
reality TV were highly related to each other (r = .847, p < .001). In the light of this
evidence as well as further analyses that showed very little differentiation between these
two variables in terms of their relationship to voyeurism and privacy attitudes, the
remainder of this text will only report frequency of exposure as the key dependent
variable.
As described in the previous chapter, there were four uses and gratifications
scales that measured how and for what purposes respondents watched television. Despite
the initial intentions to create 3 separate scales that would measure the uses of television
to gather social information, evaluate oneself and satisfy voyeurism, factor analyses,
followed by a structural equation model yielded two measures: voyeuristic uses of
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television and socially curious uses of television (combining using television to gather

social information aud. evaluate oneself). The average score for voyeuristic uses of
television was 9.92 (standard deviation= 4.5 aud rauge = 19). The meau score for
socially curious uses of television was 21.85 (standard deviation= 7.4 and range= 36).

Two variables that measured sexual voyeuristic uses of television were combined to
create a single variable with a mean of 6.63, standard deviation of 3.6 aud a range of 14.
The two other scales pertaining to uses aud gratifications were surveillance uses of
television (mean= 14.6, standard deviation= 4) and pastime or passive uses of television
(mean= 12.2, standard deviation= 4.5).
The voyeurism scale that was constructed using 8 variables developed for this
survey ranged between 5 and 56. The mean score for voyeurism was 22.4 (median= 20)
with a standard deviation of 11.2. The distribution of the voyeuristic orientation of the
respondents was skewed right (. 777). On average, respondents' score for tendency to
engage in social comparison was 12.7 (median= 13) with a standard deviation of3.9.
The average score for the respondents' tendency to be sensitive to others' behavior was
14.3 (median 15) with a standard deviation of3.5. Both of these scales were slightly
skewed left and ranged between 3 aud 21.
Table 5 summarizes the nnivariate statistics for variables that measured
respondents' attitudes about privacy. The scale that measured respondents' concern
about own privacy ranged between 9 and 42. The meau score for concern about own

privacy was 31.9 (median= 32) with a standard deviation of7.l. The second scale,
which measured respondents' beliefs about privacy norms ranged between 10 and 35, had
a meau of 32 (median= 34) aud a standard deviation of 4.2. The scale measuring
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--respondents' attitudes about the general value ofprivacy ranged between 4 and 21. The
average score for this scale was 16.71 (median= 17) with a standard deviation of3.6. In
addition to these three scales, there were four variables, conceptually related to
respondents' beliefs about the privacy of others, which did not form a reliable scale. The
first of these variables, "it is important that other people think carefully before giving
up ... personal information," had a mean score of 5.71 (median= 6) and a standard
deviation of 1.3. The second variable, "I do not care about whether people ... protect
their. .. privacy," had a mean score of 4.15 (median= 4) and a standard deviation of 1.6.
The third variable," I see no point in trying to protect the privacy of individuals if they
are not careful," had a mean score of 4.26 (median= 4) with a standard deviation of 1.5.
The final variable, "people ... concerned about privacy have something to hide," had a
mean score of5.77 (median= 7) with a standard deviation of 1.6.
Among the final set of privacy related variables, which measured the
perceived sensitivity of different types of personal information, information about
financial status had the highest mean rating of 4.5 (median= 5) with a standard deviation
of .87. Information about one's financial status was followed by contents of a private
conversation (mean= 4.4, standard deviation = .89), information about health status
(mean= 4.1, standard deviation= .99), information about dating or sexual life (mean=
4, standard deviation= 1.2), problems within family (mean= 4, standard deviation= 1.1 ),
information about substance use (mean= 3.8, standard deviation= 1.2), information
about religious or political beliefs (mean= 3.5, standard deviation= 1.2) and information
about educational attainment (mean= 3.2, standard deviation= 1.2). For the overall
index of sensitivity of personal information, the average respondent score was 31.3
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(median= 32) with a standard deviation of 5.8. The values for this index ranged between

8 and 40.
Table 5- Univariate Statistics for Attitudes about Privacy
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Scale of Concern about own
Privacy
Scale of Beliefs about Privacy

Nonns
Scale of General Value of Privacy
It is important that other people
think carefully before giving up
their personal information...
(Value of Privacy of Others 1)
I do not care about whether
people ... take the necessary
measures to protect
their. .. privacy1 (Value of Privacy
of Others 2)
I see no point in trying to protect
the privacy of:individuals if they
are not careful... 1- (Value of
Privacy of Others 3)
People who are concerned about
privacy have something to hide'
(Value of Privacy of Others 4)

- .
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Std.
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9

42

31.9

32.0

7.07

-.477

-.210

10

35

32.0

34.0

4.22

-1.681

2.643

4

21

16.7

17.0

3.63

-.635

-.095

1

7

5.7

6.0

1.29

-.937

.680

1

7

4.2

4 .0

1.59

-.089

-.395

1

7

4.3

4.0

1.55

-.150

-.272

1

7

5.8

7 .0

1.62

- 1.121

.289

Notes: N=545
1
Survey questions for which reverse wording was used-were recoded so, that the values for these
variables are in the same direction as oilier privacy related variables.

Uses of Televisio11, Voyeurism, S ocialComp arison a11d Reality TV Viewership
Among the demographic descriptors of the respondents, gender, race, age,
education level and political orientation (e.g. independent) we1re significantly related to
reality television viewership. 16 On the other hand, respondents' marital status and
ideological orientation (e.g. liberal) were not significantly related to their reality
16

Unless otherwise stated, the bivariate relationships between reality televiision viewing and demographic
variables are calculated using the exposure variables that used all of the 18 reality programs rather than fue
15 reality programs that were content analyzed. Due to the skewed disttibutio n of the reality television
exposure measures, the initial analysis included both parametric (e.g. ANOVA) and nonparametric tests.
· There were no noteworthy differences between parametric and nonparametric tests. Hence, this report will
conta:in the results of the parametric tests.
·
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-television viewership. On average, females had higher scores than males for both
frequency of exposure to reality programs (15.3 vs. 11.3, p < .001). Both education and
age were negatively related to reality television viewership. The correlation between
education and frequency of exposme to reality television was -.126 (p < .01 ). The
correlation between frequency of exposure and age was -.225 (p < .001 ).
According to the analysis of variance tests, race was a factor that was significantly
related to :frequency of exposure to reality programs (p < .05). There were no significant
differences between Whites and African Americans in terms of their tendency to view
reality programs. Conversely, there were no significant differences between African
Americans and members of"other" races (non-W11ite and non-African American) in
terms of reality television viewership. At this point, it should be noted that the sample
sizes for African Americans (6% of total sample) and members of "other" races (5% of
total sample) were considerably small to have enough statistical power. However,
despite the small size of respondents who were classified as members of "other" races,
there was a significant difference between members of"other" races and Whites in tenns
offrequencyofexposureto reality programs (19.5 vs. 12.9, p < .01).
Similar to race, an analysis of variance showed that political identification of
respondents was significantly related to their reported consumption of reality programs.
Specifically, whereas there were no significant differences between respondents who
classified themselves as Republicans and respondents who classified themselves as
Independents, respondents who classified themselves as Democrats were more likely to
watch reality television than both the Independents and the Republicans. With respect to
frequency of exposure to reality programs, Democrats had higher average scores of
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viewership than both the Republicans (16.2 vs. 12.2, p < .01) and the Independents (16.2

vs. 11.6, p·< .001).
Unsurprisingly, frequency with which a respondent watched television was
significantly related to that respondent's tendency to watch reality programs.
Specifically, respondents who spent more time watching television were significantly
more likely to view reality programs more frequently (r = .298, p < .001)
Table 6 summarizes the relationship behveen Voyeurism, Social Comparison,
Self-Monitoring and Uses & Gratifications variables. As predicted, Voyeurism was
significantly and positively related to Social Comparison orientation (r = .265, p < .001),
Socially Curious Uses of Television (r = .276, p < .001), Voyeuristic Uses 1?{Television
(r= .431 , p < .001) and Sexual Voyeuristic Uses of Television (r = .597, p < .001).
Additionally, Passive Uses of Televi..i:;ion was also positively correlated to Voyeurism (r =
.226, p < .001). On the other hand, Voyeurism was not significantly related to
. Informational Uses of Television and Self-Monitoring (r = .076, p < .1).
Table 6- Bivariate Correlations: Voyeurism, Social Comparison and TV Uses

i<y~Bi~!?1Name . · •· :.:+:t:::::t~~W\}~,~!HYl9'Y~ti,risin ... ·. .·•·..$.itf~fq~ri&M~H~:6~j:f\•{~~Jf.HY.fonitotfot:L\i
Voyeurism
Social Comparison
Self-Monitoring
Socially Curious Uses of TV
Voyeuristic Uses of TV
Sexual Voy. Uses of TV
Informational Uses of TV
Passive Uses ofTV
Notes: N = 549
t p < .1; ~:) < .05; **p < .01 *** p<

.265***

I

.265***
.076t
.276***
.431 ***
.597***
.057
.226***

.165***
.300***
.293***
.292***
.135**
.212***

.076
.1 65***
1

.263>!<>!<*

.184"'**
.077
.187***
.12 1**

.00 1 (2-tailed)

Respondents' tendency to engage in Social Comparison was significantly related
to SelfMcmitoring(r = .165, p < .001), Socially Curious Uses of TV (r = .300, p < .001),
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Voyeuristic Uses of TV (r = .293, p < .001), Sexual Voyeuristic Uses of TV (r = .292, p <
.001), Informational Uses of TV (r = .135, p < .01) and Passive Uses of TV (r = .263, p <
.001). Similarly, Self-Monitoring was positively related to Socially Curious Uses of
Television (r = .263, p< .001), and Voyeuristic Uses of TV (r = .184, p < .001),
Informational Uses of Television (r = .187, p < .001) and Passive Uses of Television
(.121, p< .01 ). On the other hand, Self-Monitoring was not significantly related to
respondents' tendency to use television for satisfaction of sexual voyeurism.
Table 7 summarizes the relationship between television viewing, reality television
viewing and variables related to voyeurism, social comparison, self-monitoring and uses
and gratifications. This table reports these correlations using both the list of 15 content
analyzed reality programs and all 18 of the reality programs that the survey asked about.
Generally, when there was a difference between these two alternative measurements in
terms of their relationship to scales measuring voyeurism, social comparison, selfmonitoring and different components of television uses and gratifications, the magnitudes
were higher for the latter measure of exposure. In this current section of the report, the
bivariate relationships summarized will be based on the measures of exposure using all
18 of the reality programs (colunm l on Table 7).
Exposure to reality programs was significantly related to Voyeurism, S0cial
Comparison, Self-Monitoring, Socially Curious Uses of Television, Voyeuristic Uses of
Television, Sexually Voyeuristic Uses of Television, Informational Uses of Television and
Passive Uses of Television. In terms of magnitude, the strongest relationship was
between frequency of exposure to reality progrannning and Voyeuristic Uses of
Television (r = .455, p < .001). This was followed by the correlation between exposure
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and Socially Curious Uses of Television (r= .392, p<.001), Voyeurism (r = .236, p <
.001), Sel.fMonitoring (r = .224, p < .001), Informational Uses of Television (r = .221 , p

< .001), Sexual Voyeuristic Uses ofTV (r = .216, p < .001), Passive Uses of Television (r

= .199, p < .001) and Social Comparison (r = .17, p < .001).
The final column of Table 7 gives the correlations b etween the frequency with
which respondents watch television (regardless of genre) and Voyeurism, Social

Comparison, Self-Monitoring, Voyeuristic Uses of Television, Socially Curious Uses of
Television, Sexual Voyeuristic Uses of Television, Informational Uses of Television and
Passive Uses of Television. As with exposure to reality programming, the frequency with
which a respondent watched television was positively related to Informational Uses of ·

Television (r = .282, p < .001), Voyeuristic Uses of Television (r = .193, p < .001),
Socially Curious Uses of Television (r = .175, p < .001), Sexual Voyeuristic Uses of
Television (r = .129, p < .01), Passive Uses ofTelevision (r = .119, p < .01).

Voyeurism
Social Comparison
Self-Monitoring
Socially Curious Uses of TV
Voyeuristic Uses of TV
Sexual Voy. Uses of TV
InformationaJ Uses of TV

.083t

.239***

.236***

.143**

. 17***

.052

.198***

.224***

.084*

.357***
.439***
.231***
.171 ***

.392***

.175***

.455***

.193**"'

.216***

.129** .

.221***

.282***

Passive Uses of TV
.192***
.199***
Notes : N = 545
tp < .1; *p < .05; *"'p < .01 *** p< .001 (2-tailed)
1
Correlations based on list of Content Analyzed Reality Programs
2
Correlations based on list of all Reality Programs asked about in the survey
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.1 19**

Figure 3 summarizes the bivariate relationships between viewership of each of the
reality programs included in the survey and voyeurism. For this summary, the voyeurism
measure was divided into two categories (high voyeurism vs. low voyeurism) using a
median split. In general, respondents who were categorized as high voyeurs were more
likely to view the programs weekly or more than once a week (frequency). Specifically,
with respect to viewing a reality program weekly or more than once week, the gap
between high voyeurs and low voyeurs was significant at 95% confidence level for The

Apprentice (16% v. 9%), Amazing Race (14% v. 8%), Big Brother (12% v. 7%), Average
Joe (10% v. 3%), America's Next Top Model (11 % v. 3%), Jerry Springer Show (8% v.
3%) and Tommy Lee Goes to College (6% v. 2%).
The bivariate relationships summarized in this chapter were also checked for nonlinearity. Accordingly, the relationship between voyeuristic uses of television and
exposure to reality programming significantly deviated from linearity. The lowess
function was run to see the shape of the fit curve between voyeuristic uses of television
and viewership of reality programs. This analysis revealed that the deviation from
linearity was in quadratic form. On the other hand, there was no significant deviation
from linearity for the relationship between voyeurism, sexual voyeuristic uses of
television and reality program viewing. Conversely, the relationship between Feality
television viewership and social comparison, sensitivity to expression of others,
education and age did not exhibit any significant deviation from linearity.
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Figure 3- Watching Reality Programs Weekly or More than Once a Week by Voyeurism
Voyeurismt Low

VoVeurismi High

Oprah Winfrey Show

I' ,

Survivor"
Ex treme Makeover Home Edition
Cops

Or. Ph!!
The Apprentlte*
America's Most Wanted
Oancing with the Stars
Ama21r,9 Race•

Big l:lrothef"
The Biggest Loser
Nanny 911
Average Joe•
A merica's Next Top Model•
Three Wishes
Jerry Springer Show*
Tommy Lee Goes to College«
Beauty and the Geek
Oo/o

So/o

10%

lSo/o

Notes:
• For reality programs marked with (*), the difference between high and low voyeurism
is significant at p < 0.05.
• For reality programs marked with("), the difference between high and low voyeurism

The bivariate statistics provide some preliminary evide:nce supporting the
hypothesis stating that consumption of reality programs is positively related to
voyeurism, social comparison and sensitivity to the expressions of others (Hypotheses 1,
6 and 7). Additionally, in line with the prediction of hypothesis #7, partial correlations
confirm that voyeuristic, as well as socially curious uses of telievision and sexually
. voyeuristic uses of television continue to be significant predictors of exposure to reality

programs after controlling for social comparison orientation and sensitivity to expressions
of others. After controlling for social comparison and sensitiv ity to expression of others,
the score for frequency with which a respondent watches reality programs was positively
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correlated with voyeuristic orientation (r = .19, p< .001), socially curious uses of

. television (r = .41, p < :001) and sexual voyeuristic uses oftelevision (r = .18, p< .001).
Table 8 summarizes the results <;>fa stepwise least squares regression predicting
exposure to reality programs. The model was checked for whether it met the assumptions
of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity. Although the model met the assumptions of
normality and linearity, one variable~ socially curious uses of television - suffered from
heteroscedasticity (Levene = 9.2, p < .001).
Table 8- OLS Regression #1 Predicting Exposure to R eality TV

· · ·•• ~ll. Modei l !
Constant
Age
Education
Gender (Female)
Race (Non White)
Political Id. (Democrat)
Political Id. (Independent)
Television Viewing

,: ::;c;:m
;ii~~fflf~p/

15.160***
-.176
-.232***
-.378
-.068t
.126**
3. 159
-1.363
-.032
3.422
.133**
.079
.003
1.090
.304*"*

-.480
-.132**
-.081 *
4.164
.166***
-.856
-.020
2.938
. 114*
-.150
-.006
.943
.263***
-.100
-.449

.189

Voyeuristic Orientation
Social Comparison
Sensitivity to Exp. of Others

.281
.440

.169***
.088*
.124**

-.093
-.399
3.787
-.621

1.808
-.065
.676
.048

.055
.233

.165.

Informational Uses ofTV
Passive Uses ofTV
Sex. Voyeuristic Uses of TV
Curious Uses of TV
Voyeuristic Uses of TV
(Voyemistic Uses ofTV)2

.032

.021
.129
-.195
.047

.193***

.054***

.919
-.123**
-.072t
.15 1***
-.015
.07
-.002
189***
.043
.017
.066t
.053
.012
.006
.076
-.07
.355***

.093***

NotesN=542
t p< .1 *p< .05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 (2-tailed)

Various transformations, including taking the log, square root and reciprocal of
the socially curious uses of television were tried and none of these transformations helped
eliminate this problem. One possible implication of this problem is that standard e1Tor
estimates become inconsistent (Allison, 1999). In order to check for this potential
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problem, Hubert White Sandwich (Robust) standard errors were also calculated and there
were no substantial difference between the significance statistics obtained using these
robust standard errors and the standard errors provided by the least squares regression
model. Hence, the significance statistics reported in this section will not be based on
robust standard errors.
The first block of the regression contains demographic characteristics (age,
education, gender, race, political identification) and the extent of television viewing.
Among these variables, race and education were not a significant predictor of frequency
of exposure to reality programs. Younger respondents were more likely to have higher
exposure to reality programs, potentially signaling a generational difference with respect
to reality television watching behavior, with each year added to the age decreasing the
exposure score by .176 (out of a range of 90) (p < .001 ). The mean exposure score for
females was 3.16 points higher than that of the males (p< .01). Whereas there was no
significant difference between Independents and Republicans with respect to watching
reality programs, the mean score for Democrats was 3.4 points higher than that of
Republicans (p < .01). The final variable in the first model, hours of television viewing
was positively related to the reality television exposure score. This first model explained
19% of the variance in exposure to reality television (p < .001).
The second block added three variables: voyeuristic orientation, social
comparison orientation and sensitivity to expression of others. The inclusion of these
three variables to the regression model increased the percentage of variance explained by
5.4% (p< .001). After adding these three variables, education became a significant
predictor of exposure to reality programs score with each additional year of education
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decreasing the exposure score by .45 (p < .05). Age, gender and hours of television
viewed were still significant predictors of frequency of exposure to reality programs
score. As predicted by Hypotheses la and 7, even after controlling for respondents' social
comparison orientation and tendency to pay attention to expression of others, voyeurism
was a significant positive predictor of exposure to reality programs: each one point
increase in voyeurism score (range 51) increased the exposure to reality programs by .189
(p < .001). Also, in line with the predictions of hypothesis 6, both social comparison and
sensitivity to expression of others were positively related to reality television exposure
score. After controlling for demographics, voyeurism and television viewing, each one
point increase in social comparison score increased exposure score by .28 (p < .05) and
each one point increase in sensitivity to expression of others increased exposure score by
.44 (p< .01).
In the third block, six variables were added: informational uses of television,
passive uses of television, sexually voyeuristic uses of television, socially curious uses of
television, voyeuristic uses of television and square of voyeuristic uses of television.
With the addition of these variab Jes, the percentage of variance in exposure to reality
programs explained by the regression model increased by 9.3% (p < .001). After these
variables were added, age, education and television viewing continued to be significant
predictors of reality programs exposure score. Of the television uses and gratifications
variables that were added in the third block, only voyeuristic uses of television scale was
significantly related to exposure to reality programs. In line with the findings from the
bivariate analyses, this relationship was a nonlinear, quadratic relationship. Figure 4
depicts the shape of this nonlinear relationship. Starting with the minimum possible
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Figure 4- Nonlinearity: Voyeuristic Uses of TV and Reality TV Consumption
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value of voyeuristic uses of television (the range for the voyemistic uses of television was
from 3 to 21 ), the relationship between voyeuristic uses of television and exposure reality
programs is positive at an increasing rate until it reaches the highest possible value of

voyeuristic uses of television.

Two important findings from this model that need to be discussed further pertain
to the relationship between voyeurism, social comparison orientation, sensitivity to
expression of others and voyeuristic uses of television. First, in the second block of the
regression model, after controlling for social comparison and sensitivity to expression of
others, vvyemism continued to be a significant predictor of reality programming

consumption. This finding provides evidence that supports the prediction of hypothesis 7
. that reality programs' appeal to the voyeuristic desires of viewers is distinct from their
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appeal to the social curiosity of viewers. Second, after controlling for voyeuristic uses of
television, neither voyeurism nor social comparison tendency were significantly related
to reality programs. This suggests that the relationship between voyeurism, social
comparison and consumption of reality programs is mediated by a tendency to engage in
voyeuristic uses of television.

Privacy Attitudes, Voyeurism and Reality Television Viewership

As mentioned in the previous chapters, the variables that measured respondents'
attitudes about privacy formed three scales (concern about own personal information,
beliefs concerning organizational norms about personal information, and perceptions
about the general value of privacy) with acceptable levels of reliability (a >.8). In
addition to these three scales, the survey contained an index measuring the perceived
sensitivity of different types of personal information and four variables, which did not
form a reliable scale, related to perceptions about the value of privacy of other people.
With the exception of four correlations, all of the privacy variables and scales were
significantly and positively related to each other (see Table 9).
The remaining four correlations, on the other hand, were positive but not
significant: 1) the correlation between organizational norms about personal information
and perceptions about the value of privacy of others (#3) (r = .055, p = .197); 2) the
correlation between perceptions about the general value of privacy and the value of
privacy of others (#3) (r = .081, p = .058); 3) the correlation between perceived
sensitivity of personal information and the value of privacy of others (#2) (r = .047, p =
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.270); and the correlation between perceived sensitivity of personal information and the
value of privacy of o~ers (#3) (r = .055, p = .202).
Table 9- Bivariate Correlations: Privacy Attitudes

Ya,ri~~l~:Na1nl •.
(1) Sensitivity of
Personal Info .
(2) Concern about
Own Personal Info.
(3) Organizational
Norms about Personal
Info.
( 4) Perceptions about
General Value of
Privacy
(5) Value of Privacy
of Others #1 3
(6) Value of Privacy
of Others #2 2 3
(7) Value of Privacy
of Others #3 2 3
(8) Value of Privacy
pf Others #4 2 3

..

·: i(s>I .: .\(4') a; <cs) ·

(6),

•··<11r•. · • .. .

.1 6 1***

.047

.055

.197***

.616***

.515***

. 156***

.114**

.129**

.505

.458***

. 115**

.055

.261 ***

l

.432***

.197***

.08 1+

.132**

1

.231 ***

.129**

.14**

1

.299***

.179***

1

.255***

(1)

(2)

l

.235***

.233***

.213***

1

.494***

l

($)

1.

Notes: N = 545
tp < .l; *p < .05; *"'p < .0 1 *** p< .001 (2-tailed)
2
Survey questions for which reverse wording was used were recoded so that the values for these
variables are in the same direction as other privacy related variables.
3
Table 5 contains the full description of the variables named as Value of Privacy of Others

Table 10 summarizes the bivariate correlations between privacy variables and
reality television exposure measures, voyeurism, voyeuristic uses of television and
socially curious uses of television. Among the privacy variables and scales, three were
significantly correlated to exposure to reality programs. On the one hand, the scale
measuring respondents' perceptions about the general value of privacy was positively
correlated to exposure to reality programs (r = .093, p < .05). On the other hand, two
variables measuring the value of privacy of others -value of plivacy of others# 3 and #4were negatively correlated to exposure to reality programs (r =, -.159, p< .001 and r = . .116, p< .01 respectively).
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One of the research questions raised in the previous chapters pertained to the
relationship between voyeurism and attitudes about privacy. Of the eight privacy attitude
variables and scales listed on Table 10,. five were negatively correlated with voyeurism:
norms about personal information (r = -.133, p < .01), the value of privacy of others # 1 (r

=

-.135, p < .01), the value of privacy of others #2 (r = -.18, p < .001), the value of

privacy of others #3 (r = -.1 42, p < .01) and the value of privacy of others #4 (r = -.143, p

< .01).
Table 10- Bivariate Correlations: Privacy Attitudes, Voyeurism & Eiq>osure to Reality TV
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Perceived Sensitivity of
-.068
.063
.035
.03
Personal Information
Concern about Own Personal
-.047
.068
.068
.102*
Information
Organizational Nonns about
-.1 33**
-.1 12**
-.045
-.022
Personal Information
Perceptions about General
.016
.109**
.136***
.093*.
Value of Privacy
3
-. 135**
.025
· .103*
-.007
Value of Privacy of Others # 1
23
-.18***
-.023
.015
.011
Value of Privacy of Others #2
23
-. 155***
-.159***
-.142**
-.115**
Value of Privacy of Others #3
23
-.116**.
-.143**
-.137**
-.189***
Value of Privacy of Others #4
Notes: N = 545
tp < .l; 7' < .05; **p < .01 *** p< .00 1 (2-tailed)
1
Correlations based on list of all Reality Programs asked about in the survey.
2
Survey questions for which reverse wording was used were recoded so that the values for these
variables are in the same direction as other privacy related variables.
3
Table 5 contains the full description of the variables named as Value of Privacy of Others

Also checked were the correlations between attitudes regarding privacy and
voyeuristic uses of television and socially curious uses of television. First, whereas
perceptions about the general value of privacy (r = .136, p < .001) and the value of
privacy of others # 1 (r = .109, p < .05) were positively correlated with voyeuristic uses of
television , beliefs regarding organizational norms about personal information (r = -.112,
p< .01), the value of privacy of others #3 (r = -.115, p < .01) and the value of privacy of
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others #4 (r = -.137, p < .01) were negatively correlated with voyeuristic uses of
television. Second, so_cially curious uses of television was positively correlated with
perceptions about the general value of privacy (r = .136, p < .01) and concern about one's
own privacy (r = .102, p < .01) and negatively correlated with the value of privacy of
others #3 (r = -.1 55, p < .001) and the value of privacy of others #4 (r = -.189, p < .001).
Before embarking on developing a more extensive multivariate model of the
relationship between privacy attitudes and exposure to reality programs, two additional
analyses were performed. First, partial correlations controllin;g for amount of television
viewing were obtained between privacy variables discussed above and measures of
exposure to reality programs (Table 11 ).

Perceived Sensitivity of Personal
Information
Concern about Own Personal
Information
Organizational Norms about

.037

-.069

.06

.034

-.055

.047

-.056

-.143**.

-.130**

.035

-.062

Personal Infonnation
Perceptions about General Value
.103*
.049
.005
of Privacy
.004
-.043
-.141 **
. .081.
Value of Privacy of Others #1 3
-. 173***
-.017
.026
Value of Privacy of Others #2 2 3
.019
-.144**
-.103*
Value of P1ivacy of Others #3 2 3
-.150***
-.137**
-. 172\1<**
-.135**
-.120**
-. 102*
Value of Privac of Others #4 2 3
Notes: N = 545
tp < .1 ; *p < .05; *f<p < .01 *** p< .001 (2-tailed) ·
1
Correlations based on list of all Reality Programs asked about in the survey.
2
Survey questions for which reverse wording was used were recoded sc, that the.values for these
variables are in the same direction as other privacy related variables.
•
3
Table 5 contains the full description of the variables named as Value of Privacy of Others \

When the bivariate correlations between exposure to reality program measures
and privacy attitudes are compared to the partial correlations, ,one important difference
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that stood out pertains to the correlation between exposure to reality programs and
perceptions about general value of privacy. After controlling for amount of television
viewing, the correlation between exposure to reality programs and perceptions regarding
the general value of privacy, which was significant and positive in the bivariate tests, was
no longer significant (r = .049, p > .1 ).
Second, a two-step cluster analysis of privacy attitude variables was performed to
further investigate the underlying structure of the differences between respondents'
attitudes about the value of their own privacy, the value of privacy as a general value and
the value of the privacy of other individuals. This analysis explores the possibility
discussed in the previous chapter that individuals may differ in terms of the extent to
which they value different dimensions of privacy (e.g. own privacy vs. other individuals'
privacy). The privacy attitude segments that are summarized in Figure 5 were obtained
by a cluster analysis of 3 scales of privacy - perceptions regarding the general value of
privacy, beliefs regarding organizational norms about privacy, concern about one's own
privacy- as well as an index that combines four variables measuring respondents'
attitudes about the importance of privacy of others. The variables measuring importance
of privacy of others were combined into an index because several other cluster analysis
attempts that treated these four variables as separate measures produced too many
clusters without yielding interpretable cluster memberships. However, as mentioned in
the previous chapters, these four "privacy of others" attitude variables did not form a
reliable scale (a < .6). Hence, the cluster analysis reported in this section should be taken
only as a tentative exploratory attempt at understanding how potential viewers may be
grouped in terms of their attitudes about privacy.
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The two-step cluster analysis was done using the standardized scores so as to
ensure that variables measured on a scale with a wider range would not dominate the
distance calculation. Also, the graphical representation of the clusters presented in Figure
5 is based on the standardized values of the three privacy attitude scales and the index of
perceptions regarding the value of privacy of others (with means= 0 and standard
deviations= 1, for each scale and index).
The first segment - named as privacy not priority - represents individuals who
have scores below average for all four measures of attitudes about privacy. The second
cluster - named as privacy priority - represents respondents who have above average
scores on all four measures of privacy. Finally, the third segment - named as everybody
for themselves - have higher than average scores with respect to beliefs regarding

organizational norms about use of personal information, concerns about one's own
personal information and valuing privacy in general. However, members of this segment
tend to believe that protecting privacy is each individuals' own responsibility (Figure 5).
Analysis of variance tests were run to test the relationship between segment
membership, voyeurism, voyeuristic uses of television and exposure to reality programs.
The relationship between exposure to reality programs and segment membership
approached significance (F = 2.673, p = .07). Multiple comparison tests using-a
Bonferronni adjustment showed that members of the everybody for themselves segment
were more likely than members of the privacy not priority segment (mean difference=
3.16, p = .064) to consume reality programs.
The relationship between segment membership and voyeurism was approaching
significance (F = 2.623, p = .074), with everybody for themselves segment having higher
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scores of voyeurism than members of the privacy priority segment (mean difference=
2.97, p = .067). Finally, the relationship between segment membership and voyeuristic
uses of television was significant (F = 3.906, p < .05). The multiple comparison tests
using Bonferronni adjustment showed that the everybody for themselves segment had
higher scores of voyeuristic uses of television than both the privacy not priority segment
(mean difference = 1.198, p < .05) and the privacy priority segment (mean difference=

1.348, p < .05).

Figure 5- Privacy Attitude Segmentation
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Although this finding may seem rather counterintuitive at first, it is indeed
consistent with the way voyeurism is generally conceptualized in the existing iiterature
and in this study. First, as mentioned before, voyeurs have be,en generally shown to value
privacy and decency. If this is the case, by valuing only certain aspects of privacy and
ignoring other dimensions, it will be possible for a typical voyeur to continue satisfying
his/her needs while keeping a large portion of his beliefs about the importance of privacy
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intact, thereby avoiding dissonance that may stem from conflicts between his/her
voyeuristic tendency and his/her value system. Second, the preceding chapters discussed
that an important dimension of the pleasure derived from voyeurism is the imbalance of
power between the voyeur and his/her target. If this is the case, it is certainly
understandable that the members of the everybody for themselves segment, who value
their own privacy without being concerned about the privacy of other individuals, are
more likely than the members of the privacy is not a priority segment to engage in
voyeuristic activities such as watching reality programs.
Table 12 provides a summary of a stepwise ordinary least squares regression
predicting the score of exposure to reality programs. As before, the model was checked
for whether it met the assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity.
Although the model met the assumptions of normality and linearity, it violated the
assumptions ofheteroscedasticity (Levene= 11.3, p < .001). In order to correct for a
possible inconsistency in standard error estimations, Hubert White Sandwich (Robust)
standard errors were calculated. Due to some differences in normal standard error
estimations and corrected standard error estimations, the significance tests reported on
Table 12 are based on the Hubert White Sandwich standard errors.
In the first block of the stepwise regression model, the variables included were the

same as the variables that were included when testing the relationship between voyeurism
and the exposure to reality programs. With the exception of changes in the coefficients
due to a difference in sample size (N = 542 v. N = 534), the first block in this OLS
regression model is identical with the first block of the OLS regression models testing the
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relationship between voyeurism and exposure to reality prograims. 19% of the variance in
exposure was explain~d by the variables in this first block (p < .001).
Table 12- OLS Regression #2 Predicting Exposure to Reality TV

Mod~ll. \ "!.>

..

-. •

Coru;tant
Age
Education
Gender (Female)
Race (Non White)
Political Id. (Democrat)
Political Id (Independent)
Television Viewing

. ·· .· Mod,el 2

.xuJ:,r••< ii if

l.i

14.194***
-.174
-.229***
-.329
-.058
3.179
.126**

-1.226

-.028

3.479
.076
1.11

.134**
.003
.307***

Perceived Sensitivity of Personal
Information
Concern about Own Personal Info.
Organizational NomlS about
Personal Information
Perceptions about General Value
of Privacy
Value of Privacy of Others # 1
Value of Privacy of Others #2
Value of Privacy of Others #3
Value of Privacy of Others #4

<B>

19.069*
-.221 ** *
-.168
-.22
-.039
.139***
3.492
-1.032
-.024
.
119**
3.084
-.007
-.185
1.037
.287*"'*

..: Mildel j ·..·· .

· J,l

:c

-.081
-.258
3.804
-.168
1.876
-.24
.655

Xl3) .i

-2.71
-.106**
-.045
.151***
-.004
.072t
-.009
.181***

.061
.11 8

.028
.067

-.022
.075

-.0 1
.043

-.107

-.036

.063

.021

.17 3
-.36
.533
- 1.143
-.722

.05
-.037
.068
-.142***
-.0921

-.055
-.732
.637
-.672
-.053

-.016
-.076t
.081 *
-.083*
-.007

Voyeuristic Orientation
Social Comparison
·
Sensitivity to Others
Informational Uses of TV
Passive Uses of TV
Sex. Voyeuristic Uses of TV
Voyeuristic Uses of TV

.044
.06
.196
.225
.06
-.001

.039
.019
.055

Cmious Uses of TV

.084
-.1

.764

Privacy of Others #4 * Voyeurism
.1928***

.0369**

.071 t
.022
0
.273*M
.05
-.171***

.1484***

Notes N=534
Significance tests are based on Hubert White Sandwich (Robust) standard errors

t p< .1 *p< .05

*~<.01 ***p<.001 (2-tailed)

In the second block, index for perceived sensitivity of information, scale for
concern about own personal information, scale for beliefs regarding organizational norms
. about personal information scale, scale for perceptions about the general value of privacy
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and four separate variables measuring respondents' perceptions about the value of
privacy of other were added. After adding these variables, age continued to be negatively
related to exposure (B

= -.168, p< .001), females' exposure score was 3.42 points higher

on average (p< .001), democrats' exposure score was 3.08 higher than republicans (p<
.01) and each hour of additional television viewing contributed to the score of exposure
to reality programs by 1.04 (p< .001). Of the eight measures of privacy attitudes added,
perceived sensitivity, concern about own personal information, beliefs regarding
organizational norms about personal information and perceptions about the general value
of privacy, the value of privacy of others #1 and the value of privacy of others #2 were
not significantly related to exposure to reality programs. On the other hand, beliefs about
the value of privacy of others (#3) was negatively related to exposure to reality programs.
Each one-point increase in the belief that there is a point in trying to protect the privacy
of individuals even if they are not careful about their own privacy decreased the exposure
to reality programs by 1.143 (p < .001). An additional 3% of the variance in exposure to
reality programs was explained by the addition of the privacy variables to the model (p <
.01)
In the third block, voyeurism, social comparison, sensitivity to expression of
others, variables measuring uses of television (informational, passive, sexually
voyeuristic, voyeuristic and socially curious uses of television) and interactions between
voyeurism and privacy were added to the model. This third block added 15% to percent
of variance explained by the regression model (p< .001 ). After the addition of these
variables, age continued to be a significant negative predictor of exposure (with older
respondents scoring lower, B

= -.081, p< .001). Additionally, females were still more
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likely than males to watch reality programs (B = .151, p< .001) and television viewing
increased reality televjsion viewing (B = .181, p <.001). Of the privacy variables, the
value of privacy of others (#3) was still negatively related to score of exposure to reality
programs (B = -.672, p < .05). As such, each one-point increase in a respondent's belief
that one should care about the privacy losses of people who do not protect their privacy
decreased the exposure to reality programs by .637. In the third block, the value of the
privacy of others #2 was also significantly related to exposure. This relationship was
positive, with each one-point increase in ''caring" about whether people protect their own
privacy increasing the score of exposure by .637 (p < .05).
Of the variables that were added in the third block, the scale of voyeuristic uses of
television was positively related to exposure to reality programs(. 764, p< .001 ). Also
te.sted in the third block were the interactions between privacy attitudes and voyeurism.
Of the interactions tested, table 14 contains the only significant interaction: interaction
between privacy of others (#4) and voyeuristic orientation. 17 Figure 6 provides a
depiction of the interaction between belief #4 regarding the privacy of others and
voyeurism. The line marked "privacy of others #4: high" represents respondents who
strongly disagree with the statement that people who value privacy have something to
hide (i.e. placing high value in privacy), whereas "privacy of others #4: low" represents
respondents who strongly agree that people who value privacy have something to hide.
Among respondents who do not agree with the statement that people who value privacy
have something to hide, exposure to reality programs remained largely stable across

17 Both the voyeurism variable and the privacy of others (#4) variable were centered to avoid
multicollinearity.
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levels ofvoyewism (with a minor decrease as voyeurism increases). On the other hand,
for respondents who Qi.ought that people who value privacy have something to hide, an

increase in voyeurism was strongly associated with having higher exposure to reality
programs.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONTENT ANALYSIS: WEIGHTING EXPOSURE TO REALITY PROGRAMS

The previous chapter provided a detailed summary of the findings pertaining to
the relationship between exposure to reality programs and voyeurism on the one hand and
attitudes about privacy on the other hand. However, as discussed before, not all reality
programs are created equal. As such, it might be expected that certain features of reality
programs may be more likely to contribute to their voyeuristic appeal as well as
decreasing or increasing the chances that viewers who value privacy will find these
programs appealing. Taking this possibility into consideration, this chapter will
summarize the findings of a content analysis of reality programs that differentiates
between reality programs in terms of the features that the fourth chapter identified as
possibly influencing how appealing reality programs are to individuals who may vary in
terms of their voyeuristic orientation and privacy attitudes.
This chapter will comprise two sections. The first section will summarize the
content analysis of reality programs and how each program possesses and/or lacks certain
features. The second section will take the content analysis findings and test whether these
features influence the relationships between exposure to reality programs and yoyeurism
and exposure to reality programs and privacy attitudes. In other words, this section will
test the hypotheses (for a summary of these hypotheses, see, Table 1 & Table 2)
regarding the differences between exposure measures that are not weighted by relevant
content features and exposure measures that are weighted by content features.
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Content Features: Summary of Content Analyzed Reality Programs
Tables 13 to 19 summarize the characteristics of 15 content analyzed reality
programs. A total of2151 scenes were analyzed with each scene having an average
length of 14.6 seconds. The Amazing Race had the fastest editing space with 271 scenes
and an average duration of 7 seconds per scene and Cops had the slowest editing space
with 57 scenes in 30 minutes. The content analysis distinguished between three types of
scenes in terms of how television viewers were situated vis-a-vis the scene (Table 16).
At the one extreme were the scenes within which participants of the reality programs
directly addressed the viewers, thereby making the viewers primary, invited parties to the
interaction. Extreme Makeover: Home Edition and Big Brother stood out as the programs
that most frequently adopted this kind of a style within which television viewers were
treated as primary participants (22.2% and 17.3% respectively). At the other extreme
were the scenes that treated the television audience as external, and perhaps uninvited,
observers who were not the primary recipients of the interaction. Two reality programs,

The Amazing Race and Cops stood out as programs that primarily adopted this kind of
style that treated television viewers as outside observers (90.6% and 87.7%) (Table 13).
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Table 13- Scene C haracteristics: Television Viewer Involvement

-l
N

Amazing Race
America's Most Wanted
America's Next Top Model
Average Joe
Beauty and the Geek
Big Brother
Biggest Loser
Cops
Dancing with the Stars
Extreme Makeover : E.
Nanny 911
Survivor
The Apprentice
Three Wishes
Tommy Lee Goes to College

H:

271
131
178
170
148
127
141
57
87
17 1
190

110
127
168
75

7
14

10

0.7%
11.5%
3.9%

11

1.2%

l2
14
13
32
21

3.4%
17.3%
1.4%
1.8%
9.2%
22.2%
7.9%
2.7%
3.1%
10.1%
4.0%

11
9

16
14
11

24

8.5%
61.8%
30.9%
50.6%
41.2%
32.3%
28.4%
10.5%
28.7%
33.3%
37.9%
36.4%
24.4%
48.8%
22.7%

90.8%
26.7%
65.2%

48.2%
55.4%
50.4%
70.2%
87.7%
62.1%
44.4%
54 .2%
60.9%
72.4%
41.1%
73.3%

A second important distinction that the content analysis made in terms of the
"perceived privacy" of the interactions; this pertains to the spatial exclusiveness of the
interaction. Namely, the content analysis differentiated between scenes taking place in a
public space (where there is no evidence of an attempt to exclude non-participants from
the scene), limited public spaces such as shopping malls, television sets with live
audience (with non-participants present vs. absent), semi-private spaces such as
backyards, and private spaces such as inside a house. This distinction was made only for
scenes for which audience members were not the primary recipients (see table 13). Cops
stood out as the only show, which was predominantly taking place in a public space
(68%). On the other hand, Dancing with the Stars and Big Brother did not have any
scenes that would be considered as open to all members of the public. Nanny 911 and

Big Brother can be singled out as the programs taking place primarily within private and
semi private spaces (52.1 % and 48.8 % respectively). Additionally, a considerable
percentage of scenes from The Apprentice (29.9%), Beauty and the Geek (26.4%) and

America's Next Top Model (24.7%) took place in a private setting (Table 14).
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Table 14- Scene Characteristics: Locational Privacy

......
~

Amazing Race

28.0%

6.0%

23.6%

57.6%

America's Most Wanted

7.0%

8.0%

1.5%

16.8%

3 1.4%
6.1%

1.8%
3.8%

America's Next Top Model

11.0%

6.0%

13.5%

30.3%

10.1%

24.7% ·

Average Joe

14.0%
20.0%

3.0%
0.0%

10.0%

26.5%

i6.5%

5.3%

Big Brother

0.0%

0.0%

6.1%
1.6%

26.4%
1.6%

2.7%
11.0%

26.4%
37.8%

B iggest Loser
Cops

13.0%
68.0%

4.0%

31.2%

47.5%

8.5%

14.2%

0.0%

0.0%

6&.4%

15.8%

3.5%

Beauty and the Geek

Dancing with the Stars

0.0%

29.0%

18.4%

47.1%

14.9%

0.0%

Extreme Makeover: H.B.

12.0%

8.0%

1.2%

20.5%

15.8%

13.5%

Nanny911

2.0%
21.0%

0.0%
0.0%

0.5%
24.5%

2.1%
45.5%

3.2%
14.5%

48.9%
0 .9%

4.0%

26.0%

9.4%

39.4%

3. 1%

2.0%
11.0%

8.0%
24.0%

10.7%
10.7%

20.8%
45.3%

5.4%
9.3%

29.9%
14.9%

Survivor
The Apprentice
Three Wishes

Tomm Lee Goes to College

18.7%

Table 15 provides a classification of the content analyzed scenes in terms of the
participants to the interaction: between participants; between participants and hosts,
judges or contractors; participants addressing the audience; participants addressing an
off-screen individual (e.g. phone conversations); participants alone; scene without a
participant. The categories for this classification were not mutually exclusive. For four
reality programs less than 50% of the scenes were taking place between multiple
participants: Three Wishes (22.6%), Extreme Makeover: Home Edition (33.9%), Tommy

Lee Goes to College (49.3) and America's Next Top Model (44.4%). Two of these four
programs had more than half of the scenes taking place as an interaction between
participants and hosts, judges or contractors: Three Wishes (55.4%) and America's Next

Top Medel (52.2%). America's Most Wanted stood out as being predominantly
comprised of scenes within which participants addressed the audience (71.8%). In
addition, 16% of the scenes in America 's Most Wanted included a participant being
shown alone. Only one program, Survivor (22.7%), had a higher percentage of scenes
within which the participants were shown alone. With respect to the final categorypercent scenes with hosts, judges and contractors in the absence of participants - Extreme

Makeover: Home Edition led the analyzed programs with 25.1 %.
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Table 15- Scrne Characteristics: Type oflnteraction

-.J
0-.

Amazing Race
America's Most Wanted
America's Next Top Model
Average Joe
Beauty and the Geek
Big Brother
Biggest Loser
Cops
Dancing with the Stars

Extreme Makeover: H.B.
Nanny9 11
Survivor
The Apprentice
1bree Wishes
· Tommy Lee Goes to College

91.5%
50.4%
44.4%

84.1%
85.8%
69.3%
58.9%
82.5%
71.3%
33.9%
67.9%
68.2%
63.8%
22.6%
49.3%

8.5%
6.9%
52.2%
4.1%
9.5%
6.3%
45.4%
0.0%
34.5%
28.1%
28.4%
34.5%
26.8%
55.4%
37.3%

9.2%
71.8%
29.8%
50.6%
39.2%
48.8%
28.4%
14.0%
35.6%
50.3%

44.7%
39.1%
26.8%
58.3%
25.3%

0.0%
7.6%
3.4%
0.0%
2.0%
0.0%

2. 1%
14.0%
1.1%
7.0%
3.2%
0 .0%
6.3%
0.6%
1.3%

3.0%
16.0%
5.6%
11.8%
5.4%
8.7%
7 .8%
12.3%
0.0%

1.8%
11.1%
22.7%
8.7%
10.7%
14.7%

2.2%
. 0 .0%
2 .2%
0.()%
0.0%
0 .0%
0.7%
0.0%
4 .6%
25.1%

3.2%
0.0%
13.4%
7.1%
2.7%

In Table 16, the types of personal information revealed in each of the scenes are
summarized. One program -Cops- almost always contained information about
occupation: 96.5%. Also, more than one-third of the scenes in America's Most Wanted
(38.9%) and Tommy Lee Goes to College (38.7%) contained occupational information.
Information about educational attainment was presented in nine of the pro grams and on! y
for Tommy Lee Goes to College was this higher than 10% (16%). Only one program
contained any information about drug use (Cops: 10.5%). Eight programs contained
information about alcohol use and in two of the programs more than 10% of the scenes:
13.5% for Average Joe and 10.1% Beauty and the Geek. Similarly, eight programs
contained information about physical health of the participants: 23.2% of the scenes in
Three Wishes, 12.6% of the scenes in The Apprentice and 8.4% of the scenes in
America's Next Top Model provided information about physical health. Six programs
contained information about mental health of participants, with only America's Next Top
Model having more than 5% of the scenes containing this type of information (8.4%).
The remaining five programs that contained some information about mental health of the
participants were Average Joe, Beauty and the Geek, Cops, Nanny 911 and Three Wishes.
Virtually none of the programs contained a noteworthy amount of information about
political and religious beliefs. Finally, out of the 11 programs that contained at least one
scene with information about the sexual lives of the participants, Average Joe (35.3%)
and Beauty and the Geek (22.3%) had the highest percentage, followed by Big Brother
(11.8%) and America's Most Wanted (6.1 %).
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Table 16- Scene Characteristics: Types of Personal Information Revealed
:::;Hflf

-..:i

00

.

Amazing Race
America's Most Wante<i
America's Next Top Model
Average Joe
Beauty and the Geek
Big Brother
Biggest Loser
Cops
Dancing with the Stars
Extreme Makeover: H.E.
Nanny 911
Survivor
The Apprientice
Three Wishes
· Tomm~ Lee Goes to College

,~,::i:~•/'.,: ,:i-"•if•::;:~:i':::i:: :U

10.7%
38.9%
19. 1%
15.9%
6.8%
9.4%
19.9%
96.5%
2.3%
18.1%
21.6%
10.9%
17.3%
21.4%
38.7%

0.0%
0.8%
0.0%
2.9%
5.4%
5.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
2.7%
0.8%
2.4%
16.0%

0 .0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
10.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0 .0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
3.8%
2.2%
13.5%
10.1%
2.4%

0.0%
1.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4.7%
0.0%
8.0%

2.2%
3.1%
8.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
7.0%
0.0%
5.8%
7.4%
0 .0%
12.6%
23.2%
0.0%

0.0%
8.4%
0.0%
12%
1.4%

0.0%
0.0%
1.8%
0.0%
0.0%
2.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
0.0%

0.7%
1.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0 .0%
0.0%
0.0%
0 .0%
1.6%
0.6%
0.0%

0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
6 ..1%
5.1%
35.3%
22.3%
11.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4.1%
2.6%
0 .9%
1.6%
0.6%
4.0%

Table 17 summarizes the data regarding the personal information intensiveness of
each of the content-analyzed programs. The score of personal information intensiveness
was calculated by aggregating each scene's score for (ranged between O and 6) types of
personal information summarized on Table 19. The program that had the highest score
was Average Joe with a score of 561, followed by Three Wishes (387),America's Most
Wanted (379), Beauty and the Geek (370) and America's Next Top Model (312). On the
other hand, Dancing with the Stars had the lowest score with 9. For each program, a
personal information per 100 scenes variable was obtained by recoding each scene's
score for a specific type of information as absent (0) v. present (1-6). Then, the recoded
variables were aggregated for each program, which gave the count of personal
information for 30 minutes. fn terms of this measure of intensiveness of personal
information, Average Joe had the highest score with 117 counts of personal information
revealed in 30 minutes, followed by Three Wishes and America's Next Top 1'4odel (82)
and Beauty and the Geek (70). Also percent of scenes containing personal information
was calculated by dividing the sum of personal information with the number of scenes
that were analyzed. In terms of this variable measuring personal information per 100
scenes, Cops had the highest score with 117.5, followed by Average Joe 68.8, Tommy
Lee Goes to College 66. 7 and America's Most Wanted 62.6. On the other hand, the
reality programs that ranked the lowest in terms percent of scenes containing personal
information was Dancing with the Stars with 2.3%, followed by Amazing Race (13.7%)
and Survivor (14.5%). In terms of frequency of verbal disclosures of personal
information, two programs stood out: Average Joe and Cops.
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Table 17- Scene Characteristics: Personal Information Intensiveness

......
00

0

Amazh1g Race
.America's Most Wanted
America's Next Top Model
Average Joe
Beauty and the Geek

99
379

312
561
370

Big Brother
Biggest Loser
Cops

215
ll 6
282

Dancing with the Stars
Extreme Makeover: H.E.
Nanny 911

9
217

Survivor
The Apprentice
Three Wishes
Tommy Lee Goes to College

89
254
387
224

284

48
143
102
384

234
167
37

37
82
62

16
33
23

117
70
37

75

46

28
67

29
7
23

165

2
48

1
29

171
87

65
16

31

151

50

230

82

84

50

138
6

15
28
44
15

13.7%
62.6%
34.8%

68.8%
47.3%
29.1%
19.9%
117.5%
2.3%
28.1%
34.2%

14.5%
39.4%

48.8%
66.7%

5.9%
25.2%
12.9%

44.1%
3 1.1%
22.8%
5.0%
40.4%
1.1%

17.0%
16.3%
13.6%
22.0%
26.2%
20.0%

Table 18 provides information regarding three variables related to the exhibition
of relatively private behaviors: showing emotions, engaging in an interpersonal conflict
and talking about an individual in their absence. In terms of emotions, the content
analysis included two variables: negative and non negative. Nanny 911 had the highest
percent of negative emotions with 42.l %, followed by Cops with 35.1 %, Big Brother
with 33.1 %, Beauty and the Geek with 31.8% and Biggest Loser with 30.5%. In general,
participants of reality programs were more likely to exhibit non-negative emotions than
negative emotions. Among the 15 reality programs analyzed, Extreme Makeover: Home

Edition had the highest percentage of display of non-negative emotions (62.6%). Other
than in Extreme Makeover: Home Edition, more than half of the scenes in The Amazing

Race (50.6%), The Biggest Loser (53.9%), Dancing with the Stars (50.6%) and Three
Wishes (50.6%) contained individuals displaying non-negative emotions. Unsurprisingly,
Cops had the highest percentage of interpersonal conflict with 26.3 %. Other than Cops,
only for Nanny 911 was the percent of scenes containing interpersonal conflicts higher
than 10% (14.2%). Table 18 contains two columns summarizing the data regarding the
scenes within which participants talk about others in their absence: 1) any kind of talk
about an individual in his/her absence; 2) negative talk about an individual in his/her
absence (gossip). With respect to the former, Cops had the highest rate of incidence with
22.8% of the scenes containing "talk about others in their absence". Cops was followed
by Big Brother, for which, 15% of the scenes included participants talking about others in
their absence. On the other hand, with respect to the presence of negative talk about
others in their absence (gossip), Big Brother had the highest percentage (12.6%) and was
followed by Cops (8.8%).
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Table 18- Scene C har acteristics: Exclusive Behavior

00

1-..>

Amazing Race
America's Most Wanted
America's Next Top Model
Average Joe
Beauty and the Geek
Big Brother
Biggest Loser
Cops
Dancing with the Stars
Extreme Makeover: H.E.
Nanny 91 1

Survivor
The Apprentice
Three Wishes
Tommy Lee Goes to Colle e

86
111
120
81
125
114
14 1

94
38
39
297
112

80
119

48

442
22
198
227
239
185
280
8

143
516
207
225
127
282
120

36

48
42
13
18

14
0
34
3

0
82
17
40
0
10

11.8%
22.9%
23.6%
18.8%
31.8%
33.1%
30.5%
35.1%
19.5%
7.0%
42.1%
26.4%
26.8%
17.9%
21 .3%

50.6%
6.9%
38.8%
40.0%
45.9%
40.9%
53.9%
7.0%
50.6%
62.6%
27.4%
45.5%
3i.°3%
50.6%
40.0%

4.1%

8.4%
6.2%
2.4%
4.1%
3.1%

0.0%
26.3%
1.1%

0.0%
14.2%
3.6%
8.7%
0.0%
6.7%

4.8%
0.0%
2.8%
5.3%
3.4%
15.0%
0.0%
22.8%
0.0%
0.0%
3.7%
9.1%
7.9%
1.2%
5.3%

1.1%
0.0% .
0.6%
1.2%
3.4%
12.6%
0.0%
8.8%
0.0%
0.0%
2.6%
6.4%
4.7%
0.0%
0.0%

Data about the amount and types of sexual content that each scene included is
summarized on Table .19. Accordingly, Average Joe had the highest percentage of scenes
with casual kissing (I 1.8%). Average Joe was followed by Biggest Loser (7.8%), Beauty

and the Geek (6.8%), Big Brother (5.5%) and Extreme Makeover: Home Edition (5.3%).
11 of the 15 programs analyzed contained no scenes that showed the participants while
they engaged in intimate touching or kissing. Of the remaining four programs, Beauty

and the Geek had the highest percent of scenes with intimate touching or kissing (7.4%),
followed by Big Brother (5.5%), Average Joe (4.7%) and Biggest Loser (0.7%). Nine out
of 15 of the content analyzed programs had at least one scene within which participants
were nude or partially nude. Of these nine programs, the show that had the highest
percent of scenes with nudity percent was in Big Brother with 15.8% and Average Joe
with 15 .3 %. Other than these two programs, percent of scenes containing complete or
partial nudity was higher than I 0% for only America's Next Top Model. Finally, only
four programs contained scenes within which undergarments of participants were visible:

America's Next Top Model (7.3%), Big Brother (2.4%), Dancing with the Stars (2.3%)
and Average Joe (1.2%).
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T able 19- Scene C h ar acteristics: Se:i.-ual Content

....,
00
~

America's Next Top Model
Average Joe
Beauity and the Geek
Big Brother
Biggest Loser
Cops:
Dancing with the Stars
Extrnme Makeover: H.E.
Nanny 9 11
Survivor
The Apprentice
Thre,e Wishes
Tomm Lee Goes to Colle e

-

2.8%
11.8%
6.8%
5.5%
7.8%
0.0%
1.2%
5.3%
2.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
2 .7%

0.0%
4.1%
2.7%
4.7%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4. 1%
7.4%
2.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
4.7%
7.4%
5.5%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0 .0%
12.4%
15.3%
1.4%
15.8%

6.4%
3.5%
3.5%
0.0%
0.0%
5.5%
0 .8%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
7.3%
1.2%
0.0%
2.4%
0.0%
0.0%
2.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Contrasting Weighted and Unweighted Measures of Exposure
Having described the characteristics of the reality programs that were contentanalyzed, the rest of this chapter will focus on the question of whether the relationship
between voyeurism and reality programs differ as a function of presence of different
types content features that may be related to the voyeuristic appeal ofreality programs.
To investigate this question, this section will contrast exposure measures that are
weighted by the content-analyzed features with those from an unweighted exposure
measure. Specifically, the remainder of this chapter will focus on the hypotheses that
were listed on Tables 1 and 2 with regards to the differences between weighted vs.
unweighted measures as well as between different types of weighting.
Table 20 lists the correlations between exposure measures, voyeurism and
voyeuristic uses of television. The first colunm "exposure score to reality programs"
provides the correlations between the unweighted exposure score and the weighted reality
television viewing measures. The lowest correlation was between unweighted exposure
score and exposure score weighted by percent of scenes containing intimate touching and
kissing (r = .747, p < .001). On the other hand, the highest correlation was between
unweighted exposure score and exposure score weighted by percent of scenes within
which viewers are not the primary recipients (r = .993, p < .001). The second column lists
the correlations between voyeurism and measures of exposure (both weighted and
unweighted). As can be seen from the first row of this table, the correlation between
voyeurism and unweighted score of exposure is r = .239 (p < .001). The correlations
between voyeurism and weighted exposure scores varied between r = .194 and r = .283.
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Tab)e 20- Unweighted & Weighted Correlations

Exposure to Reality Television (Unweighted)
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes w/ Viewers Not Primary Recipients
Exposure Weighted by % of Scenes in Public Space
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes in Ltd. Public Space (w/ others)
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes in Ltd. Public Space (w/o others)
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes in Semi Private & Private Spaces
Exposure Weighted by Score of Negative Emotions
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes with Negative Emotions
Exposure Weighted by Score of Non Negative Emotions
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes with Non Negative Emotions
Exposure Weighted by% of Scene with Gossip
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes with Talk about Absent Others
Exposure Weighted by % of Scenes Containing Casual Kiss/Touch
Exposure Weighted by % of Scenes Containing Intimate Kiss!Touch
Exposme Weighted by % of Scenes Containing Nudity

1

.239***

.993***
.858***

.256***

.871 ***
.924***
.985***
.98***
.99***

.956***
.972***
.88***
.887***

.911***
.747***

.902***

.236***
.194***
.23***
.254***
.229***

.247***
.215***
.227***
.269***
.275***
.229***
.248***
.283***

In addition to the correlations presented on Table 20, the correlations between
sexual voyeuristic uses of television and unweighted as well as relevant weighted
exposure measures were also analyzed: weighting by presence of casual kissing/touching,
weighting by presence of intimate kissing/touching and presence of nudity. The
correlation between.m1weighted exposure score and sexual voyeuristic uses of television
was .231 (p< .001 ). The correlation between exposure score weighted by percent of
scenes containing causal kissing/touching and sexual voyeuristic uses of TV was .215 (p<
.001 ). The correlation between exposure score weighted by intimate kissing/touching
and voyeuristic uses of television was .225 (p < .001 ). The correlation between exposure
score we:ghted by percentage of scenes containing nudity and voyeuristic u ses of
television was .267 (p < .001).
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Along with the sample size, the correlations between weighted exposure score and
unweighted measures and correlations between exposure measures and voyeurism (Table
20) are required to test the differences between weighted and unweighted measures.
Traditionally, a method that has been frequently utilized to contrast two variables in
terms of the extent to which they are related to a third variable is Hotelling' s t test
(Hotelling, 1940; McNemar, 1969). However, since early 1980's critics have cautioned
researchers against using Hotelling' s t test, which, under some circumstances, may
increase Type I error (Steiger, 1980, Meng, Rosenthal and Rubin, 1992). This problem
can be fixed by applying Fisher's Z transformation to the correlation coefficients and
using these standardized numbers to contrast the correlations (Steiger's Z) (Steiger, 1980,
2004). As such, in the remainder of this chapter, the correlation contrasts will be based on
the Steiger' s Z.
Contrasts between weighted and unweighted exposure measures' relationship
with voyeurism are presented on Table 21. Four out of 14 contrasts tested on this table
21 were significant and all four of these differences between weighted and unweighted
measures were in line with the predictions of the mini-hypotheses listed on Tables 1.
When compared to its correlation with the unweighted exposure score, voyeurism had a
stronger correlation with exposure score weighted by 1) percent of scenes for which
television viewers are not primary recipients (.017, p < .001); 2) percent of scenes taking
place in private and semi-private spaces (.015, p< .05); and 3) percent of scenes
containing nudity (.044, p < .05). On the other hand, when compared to its correlation
with the unweighted exposure score, voyeurism had a weaker correlation with exposure
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score weighted by percent of scenes taking place in a public space with others (-.045, p <
.05).
Table 21- Contrast Weighted & Un~veight~d Measures for Relationship with Voyeurism

' e.. :' ·•.
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes with TV
Viewers Not Primary Recipients
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes in Public Space
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes in Limited
Public Space - Others Present
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes in Limited
Public Space - Others Absent
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes in Semi Private
& Private Spaces
Exposure Weighted by Score ofNegative Emotions
Exposure Weighted by % of Scenes Containing
Negative Emotions
Exposure Weighted by Score ofNon Negative
Emotions
Exposw-e Weighted by% of Scenes Containing Non
Negative Emotions
Exposure Weighted by% of Scene Containing
Gossip
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes with Talk about
Absent Others
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes Containing
Casual Kissing/Touching
Exposure Weighted by % of Scenes Containing
Intimate K.issingffouching
Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes Containing
Nudity

.017

3.47 (p < .001)

-.003

-. 14 (n.s.)

-.045

-2.19 (p < .OS)

-.009

-.56 (n.s.)

.015

2.1 (p < .05)

-.01

-1.20 (n.s.)

.009

.96473 (n.s.)

-.024

-1.95 (p = .051)

-.012

-1.22 (n.s.)

.03

1.48 (n.s.)

.036

1.84 (p = .066)

-.01

-.57 (n..s.)

.009

.31 (n.s.)

.044

2.41 (p < .05)

Table 22 summarizes the contrasts between unweighted and three exposure scores
weighted by 1) percent of scenes containing causal kissing or touching, 2) percent of
scenes containing intimate kissing or touching, and 3) percent of scenes containing
nudity. As expected, weighting by presence of casual kissing/touching did not have a
significant difference from the unweighted exposure score in tem1s of its correlation with
sexually voyeuristic uses of television. Less expected was the lack of a significant
difference between unweighted exposure score and exposure score weighted by percent
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of scenes containing intimate kissing or touching. On the other hand, the correlation
between score of exposure weighted by percent of scenes containing nudity and sexually
voyeuristic uses of television was .036. higher than the correlation between unweighted
exposure score and sexually voyeuristic uses of television (p < .05).
Table 22- Contrast Weighted & Unweighted Measures for Relationship with Sexual Voyeur.ism

Score ofEiq,osure Weighted by% of Scenes
Containing Casual Kissing/Touching
Score ofE:\.-posure Weighted by% of Scenes
Containing Intimate Kissing/Touching
Score of Exposure Weighted by% of Scenes
Containing Nudity

-.016

-.91093 (n.s.)

.006

.2 (n.s.)

.036

1.97 (p<.05)

In addition to comparing weighted and unweighted measures, the hypotheses
presented in the previous chapters also propose that there will be differences between ·
different types of weighting. Of the seven contrasts, only one of them was significant and
this difference was in the predicted direction: the correlation between voyeurism and
exposure score weighted by percent of scenes taking place in limited public space in the
presence of other individuals was .06 lower than the correlation between voyeurism and
exposure score weighted percent of taking place in private spaces (p < .05) (Table 23).
Table 23- Contrast Types for Weightin for Relationship with Voyeurism

tt~:t;il !:tl,~~~1iti~··•;,· ·

·•· · · · ·"1:u;.;~~~
l1i~~i1

[~~;t.;r~!,~i1w··.

(1) Score ofNegative v. (2) Score ofNon Negative
(l) Percent of Negative v. (2) % ofNon Negative
(1) % of Scenes in Public v. (2) in Semi Private & Private Space
(I)% of Scenes in Limited Space Public w Others v. (2) in Semi Private &
Private Si-,ace
(l) % of Scenes in Limited Space Public w/o Others v. (2) in Semi Private
& Private Space
(I)% of Scenes in Limited Public w/o Others v. (2) Limited Public w
Others
(1) % of Scenes Containing Intimate Kissing/Touching v. (2) Casual
Kissin ouchin
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.014
.02
.018

.87 (n.s.)
1.4 (n.s)
.70 (n.s.)

-.06

-2.7l(p<.0l)

-.024

-1.41 (n.s.)

.036

1.59 (n.s.)

.019

.85(n.s.)

Another important component of the content analysis ofreality programs was the
section on personal information intensiveness of each of the reality programs. On table
24, the contrasts between unweighted exposure score and exposure score weighted by
two different measures of personal information intensiveness are listed: l) score of
personal information (the aggregation of each scene's score for each type of personal
information using a 7-point scale) and 2) number of personal information per 100 scenes.
Two of the 13 types of contrasts between unweighted exposure score and exposure score
weighted by score of personal information were significant. First, the correlation
between the exposure score weighted by score of personal information intensiveness and
the general value of privacy was .027 higher than the correlation between unweighted
exposure score and the general value of privacy (p <. 05). Second, the correlation
between the exposure score weighted by score of personal information intensiveness and
socially curious uses of television was .023 higher than the correlation between
unweighted exposure score and socially curious uses of television (p < .05).
Listed in the final last two columns of Table 24 are the contrasts between
exposure score weighted by number of personal information per 100 scenes and
unweighted exposure scores. Two of these contrasts were significant. First, the
correlation between general value of privacy and weighted exposure was significantly
higher than the correlation between general value of privacy and the unweighted
exposure score (.056, p < .001). Second, the weighted exposure score's correlation with
the belief that valuing privacy does not mean that an individual has something to hide
(value of privacy of others #1) (r = -.13) was significantly lower than the unweighted
score's correlation with this privacy related belief (r = -.095) (p <. 05).
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Sensitivity of Personal Info.
Concern w/ Own Personal Info.
Nonns abc1Ut Personal Info.
General Value of Privacy
Value of Privacy of Others (1)
Value of Privacy of Others (2)
Value of Privacy of Others (3)
Value of Privacy of Others (4)
Voyeurism Scale
Voyeuristic Uses of Television
Socially curious uses of TV
Social Comparison
Sensitivi~ to Others' Behavior

.018

.062
-.027

.086*
-.015
.017
-.134**
-.095*
.239***
.439***
.418***
.143**
.198***

.034
.075
-.015
.113*
-.007
.023
-.139**
-. 112*
.24***
.452***
.441 ***
.156***
.217***

.04
.09*
-.002
.142**
.013
.026

-.161*U
-.13**
.24***
.442***
.445***
.167***
.223***

.016
.013
.012
.027
.008
.006
-.005
-.017
.001
.013
.023
.013
.019

1.48 (n.s.)
1.21 (n .s.)
1.11 (n.s.)
2.51 (p<.05)
.74 (n.s.)
.56 (n.s.)
-.47 (n.s.)
-·1.58 (n.s.)
.09 (n.s.)
1.35 (n.s.)
2.36 (p<.05)
1.22 (n.s.)
1.79 =. 074)

.022
.028
.025
.056
.028
.009
-.027
-.045
.001
.003
.027
.024
.025

1.33 (n.s.)
1.7 (p = .09)
1.51 (n.s.)
3.4 (p<.001)

1.69(p =.092)
.54 (n.s.)
-1.65 (p = .098)
-2.13 (p<.05)

.1 (n.s.)
.20 (n.s.)
1.82 (p = .068)
1.47 (n.s.)
1.17 (n.s.)

Using the findings from the contrast of correlations, a composite weighting of
exposure to reality programs were created using the following five program features
measured by tbe content analysis: 1) percent of scenes within which television viewers
are not primary recipients of the interaction, 2) percent of scenes in semi-private or
private settings, 3) percent of scenes containing gossip, 4) percent of scenes containing
non-negative talk about others in their absence, and 5) score of personal information.
Table 25 summarizes the regression that predicts this weighted exposure from voyeurism,
social comparison, sensitivity to expression of others and uses and gratifications
measures. The only difference between this regression model (#3) on Table 25 and OLS
regression #1 is the dependent variable, which in the case ofregression model #1 was
unweighted exposure to reality programs.
Generally, these two models were very similar to each other in terms of the
significant predictors of exposure to reality programs. In both models, voyeurism and
sensitivity to expression of others were positively related to consumption of reality
programs. Similarly, in both models, tbe relationship between voyeurism and
consumption of reality programs is mediated by voyeuristic uses of television. One
noteworthy difference between these two models pertains to tbe relationship between
tendency to engage in social comparison and consumption of reality programs. Namely,
whereas in the second block of the model predicting unweighted exposure to reality
programs social comparison was positively related to consumption of reality programs, in
the model predicting weighted exposure to reality programs, social comparison was not
significantly related to consumption of reality programs.
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Table 25- OLS Regression #3 Predicting Weighted Exposure to Reality Programs

B Mo,d~l 1.· . . .
Constant
Age
Education
Gender (Female)
Race (Non White)
Political Id. (Democrat)
Political Id. (Independent)
Television Viewing

>.·

851.600**$ ·
-10.31 6
:-.283***
·-.068t
-18.231
.ont
86.495
-63.687
-.031
144.064
.117*
17.232
.013
46.325
.269***

Voyeuristic Orientation
Social Comparison
Sensitivity to Exp. of Others

B.

~~det2

201.232
-7.037
-.193***
-21.915
-.082*
127.843
. 106**
-44.523
-.022
122.254
.099*
6.468
.005

49.658
-6.441
-.177***
-20.134
-.075*
ll3.004
.094*
-21.163
-.010
71.183
.058
5.107
.004

39.838

.232***

29.266

.170***

8.703
8.919
19.998

.162***
.058
. 118**

2.341
-1.520
12.494

.044
-.010
.074

5.844
1.079
2.335
4.736
38.122

5.844
1.079
2.335
4.736
38. 122***

Informational Uses of TV
Passive Uses ofTV
Sex. Voyeuristic Uses of TV
Curious Uses of TV
Voyeuristic Uses of TV

.AR.2
.177***
No!esN=542
p< .1 *p< .05 **p<.01 ***p<.00 1 {2-taiJed)

:.;i•)aa:::r;~~!? :.

.044***

.088***

t

Table 26 provides the summary of the regression model predicting weighted
exposure to reality programs from privacy attitudes, voyeurism, social comparison,
sensitivity to expression of others and uses and gratifications of television. As with
regressions predicting consumption of reality programs from voyeurism, social
comparison and sensitivity to expression of others, the only difference between
regression #2 and this regression model (#4) on Table 26 is the dependent variable
(unweighted exposure vs. weighted exposure). Generally, these two models were similar
to each other in terms of statistically significant predictors of exposure to reality
programs. However, there were two important differences that should be noted. First, in
the second block of the model predicting weighted exposure to reality programs, the
. belief that people who value privacy have something to hide had a negative and
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significant relationship with consumption of reality programs. Second, in the model
predicting weighted exposure to reality programs, the statement that one "does not care
about whether .. .take the necessary measures to protect their ...privacy" was not
significantly related to consumption of reality programs. ·
Table 2~ OLS Regression #4 Predicting Weigh1ed Exposure to Reality TV

. •I~ :·r()~1f.['.S >
Constant
Age
Education
Gender (Female)
Race (Non White)
Political Id. (Democrat)
Political Id. (Independent)
Television Viewing

812.946***
-10.284
-.282***
-16.192
-.059
87.tJ51
.072t
-62.182
-.030
146.765
.118*
18.180
.014
47.212
.272***

Perceived Sensitivity of Personal
Information
Concern about Own Personal
Info.
Organizational Norms about
Personal Information
Perceptions about General Value
of Privacy
Value of Privacy of Others# I
Value of Privacy of Others #2
Value of Privacy of Others #3
Value of Privacy of Others #4

.• .

. •B lVfodei \~) ;

644.038*
-10.060 -.276***
-10.758
-.039
102.374
.085*
-55.180
-.026
123.578
.099*
3.371
.003
43 .523
.251***

.177***
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-5.170
-6.108
-.167***
-12.488
-.046
116.63
.097*
-22.519
-.011
63.164
.051
-3.711
-.003
26.060
.150***

.032

-.698

-.007

4.767

.057

2.963

.035

-3.990

-.028

4.907

.034

11.689

.071

2.365

.0 14

-l&.&g7
24.779
-47.500
-34 .991

-.041
.066
-.123**
-.093*

-33.721
29.372
-27.992
-7.280

-.073
.078t

-.ont

1.490
-2.772
7.48 1
7.452
1.67.2
2.376
39.346
3.200
-4.548

.028
-.018
.044
.049
.013
.014
.293***
.039
-.162*** .

.034**

NotesN=534
Significance tests
based on Hubert \Vh ite Sandwich (Robust) standard errors
t p< .1 *p< .05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 (2-tailed)

are

/11.irft.eH )

3.285

Voyeuristic O rientation
Social Comparison
Sensitivity to Others
Informational Uses of TV
Passive Uses of TV
Sex. Voyeuristic Uses of TV
Voyeuristic Uses of TV
Curious Uses ofTV
Privacy of Others #4*Voyeurism

AR2

;

-.019

.137***

CHAPTER SEVEN
DISCUSSION: RESULTS

& FUTURE RESEARCH

Since becoming a staple of prime time television programming, reality programs
have often been linked with the rise of voyeurism in contemporary societies. Also related
has been the argument that this increased popularity of reality programs coincides with a
decrease in individuals' expectations of privacy. The purpose of this study was to
investigate these two related claims and understand how consumption of reality programs
is related to individuals' voyeuristic tendencies on the one hand and attitudes about
privacy on the other.

Voyeurism and Exposure Reality Television
The first of these two sets ofrelated research questions focused on voyeurism as
an orientation that will increase the likelihood that an individual will watch reality
programs. Two important components of this assertion are that the tendency to watch
reality programs will be related to both social curiosity and voyeurism and that the
relationship between voyeurism and consumption ofreality programs will be at least
partially independent from the relationship between consumption of reality programs and
social curiosity. To test these hypotheses, this study used a score of frequency of
exposure to reality programs, two measures that would approximate social curiosity
(social cumparison and sensitivity to expression of others) and a scale that would
measure the voyeuristic orientation of individuals. As predicted in the hypotheses, both
curiosity, measured by social comparison and sensitivity to expression of others, and
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voyeurism were drivers of consumption of reality programming.
Equally importantly, a multivariate analysis of these variables suggests that the
relationship between these psychological orientations and consumption ofreality
programs is mediated by voyeuristic and socially curious uses of television. Another
important finding from this multivariate analysis pertains to how two similar measures of
uses of television - socially curious uses of television and voyeuristic uses of television are related to consumption of reality programs. Of these two scales, the voyeuristic uses
of television remained as a significant mediator after controlling for demographics, hours
of television use and other types of uses of television such as informational uses of
. television and passive uses of television. Also important to note is the fact that the
relationship between voyeuristic uses of television and exposure to reality programs got
stronger with increasing preferences for voyeuristic uses of television.
If all three of these orientations related to curiosity or voyeurism are drivers of

consumption of reality programs, an important question that needs to be answered
pertains to whether the voyeurism scale and scales measuring curiosity can be set apart
from each other in terms of their relationship to television viewing in general and reality
television viewing in particular. An important point of differentiation between these
three measures is their relationship with uses of television. First, the correlation between
voyeurism and voyeuristic uses of television (r = .431, p < .001) was significantly higher
than the correlations between social comparison and voyeuristic uses of television (r =
.293, p < .001) and sensitivity to expression of others and voyeuristic uses of television (r
= .184, p < .001). Similarly, the correlation between voyeurism and sexually voyeuristic
uses of television (r = .597, p < .001) was significantly higher than the correlations
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between social comparison and sexually voyeuristic uses of television (r = .292, p <
.001) and sensitivity to expression of others and voyeuristic uses of television (r = .077,
n.s.).
Another important point of differentiation between voyeurism and curiosity is
their respective relationship with consumption of television programs that would not be
categorized as reality programs. Whereas the tendency to engage in social comparison
was significantly and positively related to consumption of 'non-reality' programs (r =
.085, p < .05), voyeurism had no relationship with consumption of non-reality programs
(r = -.002, n.s.). Finally, as discussed in the previous chapters, that the scale of
voyeurism and scales measuring curiosity control different drivers of exposure to reality
programs is evidenced by the finding that all three measures (voyeurism, social
comparison and sensitivity to expression of others) continue to be significant predictors
of consumption of reality programs after controlling for each other.
In addition to the differences between voyeurism and curiosity, another important
question to investigate pertains to how voyeurism factors into consumption of fictional
reality programs. To investigate this question, an index of exposure to fictional programs
was calculated from the following seven programs: Desperate Housewives, CSL Grey's
Anatomy, Arrested Development, Without a Trace, Young and the Restless and Days of
Our Lives. The mean score of fictional television exposure was 6.51 with a standard
deviation of5.4. The fictional program exposure scores of the respondents ranged from 0
to 35.
Table 25 summarizes an ordinary least squares regression model predicting
exposure to fictional programs. This regression model replicates the OLS regression that
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predicted exposure to reality programs from demographic variables, television
viewership, voyeurism, social comparison orientation and uses and gratifications
measures. As with exposure to reality programs, number of hours per week a respondent
watched television was positively related to consumption of fictional programs in all
three blocks of the stepwise regression model. Also, as in the model predicting exposure
to reality programs, voyeuristic uses of television was positively related to consumption
of fictional programs (B = .152, p <.05).
On the other hand, there were some important differences between the model
predicting exposure to reality programs and model predicting exposure to fiction
programs. First, an important point of distinction to note is that in the second block of
the model predicting consumption of fictional programs, voyeurism, social comparison
and sensivity to expression of others, all of which were significant predictors of exposure
to reality programs, were not related to consumption of fictional dramas and comedy.
Second, after controlling for uses and gratifications variables in the third block of the
model, a snppression effect became evident: when controlling for uses and gratifications
measures, voyeurism, which was positively related to consumption of reality programs,
was negatively related to consumption of fictional programs (B = -.07, p< .001). Based
on these results it would be plausible to claim that voyeurism, as a psychological
orientation, is a negative driver of watching fictional programs. These results point to a
possible difference in the television programming choices of individuals whose
voyeuristic orientation is high and potentially suggest that "reality" is a defining
characteristic of their programming choice when it comes to satisfying their voyeuristic
needs. And finally, unlike in the regression model predicting consumption ofreality
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programs, the relationship between voyeuristic uses of television and consumption of
fictions was linear.
Table 27- OLS Regression #5 Predicting Exposure to Fictional Drama

...· ..Mod~d ·. .
j(''
Constant
Age

Education
Gender (Female)
Race (Non White)
Political Id. (Democrat)
Political Id. (Independent)
Television Viewing

3.835*
-.031
-.095*
-.003
-.00 1
.563
.052
-1.913
-.103
1.199
.107*
.064
.005
.420
.269**''

Voyeuristic Orientation
Social Comparison ·
Sensitivity to Exp. of Others

Mo<iii.3.

Model 2 •·
''..,
( l • i .:C: ilt: . ..
.792
-.752
-.024
-.071
-.013
-.039

·.

B

.005

.002

.008

.003

.632
-1.787
1.194 ·
.085
.403

.058
-.096*
.106*
.007
.258***

1.00]
-1.755
.758
-.064
.324

.092*
-.094*
.068
-.005
.207***

-.003
.116
.089

-.007
.083t
.058

-.070
.038
.042

-2.761***
.612
.630

.058
-.001
.266
.019
.185

.042 .
-.001
.176**
.026
.152*

Infom1atiomil Uses of TV
Passive Uses of TV
Sex. Voyeuristic Uses of TV
Curious Uses ofTV
V(lyeuristic Uses of TV
.OJ 1t

.096***

.043***

NotesN=542
t p< .l "'p< .05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 (2-tailed)

In addition to the results obtained from the crossectional survey with regards to
the voyeuristic appeal of reality program, this study also investigated the factors that may
contribute to the voyeuristic appeal ofreality programs. In order to accomplish this deed,
a content analysis that m easured the presence of content features that could contribute to
the voyeuristic appeal of reality programs was used to calibrate the reality television
exposure measures. The content analysis differentiated between reality programs in
terms of type of interaction, place within which an interaction is taking place, whether
television viewers are the primary recipients of an interaction, personal information
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intensiveness and the presence of scenes containing actions that would ordinarily take
place in private settings.
According to the comparison of weighted and unweighted measures of exposure,
scenes containing interactions within which viewers are not the primary recipients, scenes
taking place in private or semi-private settings, scenes containing nudity, scenes
containing gossip and non-negative talk about others contributed to the voyeuristic appeal
of reality programs. On the other hand, personal information intensiveness of reality
programs did not add to or take away from their voyeuristic appeal for viewers.

Privacy Attitudes and Exposure Reality Television
A limited number of studies have previously investigated the relationship between
television viewers' attitudes about privacy and their tendency to consume reality
television. On the one hand, these studies have provided some empirical as well as
theoretical evidence that viewers may feel uncomfortable and about the privacy lapses of
individuals who participate in reality programs. Following the rules of civil inattention,
for example, a possible response to witnessing the privacy lapses of the participants of
reality programs is to look away, hoping to re-establish the privacy of the victim of the
lapse. On the other hand, other studies, including a preliminary study that was done for
this project reveals that for some viewers, what transpires in reality programs should not
be treated as a lapse in privacy. On the contrary, the fact that participants have granted
the producers their "informed consent" can be taken by many viewers to mean that in
reality programs, participants are exercising their privacy rights by making decisions
about how much personal information people will gather about them.
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In light of these preliminary findings, this current project studied the relationship
between attitudes about privacy, voyeurism and the consumption of reality programs. As
part of this study, four different components of attitudes about privacy were investigated:
importance of p1ivacy of oneself, beliefs regarding nom1s about uses of personal
inf01mation, the general value of privacy and the value of privacy of others. While the
variables measuring the first three components fom1ed reliable scales, the variables
measuring the value of p1ivacy of others did not fonn a reliable scale. Consequently,
with the exception of a few cases, the analyses pertaining to the relationship between
privacy attitudes, voyemism and consumption of reality programs used three scales of
privacy and four variables that separately measure the value of privacy of others.
As could be expected, this study found that having favorable attitudes towards
privacy is generally negatively related to having a voyeuristic orientation. Specifically,
the negative correlations between voyeurism and scales measuring perceptions regarding
norms about privacy and voyeurism and all four variables measuring the perceived value
of privacy of other individuals were statistically significant. Also, the tendency to engage
in voyeuristic uses of television was negatively related to beliefs regarding norms about
privacy, belief in the importance of protecting the privacy of individuals who do not
protect their privacy and disagreeing with the statement that people who value privacy
have something to hide.
With respect to the relationship between attitudes about privacy and consumption
ofreality programs, bivariate correlations revealed that two of the four vmiables
measuring perceptions about the value of privacy of others were negatively correlated

with the tendency to watch reality programs. The bivariate correlations also suggested
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that valuing privacy as a general concept and valuing one's own privacy were positively
related to voyeuristic and socially curious uses of television.
On the other hand, the multivariate regressions controlling for hours of television
viewing and demographics did not yield any positive relations between any of the privacy
dimensions and the tendency to watch reality programs. In fact, these regressions
revealed that "valuing privacy of others" was the only factor that could be considered as a
factor determining the consumption of reality programs. Namely, thinking that it is
important to protect the privacy of others and tendency to disagree with the statement that
people who value privacy have something to hide decreased consumption of reality
programs. In addition, an important finding was that the tendency to disagree with the
statement that people who value privacy have something to hide had a significant
interaction with voyeurism in predicting reality television exposure score. According to
Figure 6 depicting this interaction, only for those individuals who agree that people who
value privacy have something to hide (i.e. believing in the negative value of privacy) was
voyeurism a positive driver of consumption of reality programs that increased the
frequency with which individuals watched reality programs.
In addition to addressing some widely raised questions regarding the relationship
between voyeurism, privacy attitudes and consumption of reality programs, this study
also provided an invaluable opportuuity to test a newly developed scale measuring a
more 'mundane' form of voyeurism that is very prevalent in our daily lives. As
explained in the previous chapters, the form of voyeurism that this study focuses on is
different from pathological voyeurism. Rather than being characterized by the voyeurs
deriving acute sexual satisfaction from watching a sexually attractive unsuspecting
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victim, 'mundane' voyeurism is a form of sustained interest in the inaccessible. And
perhaps, this voyeurism is manifested not only in the choices individuals make about
watching reality programs but also in the choices that people make in their workplaces
(when they come across a letter addressed to someone else), at home, in a public bus or
when picking up a gossip magazine.
Although the primary purpose of this study was not to test this new voyeurism
scale, the findings provide some important evidence about its internal consistency and
validity. First of all, the reliability of this new scale was above the acceptable level of
alpha= .80. Second, the moderate to low correlations between voyeurism and two
measures that approximated curiosity (social comparison and attention to expression of
others) shows that 'mundane' voyeurism is, at least partially, distinct from social
curiosity. Finally, in addition to providing evidence regarding the discriminant validity
of the voyeurism scale, the findings from this study also help confirm the criterion
validity of the scale by showing that voyeuristic tendencies are negatively related to
valuing privacy of others and positively related to preferring voyeuristic television
programs in general and reality programs in specific.

Limitations and Future Research
Like any other study that employs survey methodology, an important limitation of
the current study, concerns the make up of the survey sample. Unquestionably, with a
response rate ofless than 20% in a survey that used an opt-in online sample of
respondents, it is likely that the respondents are not representative of the American
population. And certainly, the most obvious implication of this limitation concerns the
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external validity of the findings. For example, having favorable attitudes toward privacy
have been shown to be negatively related to both Internet use (Jackson et al., 2003) and
the likelihood of participating in surveys (Mayer, 2002). In the light of this information,
it would be reasonable to expect that the participants of this study will be less favorable
towards privacy than the population in general would be. This bias in respondents'
privacy attitudes could also mean that the range for respondents' scores for attitudes
about privacy was narrower than what the range for privacy scores would have been had
the sample been more representative of the American populace. In addition to threatening
the external validity of the findings, this narrower range for respondents' score for
privacy attitudes will potentially lead to the underestimation of the relationships between
privacy attitudes and variables of interest, thereby threatening the internal validity of the
findings as well.
Another important problem with crossectional survey designs is the lack of an
ability to determine the direction of causality. In this specific study, we have asserted
that privacy and voyeurism would be two psychological orientations that would influence
the extent to which respondents consumed reality programs. On the other hand, it is
certainly possible that watching reality programs will influence the privacy attitudes and
voyeuristic tendencies of the television viewers. Still, there is both theoretical and
empirical evidence supporting this study' s assertion that voyeurism and attitudes about
privacy are more likely to influence consumption of reality television than vice versa.
First of all, as it has been discussed in the previous chapters, individuals' attitudes about
privacy have been stable over time (and this is despite some important trigger events such
as the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center that have caused some noteworthy
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fluctuations in public opinion regarding surveillance and privacy). Moreover, when
compared to other social factors (such as the increased surveillance of individuals in the
post 9/11 world) reality programs represent a very recent source of possible influence that
could affect privacy attitudes of individuals. As for the relationship between voyeurism
and exposure to reality programs, the structural equation model provides some important
insights that can help us determine the direction of causality. That the relationship
between voyeurism and consumption of reality programs is mediated by a general
tendency to consume voyeuristic television programs makes it more plausible to assert
that voyeurism, as a general orientation, influences the media choices that people make,
which, in turn, influences consumption of reality programs.
Another important limitation of this study concerns the variables measuring
respondents' attitudes about the privacy of other individuals. As has been explained in
the previous chapters, these variables failed to form a reliable scale measuring
respondents' overall attitudes about the privacy of other individuals. First, this lack of a
reliable scale measuring respondents' attitudes about the privacy of others may threaten
the validity of the inferences made about the results from the cluster analysis, which was
produced by combining four variables that failed to form a reliable scale. Another
potential indicator of problems that may stem from the lack of a reliable scale.of attitudes
about privacy of others is the fact that some of the variables that were supposed to
measure respondents' attitudes about privacy of others were not significantly related to
other privacy scales. Although they were supposed to represent different dimensions of
attitudes about privacy, it was still an unexpected result to see that some of the variables
measuring attitudes about privacy of others were not related to respondents' attitudes
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about norms regarding the use of personal information and the value of privacy in
general.
A word of caution is also needed with respect to the potential limitations of the
voyeurism scale that was developed for this study. First of all, all eight of the variables
that were used to measure voyeurism utilized the same scale ranging from a value of one
(meaning low voyeurism) to a value of eight (meaning high voyeurism). In such scales
that do not vary the direction of the values along the scale (e.g. agree-disagree vs.
disagree-agree) an important problem is the response set bias. This bias occurs when
respondents answer each question using a similar response without individually
considering each question. Another important problem, which was partially addressed by
how the questions were asked, was the problem of social desirability and how it would
lead to respondents underreporting their voyeurism. Although this is a serious problem to
be cautious about, that the respondents utilized the full range of the scale while answering
this question would suggest that social desirability did not have a substantial influence on
how the respondents answered the voyeurism questions.
Despite these limitations, this study makes important contributions to our
understanding of whether and how voyeurism and privacy attitudes factor into the
choices that television viewers make about whether or not to watch reality programs.
The limitations that were described in this section, on the other hand, should be
considered as pointing towards new opportunities to refine the measures used in this
study and develop a better understanding of the factors that influence the widespread
popularity of this new genre that's been named as 'reality television.' For example,
longitudinal studies can provide some additional insights about the direction of causality
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between voyeurism and consumption of reality programs. Similarly, qualitative analyses
of viewers' interactions with reality programs will help generate a more informed
measure of the privacy attitudes of television viewers and help determine more precisely
the dimensions of privacy that are relevant to the consumption or avoidance of reality
programs. The findings from such analyses could be used to develop an internally
consistent scale measuring individuals' attitudes about privacy of others. Such a scale
would, in fact, help close an important empirical gap that exists in the existing studies
that aim to understand the underlying structure and behavioral implications of
individuals' attitudes about privacy.
Finally, a set of research questions that could help further refine the findings
regarding the relationship between privacy attitudes and consumption of reality programs
pertains to 'third person effects.' For example, an argument that this study summarized
but did not test is that some viewers may be unfavorable to reality programs not only
because these programs conflict with their privacy preferences but also because they are
concerned that other people will be negatively affected by the inherent message of reality
programs that personal information is a commodity that can easily be given away in
exchange for material benefits. Unquestionably, in addition to being a valuable addition
to the growing number of studies that focus on reality programs, a study that investigates
third person effects could also make an important contribution to our understanding of
citizens' attitudes about the regulation of 'obscene' media content.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A - Survey
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Media Usage Study
Lemi Baruh, Ph.D. Candidate
Principal Investigator
Spring 2005
DIRECTIONS:
In the research study, we are interested in the media choices that people, like you, may
make. In this survey, we will ask a number of questions related to your opinions about
television programming, including dramas, news programs, soap operas, talk shows and
reality-based programming. We will also ask a number of questions regarding your
opinions and attitudes about uses of television, personal information and privacy. Your
answers are very important in helping us understand current trends in media usage.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please remember that all answers are ANONYMOUS and CONFIDENTIAL.
Please answer ALL the questions asked in this survey.
The survey will take approximately IO to 15 minutes
Please do not look ahead or behind in the survey as you fill it out.
Please give HONEST answers about what you think.
Please remember that your participation is VOLUNTARY and you may stop at
anytime.

By completing this questionnaire, consent for the use of the information is granted.
If you have any questions about this research project please contact Lemi Baruh who will
answer them at 215-573-5824 or lbaruh@asc.upenn.edu
If you have any questions regarding your rights and participation as a research subject,
please contact the Office of Regulatory Affairs at 133 S. 36th Street Mezzanine Level
Philadelphia, PA 19104-3246

Thank you very much for your help. Please begin.
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A. First, we would like to ask you some questions about your media use habits.

1) (Telvwd 1) Thinking back to last week, how many hours of television did you
watch during a typical weekday during the day?

Zero

Halfhour or
Less

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven or
More

2) (Telvwd2) Thinking back to last week, how many hours of television did you
watch during a typical weekday evening?

Zero

Halfhour or
Less

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven or
More

3) (Telvwel) Thinking back to last week, how many hours of television did you
watch during a typical weekend day during the day?

Zero

Halfhour or
Less

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven or
More

4) (Telvwe2) Thinking back to last week, how many hours of television did you
watch during a typical weekend day evening?

Zero

Halfhour or
Less

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven or
More

5) (News) How often do you read the newspaper?
Never

Once a month

Once in every
two weeks

Once a week

A few times
week

a

Every Day

6) (IntUse) Excluding email, how many hours per week, on average, do you
typically spend on the Internet or World Wide Web?
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B. Listed below are several types of television programming. Please rate how
often you watch each type of programming on a 1 to 5 scale, where (1) indicates
you never watch that type of programming and (5) indicates you watch that type
of programming very frequently.
Very Frequently

Never

1) (Genl) Situation Comedies (sit-corns)

1

2

3

4

5

2) (Gen2) Evening dramas

1

2

3

4

5

3) (Gen3) News

1

2

3

4

5

4) (Gen4) Soap Operas

1

2

3

4

5

5) (Gen5) Daytime Talk shows

1

2

3

4

5

6) (Gen6) Reality-based shows

1

2

3

4

5

C. Below are listed several television programs. Please indicate how frequently you
watched each of these programs:
1. DESPERATE HOUSEVIWES

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twicea
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
\.Veek

2. THE AMAZING RACE

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

3. TOMMY LEE GOES TO COLLEGE
Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

4. TWO AND A HALF MAN

Never

Once in last
six months

5. AVERAGE JOE
Never

Once in last
six months
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6. EXTRA

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

TV1rice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

7. AMERICA'S MOST WANTED
Never

Once in last
six months

8. DR. PHIL

Never

Once in last
six months

9. NANNY911

Never

Once in last
six inonths

10. DATELINE

Never

Once in last
six months

11. DANCING WITH THE STARS

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

12. CSI: CRJME SCENE INVESTIGATION

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

13. BEAUTY AND THE GEEK

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

14. .;ERRY SPRINGER SHOW

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months
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15. BIG BROTHER

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

16. THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

17. COPS

Never

18. GREY'S ANATOMY

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

19. EXTREME MAKEOVER HOME EDITION

Never

Once in last
six months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

20. ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT

Never

Once in last
six months

21. BIGGEST LOSER

Never

Once in last
six months

22. WITHOUT A TRACE

Never

Once in last
six months

23. THREE WISHES

Never

Once in last
six months
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24. THE OPRAH ,vINFREY SHOW

Never

Once in last
six months

T,vice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month

Twice a
month

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

Once a
week

More than
once a
week

25. APPRENTICE

Never

Once in last
six months

26. DAYS OF OUR LIVES

Never

Once in last
six months

27. SURVIVOR

Never

Once in last
six months

28. AMERICA'S NEXT TOP MODEL

Never

Once in last
six months

Twice in
last six
months

Once a
month
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Twice a
month

I

D. Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the statements listed
below. Think of a score of 1 as meaning that you strongly disagree with a statement,
and a score of7 meaning that you strongly agree with a statement.
1) ( eval) I like programs that can help me think about how I would handle

situations other people are in.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
2) (Plan!) I plan my evenings in advance not to miss my favorite programs.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
3) (socinfo3) I watch TV in order to understand what other people are really
like.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
4) (Survl) TV keeps me up to date on world events.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
5) (eva3) I enjoy programs that give me a chance to consider how 1 would act if
I were in other people's shoes.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
6) (socinfo2) I enjoy watching programs that give me insight into people's
behavior.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
7) (SexVoy2) I enjoy watching television programs that are sexually appealing.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
8) (Pass 1) I watch TV because it passes the time away, particularly when I am
bored.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
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9) (Plan2) I often end up watching television programs because other members
of the household decided to watch them.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
IO)(socinfl) I watch TV to learn about problems other people have.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
I I) (VoyTVl) I enjoy watching television programs that help me get a peek into
people's private moments.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
12)(Surv3) I watch TV to become aware ofhow current issues develop and
resolve.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
13) (VoyTV2) I like television programs that show a side of people that I would
not normally see.
Strongly Disagree ________ Strongly Agree
14)(Pass2) I watch TV when I have nothing better to do.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
15) (Surv2) I watch TV to be informed of the things that are happening around
me.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
l 6)(VoyTV3) I enjoy watching television programs that provide access to things
that people try to hide.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
l 7)(SexVoyl) I like programs that are sexually arousing.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
18)(eva2) I prefer programs that will help me understand my own life.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
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E. For each of the situations described below, please indicate how you would react
using the provided scale.
1)
(Voyl) If you realized that you could see inside the bedroom of your
neighbors because they forgot to close their curtains.
Immediately Stop Looking _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Try to See All That I Can

2)
(Voy2) If you were to overhear your next door neighbors discussing their
sexual lives.
Immediately Stop Listening _ _ _ _ _ _ _Try to Hear All That I Can
3)

(Voy3) If you were to read a message that was sent to somebody else.

Immediately Stop Reading _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Try to Read All That I Can
4)
(Voy4) If you were part of a conversation where your friends were
gossiping about the sexual life of a person you're familiar with.
Immediately Stop Listening _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Try to Hear All That I Can
5)
(Voy5) You realize that instead of giving you your own photograph prints,
the photo lab gave you a set of photographs showing a couple skinny-dipping
in a pool.
Immediately Stop Looking _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Try to See All That I Can
6)
(Voy6) While shopping in a clothing store, you see a gap through which
you can see inside a dressing room
Immediately Stop Looking _ _ _ _ _ ·_ _ Try to See All That I can
7)
(Voy7) If you were to overhear a husband and wife discussing problems
that they are having with their kids and/or other family members.
Immediately Stop Listening _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Try to Hear All That I can
8)
(Voy8) If you were to witness someone having an emotional breakdown
and displaying of extreme anger or sadness
Immediately Stop Looking _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Try to See All That I can
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F. Below is a list of general statements. Each statement represents a commonly held
opinion and there are no right or wrong answers. You will probably disagree with
some items and agree with others. Please rate how much you agree or disagree with
each of the statements. Think of a score of 1 as meaning that you strongly disagree
with a statement, and a score of 7 meaning that you strongly agree with a statement.
1) (piu_gen4) Organizations should never share personal information with
other companies unless it has been authorized by the individuals who
provided the infoITI1ation.

Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
2) (pval_ot5) People who are concerned about privacy have something to hide.
Strongly Disagree_

_ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree

3) (pi_sha2) When I give my personal inf01mation to a company or a
government organization, I get concerned that they will share that
infonnation with third parties without my authorization.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
4) (semosen5) I am often able to read people's true emotions c01rectly through
their eyes.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
5) (pval _ otl) It is important that other people think carefully before giving up
their personal information in exchange for conveniences while shopping.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
6) (piu_genl) Companies and government organizations should not use
personal infom1ation for any purpose unless it has been authorized by the
individuals who provided the information.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
7) (sen~osenl)I can usually tell when I've said something inappropriate by
reading it in the listener's eye.

Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
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8) (pval_ge4) People need legal protection against misuse of personal data.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
9) (pval_ge3) Privacy laws should be strengthened to protect personal privacy.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
lO)(pdiscl) It usually bothers me when companies or government organizations
ask me for personal information.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
1l)(semosen2) My powers of intuition are quite good when it comes to
understanding others emotions and motives.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
12) (pval_ot3) I do not care about whether people around me take the necessary
measures to protect their own privacy.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
13)(pval_gel) IfI were to rewrite the Declaration ofindependence today, I
would probably add 'privacy' to the list of life, liberty and pursuit of
happiness as a fundamental right.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
14)(pi_usel) When I give personal information to a company or a government
organization for some reason, I get worried that they will use my
information for other reasons.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
15)(SComp2)I always pay a lot of attention to how I do things compared to
how others do things.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
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16) (piu_gen5) Organizations should not use identifying and contact
info1mation collected from individuals for a purpose other than the one for
which they were collected.
Strongly Disagree ________ Strongly Agree
l 7)(SComp3) Ifl want to find out how well I have done something, I compare
what I have done with how others have done.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
18)(piu_gen3) Companies or government organizations should never sell the
personal infon11ation in their computer databases to other organizations.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
19)(pdisc2) When companies or government organizations ask me for personal
information, I sometimes think twice before providing it.
Strongly Disagree_

_ _ Strongly Agree

20)(pdisc3) I am concerned that companies and government organizations are
collecting too much personal infon11ation about me.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
21)(SComp6) I often compare myself with others with respect to what I have
accomplished in life.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
22)(pval_ot4) I see no point in trying to protect the privacy of individuals if
they are not careful about protecting their own privacy.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
23)(piu_gen2) When people give personal information to a company or a
government organization for some reason, that organization should never
use the information for any other reason.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
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24)(pdisc4) It bothers me to give personal information to so many
organizations.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
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G. Below is a list of different types of personal information. For each type of
personal information, please indicate how important it is for people to have control
over who has access to that information. Please rate each type of information from
1 to 7. Think of a score of 1 as meaning that it is not important for people to have
control over who has access to a specific type of information about them, and a score
of 7 meaning that it is very important for people to have complete control over who
has access to a specific type of information about you.

1) Contents of a private conversation with a family member or a close friend
not important at all_____

_ very important

2) Financial status
not important at all_ _ _ _ _ _ _ very important
3) Educational attainment
not important at all___ __

_ _ very important

4) Details of dating or sex life
not important at all________ very important
·5) Information about health status
not important at all_ _ _ _ _ _ _ very important
6) Information about religious or political beliefs
not important at all_ _ _ _ _ _ _ very important
7) Information about drug or alcohol use
not important at all_ _ _ _ _ _ _ very important
8) Details of problems with family members
not important at all_ _ _ _ _ _ _ very important
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H. Below is a list of general statements. Each statement represents a commonly held
opinion and there are no right or wrong answers. You will probably disagree with
some items and agree with others. Please rate how much you agree or disagree with
each of the statements. Think of a score of 1 as meaning that you strongly disagree
with a statement, and a score of 7 meaning that you strongly agree with a statement.

1) (tvbelifl)Members of the public usually act the same on TV as in real life.
Strongly Disagree __ _

_ _ Strongly Agree

2) (tvbelif2) I enjoy trying to tell when members of public overact to the cameras.
Strongly Disagree_____

_ Strongly Agree

3) (tvbelif3) While watching dramas I enjoy making guesses about how it will end.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
4) (tvbelif4) A person who wants to be on TV has accepted the possibility that
details of his/her life will be known to public.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _
. __ Strongly Agree
5) (tvbelif5) Made for TV dramas offer a lot of excitement that I would not
experience in real life.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
6) (tvbelif6) Participants of reality programs end up revealing about themselves
more than they could have anticipated.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
7) (tvbelif7) I feel I can learn a lot about criminal justice by watching crime
dramas.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
8) (tvbelifl 10) Reality programs are true to life.
Strongly Disagree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Strongly Agree
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I. Please answer the following questions about yourself.
1) (Dsex) What is your sex?

a) Male
b) Female
c) Don't Want to Answer

2) (Dage) How old are you? ___ years old

3) What is your marital status
a) Married
b) Living as Married
c) Widowed
cl) Divorced
e) Separated
f) Never Been Married
g) Don't Want to Answer

4) (Drace) What is your race?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

White or European An1erican
African An1erican or Black
Asian
An1erican Indian
Other
Don't Want to Answer

5) (Drelig) Which religious group do you identify with?
a)
b)
c)
cl)
e)
f)
g)

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Muslim
No Religious Affiliation
Other
Don't Want to Answer
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6) (Educ) Whatis the highest grade or level of school you completed?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Up to 8th Grade
Some high school
High school degree ( or equivalency)
Technical or vocational school degree
Some college
College degree
Master's Degree
Doctorate
Don't Want to Answer

7) (PartyID) Generally speaking, do you usually think of your self as a Republican,
Democrat, or Independent?
a) Republican
b) Democrat
c) Independent
d) Other
e) Don't Want to Answer

8)

(Ideolog) Generally speaking, would you describe your political views as very
conservative, conservative, moderate, liberal or very liberal?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Very Conservative
Conservative
Moderate
Liberal
Very Liberal
Don't Want to Answer
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Appendix B - Content Analysis Coding Instructions
Coding Book for Intrusion and Personal Information Intensiveness in Reality
Programs
Introduction
This protocol aims to analyze reality television programs in terms of the types of
interactions and behaviors their participants engage in and the types of personal
information that they reveal either verbally and/or through their behavior. The analysis
will be done using a pre-recorded m1d edited sample of footage from 15 reality programs.
Each unit of analysis will comprise of an interaction/scene (see the definition below).
While recording your answers, pause the video in order to avoid missing additional
information. You may rewind the interaction as much as you need to make your
decisions. Although you are free to use the footage as frequently as you want, stability
and reliability of coding is maximized when each coder watches each unit at least once
for each question.
The following definitions will be used while analyzing the content.

Episode:
An episode refers to a program scheduled to a fixed timeslot during which the program is
nm uninterrupted with the exception of commercials, breaking news and program
promotions.
Primary participants:
Participants who are cast to participate in a program. Their behavior, stories or
interactions are the focus of the program. In some programs, the cast of primary
participants may remain completely or mostly intact throughout the duration of the
season. In other programs, one or multiple groups of participants per episode may be
cast.
Secondary participants:
Participants who appear in the program because of their interaction with the main cast.
Secondary participants may include live audience (e.g. audience that has bought a ticket
to watch a talk show in the set) as well as old and new friends, spouses and family
members of the main cast of participm1ts. Secondary cast also includes individuals invited
to a social event organized by the program or the participants of the program. In
addition, individuals who are unwillingly or willingly being recorded while interacting
with primary participants ( e.g. criminals being pursued by cops, a victim of an accident
that is being saved by a doctor) are secondary participants. The presence of secondary
participants is temporary.
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Contractors/clients
Contractors are individuals present or hired to perform tasks for or with participants (e.g.
building contractors, trainers, nurses, dancers, orchestra players, drivers or nannies)
mediate between participants, act as a checkpoint etc. In some cases, a participant may
join a workplace to perform a task. In these cases individuals who directly interact with
the participant to guide the participant, teach him/her the job, evaluate him or provide a
service to him should be considered as a contractor. However, if there are other people in
the job location who are performing their own tasks without directly interacting with the
primary participants, they should be considered as secondary participants.
In addition, in some cases, the participants will interact with "clients" and/or provide
service to them. Both clients and contractors can act as a checkpoint in a program (as is
the case when a store clerk has the next clue or a client whose evaluation is used by
judges to determine which participant will advance or win because of a service that
he/she has provided). In rare cases, clients can act as one of the primary decision makers
regarding who will advance or be eliminated. In these cases, that client should be
considered as ajudge.

Hosts, and Judges:
Designated individuals that communicate to audiences, individuals a:hd/or make decisions
about participants' success and prospects in the program.
Distinguishing between Clients and Primary Participants
When determining who is client and who is primary participant, an important question
that the coders should ask is whose lives is the show focusing on? For example, in a
Nanny show, the families receiving the service are the primary participants and not the
clients because it is their life and not the Nanny's lives that the Nanny program focuses
on. On the other hand, in shows like Apprentice or Top Chef, the manager and chef
candidates are providing a service to many different clients to earn points from their
judges. In these cases, the focus is on the candidates for the profession rather than the
individuals receiving service.. Hence, chef or managerial candidates are the participants.
Non-participants:
These individuals would not fit into any of the categories listed above. One example
would be people passing by while an interaction is taking place in a public setting.
Interactions/Events:
Each analyzed unit will be composed of a single interaction. An interaction/event may
take several forms: between primary participants, between primary and secondary
participants (including live audiences), between primary pat1icipants and hosts, between
hosts and television audience, and between primary participants and television audience.
In cases when a participat1t engages in a behavior (e.g. performing a task, sleeping) by
himself/herself, there1may not be an interaction between two or more humans but there is
an event, which should be coded.
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Indicators of Change in Interactions/Event:

For the purposes of this coding, a change in interaction/even can be defined as the point
in which one interaction/event ends and a new one begins.
The most important indicator of change in interactions is scene changes. Typically, three
production conventions can signal a change in scene:
• Space
• Space and Time
• Time
A change in point of view or change in camera within the same space and time, panning,
zooming and other camera movements are not indicators of change in scenes and hence
are not indicators of change in interactions.
In addition to change in scenes, change in interactions also occurs when participants of an
interaction change through either addition or subtraction. Any addition or subtraction
that will change the dynamics of an interaction should count as a change in interaction.

Examples:
1) When two people are having a conversation and a third person joins the
conversation • Change in interaction
2) Similarly, if three people are having a conversation and one of them leaves •
Change in interaction
3) When two people are having a conversation and a third person gets within a
hearing distance of the conversation and there is explicit evidence that the third
person, despite not interacting with the other two, caused the other two people to
lower their voices or stop talking • change in interaction
4) When two or more people are having a conversation and other individuals enter or
leave the setting without interacting with the conversing individuals or
influencing their conversation • not a change in interaction.
In many cases, the editing sequence will be such that before the visual setting changes, a
new narrative, voiceover or a new conversation begins. In these cases, as the purpose is
to create homogenous units, the.new unit begins as soon as the narrative, voiceover or
conversation changes. Similarly, a voice-over or some other vocal narration may
continue while there are multiple vignettes representing an event. For example, it may be
the case.that while a participant is commenting about how fellow participants were bored,
the editing shows multiple participants sitting idly in different locations. In this kind of a
visual generalization, the voice-over and the interaction between the narrating participant
and the camera is the main interaction and should be considered as a single interaction.

Finally, there will be transitional scenes within which the producer signals a change in
space and/or time (e.g. an editing sequence showing LAX, Hollywood, Rodeo Drive
etc.). These scenes should be ignored.
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PART 1: Administrative Information
1. CoderID

2. Program Name
3. Identification Number of the Analyzed Unit
PART 2: Type of Interaction
2.1) Are the audience members the primary recipients of the interaction?
[Interactions in reality programs may differ in te1ms of the intended recipients of the
interaction. In some interactions, such as conversations between participants, the
audience may assume the role of an observer who is not the primary intended recipient of
the interaction. In other interactions, such as video diaries or voiceovers -- within which
participants directly address the camera and/or the audiences or voice-overs where
participants describe an interaction or summarize their emotions, audiences may become
the primary intended recipient of the interaction. In some cases, in video diaries, a
pmticipant will address the audiences through what looks like an interview within which
the participant is situated in front of the camera, looks slightly away from the camera to
explain a situation but the interviewer is not visible. These should also be considered as
interactions within which the audience members are primary recipients]
0) Audience members are the primary recipients in the interaction
1) Mixed

[As indicated in the section on determination of ending and beginning of
interactions/events, in many cases, the voiceovers will be accompanied by vignettes, for
example showing a couple kissing while the voice over describes the kiss. In these cases,
the interaction should be coded as mixed.]
2) Audience members are not the primary recipients in the interaction
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2.2) (Answer only if 2.1 = 2; or else mark not applicable (9)) Which category best
describes the space within which the interaction is taking place?
1) The interaction is taking place in a public space that has no limitations on the
presence of individuals who are not primary participants or program.
[This category includes interactions taking place in public spaces such as public parks,
lakes, rivers, streets, malls, outside areas in college campuses where people other than
participants may be present in the space, regardless of whether there is visual evidence
showing the presence of individuals other than primary participants, contractors, clients,
hosts and judges. Entrance of semi-public spaces such as restaurant doorways should be
in this category]
2) The interaction is taking place in a limited public space and individuals other than
primary participants, hosts,judges, contractors and clients are present.
[Mark this category only when there is visual evidence that secondary participants or
non-participants are present in a setting that can be classified as a limited public space.
Limited public spaces include privately owned spaces such as restaurants, factories,
farms, construction areas, archeology dig areas, museums, libraries, stadiums inside the
buildings of college campuses, vineyards, shops, restaurants, inside mass transportation
vehicles such as buses, planes, trains, resorts, ferries or boars used for social events,
waiting rooms in doctors' office. In addition, spaces that require tickets or IDs for
entrance, such as theaters and concert halls, shared office spaces and sets ohalk shows
where live audience is present should be considered in this category. If the coder cannot
determine the identity of some of the individuals present in a setting, this category (2)
should be marked.]
3) The interaction is taking place in a limited public space with no individuals other
than primary participants, hosts, judges, contractors and clients are present.
[Mark this category only when there is visual evidence that secondary participants or
non-participants are present in a setting that can be classified as a limited public space.
Limited public spaces include privately owned spaces such as restaurants, factories,
farms, construction areas, archeology dig areas, museums, libraries, stadiums, inside the
buildings of college campuses, vineyards, shops, restaurants, inside mass transportation
vehicles such as buses, planes, trains, resorts, ferries or boars used for social events,
waiting rooms in doctors'. office. In additio-t1, spaces that require tickets or IDs for
entrance, such as theaters and concert halls, shared office spaces and sets of talk shows
where live audience is present should be considered in this category.}
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4) The interaction is taking place in a semi-private space
[Mark this category when the interaction is taking place semi-private spaces such as cars,
taxicabs (or other private transportation means), driveway of a house, backyard, pool area
of a house, doorway of a house, rooftops, balconies, private boats, backstages (but not the
dressing rooms in backstages), semi-enclosed camping areas that campers use to partially
shield themselves from outside factors, semi-closed tents etc.]
5) The interaction is taking place in a private space
[This category includes the changing/dressing rooms of a set or a shop, a private home,
fully enclosed tents, boardrooms, inside the private office of a lawyer or a doctor.]
9) Not Applicable
[Mixed Cases. In rare cases, the interaction may be taking place between two or more
individuals situated in settings that differ in tenns of their level of privateness. In these
cases mark only one category using these guidelines:

•

•

•
•

If the interaction is not symmetrical: These are the types of interactions where one
group of individuals or an individual is sending a message to another via one way
communications systems such as voicemail, video mail, snail mail, video tape or
live transmission of an image/sound. In these cases, when we can clearly see that
an individual or a group of individuals are watching or listening to this message that
was sent to them, for question 2.2 mark the setting that the receiver of the message
is situated in, for 2.1 mark that audience members are not the primary recipients and
for question 2.3 mark that the recipients are interacting with an off-scene individual
(as well as any other category that can describe the behavior of off-scene
individuals). However, if the editing of the footage is such that we do not see the
recipients of the message, then the unit should be coded as a direct address to the
television audience (1 or O in questions 2.1 and 9 in question 2.2).
If the interaction is symmetrical: These are the types of interactions such as
teleconferences, phone conversations. In these cases apply the following two rules
hierarchally:
Rule 1: Mark where the camera is located ( e.g. a phone conversation where only
one side is being shown but both are being heard)
Rule 2: Use this rule if camera is located on both sides
o Mark the setting where primary participants are situated when they interact
with non-primary participants such as hosts or secondary participants.
o Mark the setting where the hosts, judges, contractors or clients are located if
these individuals are interacting with secondary participants.]
o If both sides are primary participants or if both sides are hosts, judges,
contractors or if both sides are secondary participants, then mark the setting
shown longest
/
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2.3) Which of the categories below best represents the type of interaction that is
taking place in the coded unit? (Mark all that apply)
[When voiceovers are accompanied by vignettes, for example a scene showing a couple
kissing while the voice over describes the kiss, mark option (3) for the voiceover along
with other options describing the vignettes].
1) Between two or more participants in the program.
[This category includes primary and secondary participants of the program, when they
interact with each other or perform tasks, socialize etc. This category also includes
interactions between main participants and audiences that are present in the set of the
program (e.g. audiences in talk shows)]
2) Participants addressing or conversing with the designated announcer, contractors,
clients or hosts.

[If participant(s) are interacting with announcer etc. choose this category. If there are
interactions both between participants and between participants and announcers, hosts
etc., mark both (1) and (2) multiple participants are interacting with each other as well as
an announcer etc., choose this category. This category also includes participants
performing tasks in the absence of other participants but in the presence of contractors or
hosts. Examples would be posing for a camera shoot when no other participant is present,
designing a room with the help of a designer in the absence of other participants. This
category also includes host/aimouncers/contractors making speeches to crowds that
contain participants.]
3) Participants, hosts or contractors, clients addressing the television audience
[Examples to this categmy include voice-overs, video diaries. In some cases, in video
diaries, a participant will address the audiences through what looks like an interview
within which the participant is situated in front of the camera, looks slightly away from
the camera to explain a situation. These should also be considered as addressing the
television audience.]
4) Between a participant (or multiple participants, hosts, contractors etc.) and an
individual physically absent from the location of the scene.
[Examples include a phone conversation between a participant and his/her parents or a
friend or a pizza delivery company. Also included should be voice recordings from
answering machines, dispatcher calls and vocal narration of a letter. Narration of
instructions sent by program producers should be coded as (2) rather than (4)]
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5) A single participant is performing a task and/or being shown alone
[Note: When a participant is sitting alone in a room while talking over the phone mark
category (4)]
6) Host(s), judge(s), client(s) or contractor(s) alone, interacting with each other or
not directly interacting with any primary or secondary participants
[This would be the case, for example, when host is commuting to a place, or interacting
with other hosts, judges or contractors, or is waiting for participants to arrive]
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PART 3: Personal Information about Participants, Contractors and Clients
This parts codes information about primary and secondary participants, clients and
contractors. Information about hosts, judges, announcers and audience members should
not be coded. To reduce errors while distinguishing between hosts and judges on the one
hand and contractors on the other, each coder will be provided with a list and the images
of the judges and hosts.
It is important for the coders to remember that each interaction/event is a new unit of
analysis. In other words, when you have an information about a particular person that
you obtained from unit x, do not code that as an information when that person is seen on
unit x+n, unless the same visual/verbal information is repeated. For example, when a
person is shown as using a wheelchair at unit x, that should be coded as information
regarding physical health. At x+ 1 however, the person might be shown with a close up
shot that reveals that the person is sitting but does not show that the person is sitting on a
wheelchair. This unit should not be coded as revealing information about physical
health.
Participants of reality programs may tend to reveal personal information about
themselves. The sources of such information may vary:

Verbal
• An interaction within which two or more participants reveal information about
themselves in a conversation.
• Two or more participants reveal an information about a participant while they
talk about that participant
• Textual information provided through subtitles etc.
Behavioral
• A participant's own actions may reveal information about that participant.
Below is a list of different types of personal information. For each type of personal
information, use the scale of whether an interaction reveals any information that viewers
can use to lean;i about or make judgments about a participant. For each unit do the same
coding for two scales: The first scale measures any source (verbal or behavioral) of
information and the second one measures explicit, verbal sources of information.
It is important to remember that your coding refers to the availability of information that
viewers can use to make judgments or learn about the participants. You are not coding
for whether the information can be used reliably by separate viewers. In other words,
your coding is not about whether separate viewers will reach the same judgment about a
participant. Remember that an interaction, a single sentence or a single behavior in an
interaction may reveal information about several dimensions of an individual (e.g.
income, occupation, education).
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Verbal or Behavioral

3 .1 a. Information about
financial status
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3.lb. Information about
financial status
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I

5

I

6

[This category refers to statements and/or behavior that might be indicative of the financial well-being of a
participant and/or the family unit he/she lives with. Family unit refers to close family such as parents or
wife and kids that a paiticipant lives with]
Examples: Individuals' statements about his/her income (regardless of your ability to judge accuracy),
existing loans and credit ratings; statements about the lack of money to make real a plan about a vacation,
renovation, purchase; other participants' judgments about the income of another individual; information
about changes in the financial well-being of a participant; po1trayals of possessions (or lack of possessions)
that are indicative of income, such as size of house, ownership of a luxury car, number of cars.

Verbal or Behavioral
Absent
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[This category refers to statements and/or behavior that might be indicative of or related to a participant's
occupation. Volunteering, occupational aspirations, participating in a competition to become a member of a
profession (e.g. model, singer, chef) and being a student is not information about occupation. An exception
to this rule would be information that one of the candidates has been working in that area ( e.g. as a model
or a chef) before participating in the program. In a program that focuses on lives of a specific profession
such as doctors or cops, every time you see a visual cue such as an officer wearing a uniform or driving a
police car code this visual cue as indicating that infonnation about occupation is somewhat present. J
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Verbal or Behavioral
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[This category refers to behavior and/or statements about the level of educational degree that a participant
has received or is trying to receive. Educational attainment does not refer to intelligence or talent level of a
participant It refers to the official educational degree that a participant possesses or is close to obtaining.
Standardized testing scores should be counted as information about educational attainment. Educational
aspirations should not be coded in this category. Information that a person is cu1Tently a student(for
example if a person is shown while studying for a course, visiting an advisor) should be coded as
information about educational attaimnent only if that information also contains details about the degree
(e.g. college degree, law student, pre-med, chemistry major etc). Similarly, GPA's a11d non-standardized
exam scores should be coded as information about educational attainment only if the infomiation is linked
with the type of degree (college, high school, masters etc) being sought or attained. Information about
degree sought can come from different sources. For example, membership in a fraternity indicates that a
person is a college student (degree sought is college degree), practicing in a college, high school basketball
team Gerseys would provide information). Information that a person is a student is not sufficient as
information about educational attainment unless degree/area is indicated. Information about where/when a
person was a student should be coded as less than or equal to somewhat present(<= 3) (e.g. an ex-teacher
saying that she used to teach the participant ,vhen he was in high school, a friend saying that they met in
college). Although the profession of a person may reveal important information about the educational
degree that person has, these should not be used to make inferences about education.
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Verbal or Behavioral
Absent
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[This category refers to present and past behavior about illegal drug use, prescription abuse. Remember
that the coding is not about excessive use only. Any level of use of drugs should be coded as information.
While coding, do not assume that a person is innocent until guilty. In other words, if there is an allegation
of drng use, code this as inforn1ation about dmg use. Taking medications to cure physical or mental illness
should not be considered as information about drug use.]
Examples: A participant's own statements about drug use; participant's own statements about getting
treatment for drugs; and other participant's judgments about whether or not a participant has drug
problems; verbal and behavioral indicators of craving for drugs or wanting to use drugs.
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[This category refers to present and past behavior use of alcoholic beverages. Remember that the coding is
not about excessive use only. Any level of use of alcohol should be coded as information]
Examples~ Information about present and past alcohol use; getting treatment for alcohol use; participants'
statements about past and present alcohol use; being drunk, drunken driving; participants' statements about
another participant's alcohol use; verbal and behavioral indicators of craving for alcohol or wanting to
drink. Occasional drinks while having a dinner should also be coded as information about alcohol use.
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Verbal or Behavioral
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(This category refers to information about participants current or past physical illnesses; cancer and heart
disease history; and injuries incu1Ted in the past or during the program]
Examples: Participants' o,vn statements about genetic illnesses, fears about getting an illness that the
parents had, a physical problem such as an injury or excessive weight, smoking ( only when it is shown as
preventing individuals from perfomring certain tasks, leading to likes of fatigue or breathlessness), fatigue,
sleeplessness, stomach related problems and information about treatments. Cuts and bruises incu1Ted in
physically intensive activities during show reveals infom1ation about health status.

Verbal or Behavioral
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Examples: Behavior that might be indicative of mental problems such as mental retardation, paranoia,
manic-depressiveness, compulsiveness, excessive aggression and agitation, pedophilia, history of child
molestaticn or sexual aggression. Participants' own statements about their psychological disorders,
participants' statements about their judgments regarding the mental health of others. Substance abuse
should not be considere4 as revealing information about mental health, unless there is evidence in the
coded unit that the substance use is leading to mental problems. Information about treatments that a person
has received should be considered as information about mental health.
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[This category refers to statements about religious belief of participants and how participants' behavior
may be affected by their religious beliefs]
Examples: Information about the religious affiliation of an individual; the extent to which the person is
practices religion, whether the person believes in god or not; participants' belief that god/religion may
empower them or help them, how religion may prevent a participant from engaging in certain behaviors;
other participants' statements about whether another person is religious; participants' normative judgments
(e.g. whether they agree with him or not; whether they find it rational or irrational) about an individual's
religious behavior.

Verbal or Behavioral
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[This category refers to ideological orientation of a participant as well as how politically involved that
participant is]
Examples: Information about party identification or ideological orientation of an individual; membership in
grassroots organizations, labor movements etc; whether the participant has voted or contributed money to a
political party or a political group.
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[This category refers to information about the sexual life of a participant, including but not limited to the
sexual orientation of the individual. If the infomration is about the sexual orientation of a participant, use
question 3.11 to code the infonnation, and do not use this question]
Examples: How frequently a participant has sex, number of sexual partners, fetishes, frequency with which
one views pornography or erotic content, type ofbit1h control used (or lack of birth control), attributes th,1t
a participant finds attractive in potential partners, turn offs, betraying partners or potential partners
indication that a pers011 might be attracted to another or that a person does not reciprocate another person's
feelings. Implied or explicit depiction of cl1aracters engaging it1 sexual talk, makit1g out, talking about
making out, having foreplay, having sex should also be included mthis category. If participants of a
program go on a date, this should also be considered as mformation about sexual life. Information about
the number of dates that a person has had recently. Info1mation about the number of sexual partners a
participant has had. Statements from participants describing, condoning or criticizing the sexual activities
or sexual orientation of another participant should also be mcluded in this category. Information about
marital status should not be included in as infonnation about dating and sexual lives or sexual preference.
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PART 4: Private Behaviors
4.1) Is there any evidence suggesting that the interaction includes talking
about/regarding a person/people in his/her/their absence?
[This category includes any negative or positive discussion about a person/people as well
as planning or strategizing about how to treat that person or interact with him/her/them.
This category should not include retelling of an event or an interaction when the
interaction is told to live audience or television audience (e.g. video diaries). This
category should not include general statements about all other participants. Ex: "Other
participants will not respect us" = NOT talking about other people in their absence.]
1) Yes
O)No

4.2) Is there any evidence suggesting that the interaction includes gossip?
[For the purposes of this analysis, gossip is defined as negative talk about a person when
that person is not present. Do two or more participants discuss another participant
negatively in the absence of that other participant? Making negative plans about other
participant should also be considered as evidence suggesting gossip. When between two
or more participants, this category should include any negative retelling of an interaction
with another participant in his/her absence. This category should not include retelling of
an event or an interaction when the interaction is told to live audience/television
audience. This category should not include general statements about all other
participants: "Other participants will not respect us" = NOT Gossip]
1) Yes
O)No
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4.3) Is there any sexual behavior in the interaction? (mark all that apply)
0) No sexual behaviors
[select this option if there are not sexual behaviors depicted in the interaction]
1) B1ief, sexual touching/kissing
[Category includes brief touching such as hugging, holding hands, pushing hair of the
face, brief kisses (touching of lips or lips and .cheeks), massage of forehead and/or a short
shoulder massage, dancing, embracing. Do not mark this category if the casual touching
is not sexual in nature. Possible examples include two siblings, father and child hugging
each other, dancing partners practicing or performing their routines, individuals who are
partnering in a competition hugging or embracing each other when waiting for results,
celebrating or condoling each other. It is still important to remember that in some cases,
individuals partnering in a competition may also engage in sexual touching or other types
of sexual behavior. ]
2) Intimate kissing or touching
[this category includes depiction of kissing between sexual partners, includes French kiss,
kissing of erogenous zones such as the back, neck and shoulders, kissing feet. When the
intimate kissing is accompanied by touching that is intended to arouse the partner, also
code the interaction as intimate touching (next category)]
3) Sexual Intercourse
[Use this category if there is evidence regarding that sexual intercourse (oral sex
included) has been initiated. This proof may be actual visual depiction of the intercourse
(e.g. under the blanket, behind a curtain); a shot of initiation followed by a cut to the
morning where the partners in the same bed or one of the paiiners describing the
intercourse; a closing door accompanied by soundtrack of the partners engaging in
foreplay and/or sex, a shot of a different room in the house or another part of the room
accompanied by the soundtrack of the partners engaging in foreplay and/or sex]
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4.4) Is there any evidence against a conclusion that all sexual organs of an individual
are covered?
[for the purposes of this coding, sexual organs include nipples (male or female), breasts,
buttocks, vagina and penis. If an individual is wearing a transparent dress that shows the
sexual organs, this should be classified as evidence against the conclusion that all sexual
organs are covered. Wearing undergam1ents (including g-strings) or towel, unless they
are transparent, should not be counted as evidence against the conclusion that the sexual
organs are covered. In cases when the sexual organs are blocked or bluned by producers,
this should still count as evidence against the conclusion that sexual organs are covered.
If the image is blocked by objects and it is not clear whether the sexual organs are
covered or not, this should not be considered as evidence against a conclusion that all
sexual organs are covered]
1) Yes, there is evidence against concluding that all sexual organs are covered

0) No, there is no evidence against concluding that all sexual organs are covered

4.5) Are there any instances within which an individuals' undergarments are
visible?
[Undergarments include bras, m1derpants, g-strings and boxers but not bathing suits]
1) Yes

O)No

4.6) Is there any individual in the interaction shown as using nothing but a towel or
undergarments or some none clothing object to cover sexual organs?
[This category includes wearing pants or skirts and a bra, wearing a g-string and a bra,
wearing a t-shirt and underpants without a pant, not covering one part and covering the
other with an undergamient. Bathing suits should not be considered as undergarments]
1) Yes

O)No
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4.7) Is any of the participant/host/client/judge/contractor expressing or showing
negative emotions such as sadness, anger, regret, frustration, anxiety,
disappointment, embarrassment?.
[Both verbal and behavioral and gestural (e.g. crying from sadness, shouting,
disappointed, frustrated, disgusted voice tones) expression of negative emotions. One's
own statements that he/she is sad, feeling bad, angry etc.( e.g. I felt sad when I heard
about. .. ) should be coded as less than or equal to somewhat present (=<3)unless the
statement is also accompanied by behavioral expression of the emotion. When both
behavioral (or gestural) and verbal expressions are present, the coder can code higher
than somewhat present but does not have to. Statements on behalf of the members of a
whole group that includes the speaker should be coded like a statement about one's own
feelings. Statements about other people's feelings should not be coded. In some cases,
participants may voice/express/gesture frustration about other participants not performing
well (underperformers) or disappointment about a situation (being lost, being stuck in
traffic). These are also negative emotions. In these situations, the coders should be
careful and distinguish between an expression of frustration and an expression requesting
someone to perform better without frustration/impatience. For example, a simple "speed
up my man", which verbally encourages as well as asking the underperformer to perform
better, or an excited "common give it a try!" would not be negative emotion. Sometimes
·· negative emotions can coexist with excitement, in which case, both 4.7 and 4.8 should be
coded as present. Do not code live audience reactions.]
Somewhat

Not at all

o

I

1

2

3
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4.8) Is any of the participant/host/client/judge/contractor expressing or showing
non-negative emotions such as happiness, enthusiasm, excitement?
[Both verbal and behavioral and gestural (e.g. crying from happiness and laughing while
voicing excitement) expression of emotions. One's own statements that he/she is happy,
excited etc (e.g. "I was excited to see him do ... ") should be coded as less than or equal to
somewhat present (=<3), unless the statement is also accompanied by behavioral or
gestural expression of the emotion. When both behavioral (or gestural) and verbal
expressions are present, the coder can code higher than somewhat present but does not
have to. Statements on behalf of the members of a whole group that includes the speaker
should be coded like a statement about one's own feelings. Statements about other
people's feelings should not be coded. Excitement that may be considered as neutral such as talking with higher volume when in an exciting situation such as while running
for a goal or while competing should also be considered in this category. In some cases,
this excitement can be combined with frustration or impatience because a teammate etc is
not performing quickly enough, efficiently enough etc (underperformer). In such cases,
if there is evidence that excitement and frustration coexist, both should be coded. Do not
code live audience reactions.]
Not at all
0

Somewhat
1

2

3

4

5

Very
much
6

4.9) Is there an indication of an interpersonal conflict?
[Both verbal and behavioral expression of dislike, hate, disagreement, hurting or wanting
to hurt. Interpersonal conflict should be coded as present only when both parties of the
conflict are present in the interaction or can be unequivocally assumed to be present in an
interaction even if only one of the participants is being shown (e.g. in a fight, one of the
participants is shown as being restrained by friends while he shouts to someone not
visible, e.g. in a fight someone throws an object at another person not visible on screen).
The co-presence of participants can be either visual (as when a voice-over describes a
fight being shown visually without any sound) or vocal (when we can hear two people's
fight but cannot see them) or mixture of both. If a person voices or expresses his/her
frustration or impatience with a co-participant because of something he/she does, fail to
do or is slow in doing, these should be considered as evidences of interpersonal conflict
lesser than or equal to somewhat present. Paiiicipants voicing frustration while waiting
for an absent participant is by definition not an interpersonal conflict because of the
absence of the participant being waited]
Not at all
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1
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Appendix C - Structural Equation Model
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